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1 Introduction 

New technologies have profoundly reshaped many industries in the past years 
and we are continuously witnessing the creation of new ventures designing 
and serving entirely new markets. Digital entertainment is one such market 
where technological innovations have paved the way for the creation of both 
a demand for being digitally entertained and consequently a supply of prod-
ucts and services catering for those needs. Behind the various forms of 
streamed video and TV services, mobile video games and unlimited music 
experiences, are often firms that did not even exist a few years ago. Interest-
ingly enough, the demand for many of these new entrepreneurial artifacts is 
commonly not even articulated or defined at the start. Virtual gaming worlds, 
mobile video games, new formats of digital TV/film and music experiences 
can be seen to fill our basic human needs of entertainment. However, they are 
as much the results of the imaginations and creative actions of enterprising 
individuals as they are fillers of existing market gaps. 
 
At the heart of these nascent markets and new ventures lie decisions to act, 
take risks and pursue ideas as business opportunities. Entrepreneurs are indi-
viduals who, in the face of uncertainty, actively identify and exploit opportu-
nities in the quest of economic and/or social wealth. Evidently, this is not an 
easy task (which legitimizes research in the topic). The lack of information 
and high levels of uncertainty pose challenges to entrepreneurs taking their 
ideas from conception to reality. How do consumers behave in these contexts? 
What do they value? How do you reach them in times of information overload 
and a variety of available distribution devices? How do you monetize on dig-
ital content? And how do you exploit technologies that are constantly devel-
oping? These are some of the uncertainties and ambiguities that eventually 
influence how entrepreneurs perceive opportunities and, more specifically, 
how they identify and exploit them.  
 
The nature of entrepreneurial opportunities is a well-debated topic among en-
trepreneurship researchers (e.g. Davidsson & Tonelli, 2013; Garud & 
Giuliani, 2013; Shane, 2012). The main divide has traditionally been between 
the views of opportunities as objective or subjective to the entrepreneur. Much 
of this research has advanced from the idea that entrepreneurship and entre-
preneurial agency emerge at the nexus of individuals and opportunities (Shane 
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& Venkataraman, 2000). The underlying notion, which stems from neoclassi-
cal economics, is that environmental change (e.g. changes to technology, de-
mographics or human needs) creates situations of disequilibrium with imper-
fect competition. In such circumstances, certain individuals may be able to 
generate economic wealth through the exploitation of these imperfections 
(Alvarez, Barney, & Anderson, 2013). The notion of opportunity hence stems 
from the assumption that these imperfections exist objectively and outside the 
individual actor. However, this way of explaining entrepreneurial opportuni-
ties as situations or chances to introduce new goods and services that can be 
sold for greater than their production cost (Casson, 1982; Shane & 
Venkataraman, 2000) can only be used after an opportunity has reached mar-
ket acceptance and does not, therefore, inform our understanding of how indi-
viduals act and make decisions that lead up to the identification and creation 
of an opportunity that does not objectively exist. As stressed by, e.g. Shepherd 
(2015) and Dimov (2011), since opportunities are uncertain ex ante they can 
only be determined ex post.  
 
Thus, despite being such a fundamental ingredient of the entrepreneurial pro-
cess, the notion of entrepreneurial opportunity still remains unclear. One of 
the main reasons for the elusiveness of the concept is that it is empirically 
challenging to explore and/or study in emerging settings and use in forward-
looking research (Davidsson, 2015). When and how can one empirically de-
tect if an opportunity exists before it is identified or exploited? If the oppor-
tunity is not something existing ‘out there’ waiting to be found by a creative 
and risk taking individual, how are we to decide if and what constitutes a valid 
opportunity? The challenge ultimately becomes how to understand opportuni-
ties that are not to be observed empirically. From this point of view and in 
order to make the construct empirically applicable, we are better off if we both 
ontologically and epistemologically understand opportunities from the points 
of view of the individual actors and their actions.  
 
Several attempts have been made to advance the scholarly understanding of 
opportunities as subjective endeavors stemming from the cognitions and ac-
tions of individuals. Sarason, Dean, and Dillard (2006) argue that the individ-
ual and the opportunity are inseparable and that one cannot detect the subjec-
tive idea without the actor. Along the same lines, Dimov (2011) develops a 
prospective notion of opportunity by placing it within the reality of what en-
trepreneurial individuals actually do. Since entrepreneurs cannot predict the 
future, they act on what they believe that the future might be. Similarly, 
Davidsson and Tonelli (2013) refer to entrepreneurial opportunities as ‘new 
venture ideas’, through which entrepreneurs direct their actions towards cre-
ating new economic entities. New venture ideas are only vaguely articulated 
in the early stages of the entrepreneurial process and are mostly subject to 
considerable change (Davidsson, 2015).  
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Against this background, a pilot study was conducted in order to investigate 
and explore the notion of entrepreneurial opportunities among start-up entre-
preneurs and managers of established firms entering into developing new tech-
nological innovations. 

1.1 Developing the problem 

There is a massive disruption happening right now and nobody really knows 
the winning formula.  
Stefan Lampinen, CEO, Speltjänst, Business Development Agency, 2011-10-05 

 
The research journey started with the simple question; how do entrepreneurs 
take their ideas to market? In particular, I sought to understand the connection 
between new technologies and business opportunities related to these. The last 
wave of what we generally refer to as ‘digitalization’ has brought along mul-
tiple ways for firms to generate value. Yet, these environments are equally 
associated with many uncertainties, such as how to monetize digital products, 
how to predict customer behavior that does not yet exist, how to utilize tech-
nologies that are untested and under fast development and how to create mar-
kets for which the need is undefined? So how do ideas in such ambiguous 
market contexts emerge and how are they developed into opportunities for 
value creation? 
 
To inform the understanding of these issues, I turned to an industry currently 
in transition through the disruption of new technologies. The video game sec-
tor is a recent example where the digitalization of the market with increased 
broadband and storage capacity, new ways to connect players by tapping into 
their social networks and new ways to digitally distribute products have 
caused changes for both incumbents and newly entering firms. The introduc-
tion of mobile technological devices, i.e. gaming platforms such as 
smartphones and tablets, has furthered this disruption by creating opportuni-
ties for video game developers to design entirely new gaming formats for seg-
ments of customers who did not even previously play video games (e.g. casual 
and social games played on mobile phones and Facebook1). For incumbent 
firms, these changes have opened up new avenues for distributing and mone-
tizing products. The same technological advancements have further provided 
a fertile soil for so-called indie developers and other start-ups creating and 

                                                      
1 Social, casual and mobile games, played on devices such as smartphones, tablets, or PCs and 
accessed through online social networks, have become extremely popular, and are changing the 
ways in which games are designed, understood, and played. (Source: https://www.blooms-
bury.com/us/social-casual-and-mobile-games-9781501310584/) 
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claiming space in the market for mobile and online video games. Dymek 
(2010) refers to this change as the ‘video industry paradigm’, which has addi-
tionally attracted external investors hoping to grasp hold of windows for new 
market opportunities (p 77-78).  
 
In other words, the video game market was a suitable context for studying how 
both start-up entrepreneurs and managers of established firms were dealing 
with technological change in this uncertain and rapidly changing context. The 
pilot study was conducted with three aims in mind: 1) to investigate the gap 
between technological innovation and nascent markets associated with these 
innovations, 2) to understand how managers of established and entering firms 
were identifying opportunities associated with emerging digital technologies, 
and 3) to specify the research questions and establish key concepts for the 
further study. 
 
The pilot study was conducted in 2011 and is based on secondary data and 
interviews with 16 new venture founders and managers of video game devel-
opment firms on the effects the past years’ technological changes were having 
on the industry and their entrepreneurial and innovation processes (see Ap-
pendix). The underlying theme guiding the inquiry was how opportunities re-
lated to digitalization were identified and exploited and if there were any par-
ticular differences between the approaches of the established and recently en-
tering firms in this process. 

1.1.1 Entrepreneurial opportunities  
As mentioned above, entrepreneurial opportunities have long since been a 
central theme within entrepreneurship research. They are intensively studied 
and debated as a way to advance our understanding of firm formation and the 
creation of markets. There are evidently a variety of definitions of opportuni-
ties, based on different philosophical conceptions. Opportunities have been 
described as projects worth exploiting (Casson & Wadeson, 2007), sets of en-
vironmental conditions leading to the introduction of new products and ser-
vices in the marketplace (Dutta & Crossan, 2005), situations where new goods 
and services can be introduced and sold for greater than their production cost 
(Shane & Venkataraman, 2000) or sets of ideas in the form of early cognitive 
outlines of a future venture (Davidsson & Tonelli, 2013; Sarasvathy, Dew, 
Velamuri, & Venkataraman, 2003). They have also been described as existing 
independent of the entrepreneur (Shane, 2000) or dependent upon the entre-
preneur’s creative capacity to enact them (Sarason et al., 2006). This ontolog-
ical divide goes under the overall banner of the discovery and creation debate 
(Alvarez & Barney, 2007). 
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From a critical realist position, opportunities are considered to emerge due to 
competitive imperfections generated by certain disequilibria in factor or prod-
uct markets (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). This way of understanding en-
trepreneurial opportunities, representative of the neoclassical definition, sug-
gests that only when competition is imperfect do opportunities exist. These 
imperfections often stem from exogenous shocks, e.g. a technological change 
or shift in consumer preferences in preexisting industries causing for new op-
portunities to arise and wait to be discovered. Kirzner (1979) argued that some 
particularly alert members of society possessed certain capacities to recognize 
these opportunities, convert them into economic value and thereby fill the gaps 
in the market. Since the exogenous opportunities are assumed to be objective 
by nature, it boils down to the information asymmetries in society to determine 
who will discover and exploit these untapped resources. Evidently, not all 
market actors are considered to be in the possession of sufficiently accurate 
knowledge and the skills to become entrepreneurs (Shane & Venkataraman, 
2000).  
 
The social constructionist position, on the other hand, offers a contrasting per-
spective to the debate. Rather than existing ‘out there’ waiting to be discov-
ered, opportunities are seen as emerging endogenously in and through creative 
processes (Alvarez et al., 2013; Garud & Giuliani, 2013; Venkataraman, 
Sarasvathy, Dew, & Forster, 2012). This way of understanding the nature of 
entrepreneurial opportunities as socially constructed and materially entangled 
belongs to the creation perspective, which assumes that opportunities are 
formed by the actions of entrepreneurs themselves. This also evokes a shift in 
agency focus, by proposing that the entrepreneur and the social system co-
evolve. Several researchers argue that the creative view offers greater capaci-
ties for understanding and explaining the development of emerging or nonex-
istent industries than the discovery perspective (Sarasvathy et al., 2003). 
 
The pilot study explored whether these perspectives could be used to shed 
light on any differences in how managers of established and entering firms 
have approached and acted upon external conditions related to digitalization. 
In this investigation, the respondents’ perceptions of opportunities were cap-
tured by seeking to understand the environmental conditions they perceived 
as particularly favorable and the visions and ideas they were developing re-
lated to these. In the subsequent section, a brief overview of my findings is 
provided, with the purpose of approaching my theoretical problem.  
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1.1.2 Opportunity identification and development 

The distribution chain is dying since the physical products are becoming less 
popular to sell. Digital distribution is actually plain retail. 
Fredrik Wester, CEO, Paradox Interactive, 2011-01-05 

 
The entrepreneurs and managers in the interviews pointed to digital distribu-
tion as the main driver of change within the industry. For both established and 
new firms, it meant a big difference in how they were now able to reach and/or 
create their markets. An outcome of this technological development was the 
disruption of the industry by dramatically lowering the entry barriers for new 
entrants: 

The new gaming platforms have meant the world for us indie developers since 
we can jump on new technologies really quickly. It took a long while before 
Electronic Arts even released a game for iPhone. It takes time for them to in-
vestigate the platform, to see if there is eventually a market and to basically just 
dare to spend money without really knowing if there is anything to gain in that 
new market niche. 
Daniel Kaplan, Business Developer, Mojang, 2011-01-18 

 
Many of the established firms on the other hand, felt challenged by this new 
business logic associated with digital distribution:  

The game developers that are employed here Electronic Arts  are used to mak-
ing “boxed” products, which means an entirely different way of thinking. So, it 
has been quite some journey for us to learn how to charge in ways that feels 
okay for all parties. 
Oskar Burman, CTO, Easy, 2011-01-21 

 
The respondents explained how the new distribution channels that were open-
ing up were based upon the ubiquitous internet, global distribution platforms, 
and increased broadband capacity, allowing for streaming and downloading 
of content. By being able to sidestep the traditional (physical) distribution 
chain, with one or several middlemen, the new situation offered many possi-
bilities for entrepreneurial actors to directly distribute their products to their 
customers. One such example was through App Store serving as a platform 
connecting makers and buyers of digital content: 

App Store is a revolution! It’s one portal with global distribution. 
Björn Jeffrey, CEO TocaBoca, 2011-11-20 

 
The distribution was only what initially changed the digital environment. The 
informants also pointed to a shift in customer behavior as a critical external 
condition triggering their actions: 
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And then came the iPad and App Store, which meant an enormous boost. Not 
just the infrastructure with App Store, but behaviorally it meant a big deal since 
people suddenly realized that they no longer needed to go to the physical  store 
to buy a game, instead they could simply download it. And we have to remem-
ber that only five years ago people were reluctant to purchase stuff online with 
their credit cards… I mean… for some industries the development has been 
slow, neither books nor films have really taken off yet… but for videogames, 
it’s just been a blooming development. So, the behavioral aspect is really, really 
interesting.   
Linus Feldt, CEO/founder, Filimundus, 2011-11-20 

 
In the interviews, a consistent picture emerged around the perceived disruptive 
changes in the market that had triggered early insights and ideas and eventu-
ally motivated the entrepreneurial individuals to take action. There were no-
tably the environmental conditions of digital distribution and a shift in con-
sumer behavior. Similar accounts were also given around social media capa-
bilities (interacting, sharing and co-creating content) and physical mobile de-
vices (smartphones and tablets) providing additional capabilities to explore 
and exploit. The informants stressed these conditions as particularly favorable 
and they hence provided them with opportunities that could be transformed 
into ventures, products and/or even commercial values. Both founders and 
representatives of the established firms emphasized the same environmental 
conditions as triggering the processes in which they had begun identifying and 
testing their ideas. The conditions that prompted entrepreneurial action can 
thus be described as cues stimulating cognitive activities among the entrepre-
neurial actors (similar to the process of opportunity identification as described 
by Gaglio and Katz (2001) and Ardichvili, Cardozo, and Ray (2003)). 
 
Thus, these environmental conditions triggered action and resulted in the de-
velopment of ideas related to the realization of future projects, products or 
ventures. As opposed to the notion of opportunities as simply existing ‘out 
there’, the outcomes of entrepreneurs’ beliefs and actions were hence the for-
mulation of subjective endeavors in the form of new ideas: 

I started to think about what type of games you can do that has the potential to 
reach a mass market… a game that really reaches out to as many gamers as 
possible. That’s when I came up with the idea of a quiz. 
Martin Walfitz, CEO/founder Planeto, 2011-11-18 

 
In simple terms, this quotation sheds light on the process whereby the founder 
of the social video game firm, Planeto, was influenced and inspired by the 
external conditions of social media and global distribution, from which he de-
veloped a vision and idea for a product. He evidently acknowledged and 
stressed his prior knowledge and professional experience in enabling him to 
see and act upon this information and these circumstances. Thus, from the 
point of view of the individual actor, the entrepreneurial opportunity was 
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something perceived of as both found and created at the same time. The en-
terprise founder had intuited certain environmental conditions that were then 
interpreted, evaluated and subsequently developed into an embryonic idea that 
was now being implemented (through resource allocation) by creating a busi-
ness venture. 
 
A suitable description of the entrepreneurial opportunity construct understood 
as such, would rather be the notion of ideas and beliefs associated with the 
creation of a new venture and the decision to take action to do something about 
it. This way of understanding opportunities supports definitions proposed by, 
e.g., Sarasvathy et al. (2003), Dimov (2007) and Davidsson and Tonelli 
(2013). The managers and founders in my pilot study had all taken actions or 
were in the process of implementing and developing ideas and beliefs into new 
ventures and products. Consequently, the environmental conditions provided 
the information and favorable circumstances necessary for the initiation of 
their start-up activities.   
 
These empirical findings supported prior research indicating how technologi-
cal change gives rise to features and information that allow for new products 
and ventures to be created by entrepreneurial individuals. But more im-
portantly, the data revealed that this was all happening in a process where dif-
ferent elements, acting together, eventually shaped the outcome of what could 
be understood as an entrepreneurial opportunity.  

1.1.3 Business models emerging 
Business models soon emerged as a critical concept for the respondents when 
dealing with the new technology environment. The established firms ex-
pressed a need to change their existing business models, whereas the start-ups 
were concerned with developing new ones. The interviews indicated that the 
business model notion became a way of visualizing and relating the environ-
mental features to the market and the financial structure of the prospective 
firm. The business model was used to explain and test how the actors could 
turn their resources into profit and which external partners to enter into col-
laborations with. One of the respondents (the founder of Filimundus, cited 
above) set out to develop an idea related to the digital distribution of video 
games for children. When describing the development and change of their in-
itial idea since inception, it became obvious that the business model had 
played an instrumental role: 
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First of all, Apple contributed to an extremely aggressive pricing strategy. Our 
initial idea of working with local content would simply not work. When you 
sell games for 7 SEK and it costs us around 150 000 SEK to produce them… 
they might not even break even in a country of Sweden’s size. 
Linus Feldt, CEO/founder, Filimundus, 2011-11-20 

 
Simply put, a business model explains how an organization is linked to exter-
nal stakeholders and how it engages in economic exchanges with them in a 
way that creates value for all exchange partners (Zott & Amit, 2007 p 181). 
Hence, the idea to digitally produce and distribute a video game eventually 
became shaped as it was introduced into the market. The business model thus 
allowed the actors to test and operationalize their ideas against the reality of 
the market. The value creation capabilities of the focal firm (or the product) 
and its potential to capture value in the form of revenues became negotiated 
among the prospective stakeholders, which, in turn, shaped this initial idea. 
These insights indicated that the development of an entrepreneurial oppor-
tunity could be understood as a process in which the business model was used 
to test the commercial viability of the idea, establish resource structures and 
form exchange relationships with a network of partners. 
 
Along the same lines, the pilot study revealed how business models that had 
already been operationalized (i.e., in the case of the established firms) served 
as instigators to the (re)creation of new opportunities. Since the uncertainty of 
monetizing video games was a critical issue in the industry many entrepre-
neurs and managers expressed worry about the ability to generate and sustain 
profit. One of the informants, the COO of a new business unit within Elec-
tronic Arts, explained how their specific assignment was to experiment and 
test new gaming formats and platforms. He explained how they were currently 
testing and learning about the willingness to pay for games among their cus-
tomers: 

… most of our games are actually free. But if you ask people, they all admit 
they are willing to pay as long as there are perceived values in them. So now 
we must crack the nut and figure out what makes them want to shovel money 
into our games… and it’s actually just a matter of paying a tiny amount of 
money, it does not have to be hundreds of (Swedish) crowns, ten crowns could 
be enough. 
Kristoffer Benjamninsson, CTO, Easy, 2011-01-12 

 
This was another example illustrating how an already established business 
model was used as a cognitive device to develop what the respondent per-
ceived as new opportunities. A significant insight from the investigation was 
evidently how experimentation and co-creation were emphasized as crucial 
approaches when dealing with the new technologies and the increasingly un-
certain market context. The video game development studios were hesitant 
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about the value propositions for their customers in the near future. There was 
also a prevailing sense of uncertainty with regard to the technical capabilities 
of the hardware platforms, which caused challenges when deciding on what 
types of games to invest in and develop. Many firms, therefore, adopted strat-
egies where they engaged in co-creation activities with partners and stake-
holders in order to collectively identify and develop new ideas. An example 
of this was that several of the firms (both new and established) launched beta 
versions of their games as a way to get customer feedback and input to refine 
the end products. 
 
For the established firms in my study, the focus of the opportunity develop-
ment processes was evidently on changing existing business models or adding 
new ones (as in the case of Electronic Arts) in order to adapt to and survive in 
the digital market space. Their main challenge was evidently to manage these 
innovation strategies within their existing organizations (routines, competen-
cies, culture, etc.). For firms in their early formation days on the other hand - 
beginning with a blank slate - it became apparent that opportunities were de-
veloped through the creation of viable business models. These fundamental 
changes between already having and not having a business model in place 
evidently impacted the outcome of the opportunities. (Elaborate research on 
business model change in established firms is to be found in, e.g., Christensen 
(2006) and Markides and Oyon (2010)). 
 
Finally, a content analysis of the transcribed interview data was performed in 
NVivo, in order to see how my respondents described their business models. 
This was done in order to assess the relevance of the concept and to guide me 
in my definition of the construct. The most common themes and topics ad-
dressed by the respondents were descriptions about their revenue streams, 
market offering (i.e. value of the product/service), market factors (positioning, 
competitors etc.), business opportunity (technological capabilities, consumer 
demand and “gap” in existing market), and resources (organization, employ-
ees, competencies, investors, partners). These results support several of the 
established conceptualizations of business models by, e.g., Amit and Zott 
(2001); (George & Bock, 2011; Hedman & Kalling, 2003). 

1.2 Conclusions and implications of pilot study 
The pilot study revealed a few interesting observations of which some find 
their support in the extant literature, but some of which raise further questions 
and hence pave the way to formulate the research questions of this inquiry.  
 
The first observation involves the theoretical dichotomy between opportuni-
ties as objective or subjective to the entrepreneur, which proved not to have 
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any empirical bearings in the study. Based on the perceptions and actions of 
the managers and founders, the ideas that were developed were results the 
entanglement of both external conditions and subjective cognitions. As illus-
trated above, managers of both established and entering firms were influenced 
by the same external factors, but they perceived and developed different ideas, 
based on their personal and/or organizational capabilities. Along the same 
lines, their perceptions or beliefs of any eventual commercial viability for their 
ideas had to be tested against other actors and stakeholders in order to be ap-
proved. Thus, this observation supports, e.g., Sarasvathy et al. (2003) who ar-
gue that entrepreneurial opportunities surpass both objective and subjective 
notions since they assume actors for whom they are perceived as opportunities 
and a real world in which they have to be enacted and accepted (p 143). Con-
sequently, these insights indicated that it was the transition from external con-
ditions to subjective cognitions, or vice versa, that proved to be empirically 
relevant for the understanding of how ideas related to technological change 
are created and developed. Something that from this way of seeing, could be 
referred to as an ongoing process of opportunity development. 
 
The second outcome of the pilot study relates to what happened when these 
“opportunities” were developed. The study revealed that not only the founders 
and managers but an assemblage of distributed actors, activities and techno-
logical capabilities were influential in shaping the unfolding opportunity. This 
observation reinforces existing empirical findings indicating that entrepre-
neurs operate together with other actors in order to shape their social construc-
tions of opportunities so that they eventually become part of their own reality 
(Alvarez & Barney, 2013; Garud & Karnøe, 2003). Moreover, the business 
model played a significant role and served to bridge the gap from vision to 
reality by testing and negotiating the prospective value propositions with in-
volved stakeholders. The business model hence allowed for different interests 
to make sense of and unite around the new ventures and their products. As 
such, the business model served a cognitive purpose by translating the envi-
ronmental conditions into economic rationales or profit opportunities. Thus, 
by looking more closely into the process in which opportunities and business 
models emerge and interact, the results indicate that we can inform our current 
understanding of the creation of new firms.  

 
With these empirical insights taken into account, the pilot study guided my 
attention towards the process in which opportunities related to new technolo-
gies are identified and exploited. I saw a possibility to inform the current un-
derstanding of entrepreneurial opportunities research by investigating the in-
terconnectedness between ideas and business models and the process in which 
they emerge. 
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1.3 Purpose and research questions  
The purpose of the present study is to challenge the much taken for granted 
conceptualization of entrepreneurial opportunities by seeking to understand 
the process in which opportunities are identified and exploited. By investigat-
ing the transition from an idea involving a single individual to engaging a 
broader social audience (i.e. the market), the notion of opportunity will be 
reconceptualized to better suit entrepreneurial processes in prospective empir-
ical settings. How we understand the development of entrepreneurial oppor-
tunities has implications for how we research, teach and foster entrepreneur-
ship. Especially when it comes to understanding the creation of new markets 
based on technological innovations (or any innovation), we need to advance 
our knowledge of how potential opportunities are identified, developed and 
exploited, not only by the individual entrepreneur but through the collective 
actions and interactions of multiple actors. 
 
Thus, this thesis empirically explores the entrepreneurial journey of an idea’s 
development to its launch in the market. By investigating the process of a 
gradually materializing technology venture, I seek to advance current schol-
arly understanding of the opportunity construct as well as its subjective and 
evolving nature. It should consequently be seen as an attempt to shed light on 
what entrepreneurial actors do when operating on the edge of uncertainty and 
how ideas are developed and brought to market in these settings. The overall 
research question guiding this thesis investigation is: 
 
How is an entrepreneurial opportunity developed?  
 
This question can be specified and nuanced by the following sub-questions: 
 
 What is an entrepreneurial opportunity comprised of? 
 How is opportunity development pursued? 

 
These research questions are investigated by looking at the firm formation 
process of a technology start-up in a nascent market. The empirical context is 
chosen because of the explosion of technological capabilities and the inherent 
uncertainties associated with the development of viable opportunities and the 
creation of new markets. Furthermore, this inquiry would not be achievable in 
a more mature market or for a venture with longer product cycles. By using 
the initial empirical and theoretical understandings from the pilot study, I pro-
ceed from the literature on entrepreneurial opportunities and business models 
in order to elucidate my research problem. 
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1.4 The structure of the thesis 
The thesis is structured as follows: 
 
Chapter 1: Introduction – The starting point of my research journey was an 
empirical pilot study taking place from January 2011 to November 2011. The 
focus was to better understand the perception of entrepreneurial opportunities 
among managers in recently entering and established firms in relation to tech-
nological change. A brief summary of the study is described, highlighting the 
problem and resulting in the formulation of research questions.  
 
Chapter 2: Theoretical framework – Based on the empirical insights and the 
problem area defined in the previous chapter, a more thorough theoretical dis-
cussion follows. The entrepreneurial opportunity, effectuation and business 
model literatures are reviewed, indicating that they are incomplete in provid-
ing an explanation for the problem.  
 
Chapter 3: Research design and methodology – An account is provided for 
the methodological choices made and the research approach used for under-
taking the empirical study and subsequently the analysis and contributions 
generated from it. 
 
Chapter 4: The PlayTV Story – In the form of a narrative, the empirical mate-
rial is presented through a chronological account of the opportunity develop-
ment process of a start-up within digital TV and film. The study took place 
from November 2011 to May 2014 and portrays how an idea is identified, 
developed and launched in the market. It illustrates the elusiveness of the op-
portunity construct, at the same time that it brings other significant opportunity 
characteristics to the fore.   
 
Chapter 5: The four opportunity components – I begin to seek answers to the 
research questions by drawing theoretical conclusions from the data and an-
swering the ‘what’ question. This second order analysis introduces an alterna-
tive way of understanding what is discussed under the opportunity umbrella 
in entrepreneurship by clarifying what an entrepreneurial opportunity is com-
prised of. Consequently, it results in a conceptual framework that can be used 
for understanding similar early entrepreneurial processes. 
 
Chapter 6: Opportunity development as sensemaking – Support is lent from 
organizational sensemaking which is a perspective particularly useful for elab-
orating on and understanding opportunity development from the perspective 
of the involved actors. After briefly introducing the sensemaking approach, I 
move on to the third order analysis by seeking to answer the ‘how’ question, 
focusing on how opportunity development is pursued by connecting the four 
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opportunity components. The chapter discusses the iterative process of going 
from idea to market, by shining a spotlight on both the cognitive and the con-
textual aspects of opportunity development. It results in a framework for op-
portunity development involving the three phases of sensemaking, 
sensegiving and sensebreaking, and thus provides a different perspective on 
entrepreneurial processes.  
 
Chapter 7: Concluding discussion – Finally, I provide a discussion regarding 
the theoretical and managerial contributions of the study. Moreover, I point to 
some limitations with my thesis and provide ideas for further research.  
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2 Theoretical framework 

Two components are essential for any entrepreneurial activity or behavior to 
occur. One is the actor component, which is referred to as the individual. The 
other is the non-actor component, which is commonly described as the oppor-
tunity. Thus, in order to establish any type of viable economic activity or or-
ganization, there needs to be the enterprising actor(s) acting upon something 
s/he perceives to be promising for the realization of economic wealth. This is 
also described as the individual-opportunity (IO) nexus within entrepreneur-
ship theory (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000), indicating some sort of ‘fit’ be-
tween the actor and the entity acted upon. 
 
Why certain individuals become entrepreneurs and how they act to pursue 
their visions is still a subject of great interest to numerous scholars. Likewise, 
entrepreneurial opportunities research has generated considerable knowledge 
about such opportunities’ origins, function in the economic system and the 
activities associated with their exploitation (Kirzner, 1973; Schumpeter, 1952; 
Shane, 2003). The main focus has been to explain their nature and existence, 
essentially achieved through retrospective studies where opportunities are as-
sumed to exist even before the realization of the firm or organization. Thus, at 
the individual level, with a focus on how entrepreneurial agents perceive and 
enact opportunities in real time, the construct is to a large extent unclear and 
inoperable, largely due to the lack of empirical work (e.g. Davidsson, 2015; 
Gartner, Carter, & Hills, 2003; Klein, 2008; Ramoglou & Tsang, 2016; 
Wennberg & Berglund, 2014).  
 
Gartner et al. (2003) suggest an inherent danger that when scholars talk about 
opportunity in certain ways, their language can constrain the ability to con-
sider other possible meanings, particularly the meanings of those individuals 
who engage in the phenomenon of opportunity: entrepreneurs. Thus, the fun-
damental question becomes: “What do they talk about when they talk about 
opportunity?” (p 104). This construct ambiguity becomes an issue especially 
when looking at entrepreneurial action in nascent markets. It also muddies the 
waters for prospective theories of entrepreneurial processes, where opportuni-
ties cannot be assumed as concrete realities existing beforehand, but rather 
emerge through the enactment and imagination of enterprising actors. 
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The overall focus of this thesis is hence to challenge the taken for granted 
assumptions of the opportunity construct and to investigate what entrepreneur-
ial opportunities are, how they come into being and transform from vague 
ideas into new ventures. 
 
This chapter discusses and develops these arguments in more detail. Its start-
ing point is an overview of entrepreneurial opportunities research, illustrating 
how various streams of thought theoretically conceptualize and empirically 
approach the construct. Thereafter follows a discussion on the process in 
which opportunities are developed from an individual level. Finally, an over-
view of current business model research is provided, zooming in on the cog-
nitive role of business models in understanding the journey from non-exist-
ence to the existence of new economic activities.  

2.1 Perspectives on entrepreneurial opportunities 
In the seminal article “The Promise Of Entrepreneurship As a Field of Re-
search,” Shane and Venkataraman (2000) develop a framework for the theory 
of entrepreneurship. They argue there is a lack of integration and focus on not 
only the enterprising individual but, equally importantly, the presence of op-
portunities to be exploited. Entrepreneurial opportunity has since then been a 
central theme within entrepreneurship research and is intensively studied and 
debated as a way to advance our understanding of firm formation and the cre-
ation of markets. Consequently, much research focus has involved searching 
for the ‘holy grail’ by either exploring entrepreneurial traits that can lead to 
the recognition and creation of successful organizations or seeking to under-
stand the nature of opportunities. 
 
One of the essences of entrepreneurship is the assembly of resources under 
uncertainty (Klein, 2008). In the context of technological change and digital-
ization, there is consequently the prevailing sense among entrepreneurs of not 
having sufficient information about what is happening and about how to trans-
form new technologies into ventures and markets. In 1921, Frank Knight 
(2012) formulated a thesis on the distinction between ‘risk’ and ‘uncertainty’ 
and their implications for economic organizations. In short, a problem appears 
to be risky when its outcome is unknown, but we can still measure and calcu-
late the odds. In uncertain situations on the other hand, we do not have any 
information about the situation and we, therefore, have to rely on our estima-
tion to set the odds (Sarasvathy, 2001). These conceptual distinctions have 
implications for how we interpret innovation and entrepreneurial activity. A 
review follows of three diverging philosophical perspectives on the nature of 
opportunities and their consequences and/or limitations for the study of early 
entrepreneurial processes.  
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2.1.1 Opportunities as discovered 
As mentioned above, much of the entrepreneurial opportunities research 
stream, particularly within the individual-opportunity nexus has taken a struc-
tural approach where opportunities are assumed to exist even before entrepre-
neurs are aware of them. This is particularly illustrated by Shane’s (2003) def-
inition: “Entrepreneurship is an activity that involves the discovery, evalua-
tion, and exploitation of opportunities to introduce new goods and services, 
ways of organizing, markets, process, and raw materials through organizing 
efforts that previously had not existed” (Venkataraman, 1997; Shane and Ven-
kataraman, 2000, p 4). This way of understanding entrepreneurial opportuni-
ties implies that they are objective phenomena in the sense that they are avail-
able for any actor if they possess the right knowledge or information. Shane’s 
(2000) argument, therefore, implies that technological change leads to com-
petitive imperfections in preexisting markets which give rise to entrepreneur-
ial opportunities discoverable, with or without searching, by any agent who 
has prior knowledge related to that opportunity. Hence, an important condition 
for entrepreneurial activity to occur is the distribution of information in soci-
ety.  
 
This discovery view of entrepreneurial opportunities has consequently placed 
much emphasis on understanding and explaining entrepreneurial decision 
making and the cognitive properties behind successful discovery (Eckhardt & 
Shane, 2003; Gaglio & Katz, 2001). This research stream is built upon the 
assumption that entrepreneurs operate in risky information contexts where 
they can plan rationally and develop strategies to form new firms. In the sce-
nario of risk, analytical techniques are thus applicable, the focus lying on en-
vironmental elements that are predictable. Much research taught in business 
schools today is still based on these understandings. Kotler’s famous 4P 
framework (the marketing mix) is an example of rational behavior where a set 
of controllable variables is used to create strategies that can calculate markets, 
future demand, pricing etc. (Kotler & Armstrong, 2010).  

2.1.2 Opportunities as created 
If discovery opportunity is based upon a realist perspective, the other, or com-
plementary, side of the research debate is driven from a constructivist point of 
view. Scholars in the latter tradition argue that opportunities are only relevant 
once they become part of a socially constructed reality in which the entrepre-
neur exists (Alvarez & Barney, 2007). Weick (1979) refers to this as enact-
ment, a process in which the entrepreneur creates the environment in which 
s/he behaves and acts. The enactment process does not occur in isolation. En-
trepreneurs namely ‘coenact’ with others to influence their social construc-
tions in order to make the opportunity part of their realities (Garud & Karnøe, 
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2003). Moreover, since entrepreneurs rarely have enough information to know 
the outcome of their decisions, future behavior is understood through prior 
explanations and actions (Knight (1921) in Alvarez et al., (2013).  
 
The constructivist research stream is hence built upon the assumption that en-
trepreneurs operate in information contexts that are uncertain. Consequently, 
opportunities only become apparent as entrepreneurs make sense of their ex-
periences (Gartner et al., 2003). This way of understanding entrepreneurial 
opportunity is referred to as the creation view since it assumes that entrepre-
neurial opportunities do not exist in advance but are endogenously developed 
through inductive processes. Nevertheless, Alvarez and Barney (2007) who 
have largely influenced this debate, stress that this view does not neglect the 
‘objective’ reality but rather treats it as something against which the created 
opportunities are tested. Their epistemological assumptions notably build on 
evolutionary realism by acknowledging that markets have objective properties 
that impact the ability of entrepreneurs to generate profits from their actions 
(Alvarez & Barney, 2013 p 155). The creation view focuses on understanding 
how opportunities come into being through the creative acts of entrepreneurs. 

2.1.3 Limitations of the established perspectives 
The individual-opportunity nexus has come to dominate scholarly investiga-
tions as a way to advance our understanding on how to foster entrepreneurship 
and create fertile conditions for new venture creation. Entrepreneurship and 
innovation are after all considered as recipes for the wealth, growth, and re-
newal of the economic wellbeing of nations. The outcomes of entrepreneur-
ship research are often translated into practical advice for aspiring entrepre-
neurs and students and are likely to influence national policy regulations. This 
intention is, however, not unproblematic. Our desire to capture and teach en-
trepreneurial behavior and phenomena often tends to reduce the observed into 
causal explanations and recommendations on ‘how to’.  
 
Dimov (2011) specifically addresses the elusiveness of the opportunity con-
struct in academic research. He argues that scholars publishing in top journals 
often use empirical observations from large-scale studies based on retrospec-
tive accounts producing linear narratives of entrepreneurs where opportunities 
are assumed to exist in advance. Hence, he encourages researchers not to shy 
away from the lived experiences and real time actions of entrepreneurs and 
the unprecedented series of events and actions in dealing with uncertainty: 
“Looking at the opportunity backward… the words discovery, recognition, or 
identification readily come to mind; looking at it forward, into the opaqueness 
of the future, only groping comes to mind” (Dimov, 2011 p 58). On a similar 
note, Alvarez and Barney (2013) critique the critical realists’ ways of making 
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propositions about the existence of opportunities that have yet to be observed, 
as not being empirically meaningful.  
 
Another explanation for the mishandling of the opportunity construct in em-
pirical contexts can be found when scrutinizing its introduction into academic 
research. Görling and Rehn (2008) stress that it is often problematic to use 
macro level concepts to provide explanations at the micro level. The notion of 
opportunity originally represents the idea that the economic system never 
reaches its full potential (i.e. it is always in a natural state of disequilibrium) 
and therefore there is room for entrepreneurial action to move it closer to that 
potential (i.e. towards equilibrium) (Dimov, 2011). Consequently, at the 
macro level, one can safely claim that opportunities exist without having to 
understand or explain their characteristics (Davidsson, 2015; Dimov, 2011). 
However, at the level of the individual deciding to take action, we need a more 
precise and elaborate definition if we are to advance theorizing of early entre-
preneurial processes. 
 
The contents and characteristics of opportunities are, to a large extent, lacking 
in current theorizations. Most research is based upon the assumption of the 
opportunity construct as something favorable. Dimov (2011) also questions 
the taken for granted assumptions of something “…that prospectively can only 
be discussed as a speculative idea and that can be fully articulated and ex-
plained only retrospectively” (p 60). Subsequently, despite the vastness of op-
portunity-oriented research, both theoretical and empirical progress is limited, 
particularly in understanding and explaining the journey from non-existence 
to the existence of new organizations.  
 
The discovery view not only demonstrates limitations when investigating en-
trepreneurial behavior in uncertain environments. It also falls short in account-
ing for the mundane, micro level activities that actors undertake when entering 
into early entrepreneurial processes. This evokes several questions: How can 
an agent know whether what s/he perceives as an opportunity at certain a mo-
ment in time is worth pursuing? What if an agent starts acting upon something 
without even realizing it is or will develop into an opportunity? How do we 
explain the abandonment of an opportunity if it objectively exists? This makes 
the discovery approach inadequate both for the aspiring entrepreneur and for 
the researcher seeking to inform her/his knowledge about the characteristics 
of the non-actor component of the nexus. On a similar note, in a review of 
Israel Kirzner’s work, Korsgaard, Berglund, Thrane, and Blenker (2015) par-
ticularly stress how the later Kirzner, referred to as Mark II, sees 
entrepreneurial activity as working toward the creation of future opportunities 
by notably bringing them into existence. This also indicates they do not exist 
beforehand, but result from coordinating between present and future markets 
– something Kirzner (1982) referred to as “intertemporal coordination” 
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(Korsgaard et al., 2015 p 5). Similar arguments have been raised by Dimov 
(2011), pointing to the notion of opportunity becoming much more complex 
when studying it as a substantive feature rooted in the empirical reality of 
people, as opposed to an objective feature existing in advance.  
 
Likewise, despite adapting the opportunity debate to the realm of the individ-
ual, the creation view still defines it as an external phenomenon, i.e. as a mar-
ket imperfection. This has been critiqued as neglecting the external conditions 
necessary for entrepreneurial activity to happen (Garud & Giuliani, 2013). 
Since the opportunity construct is empirically black boxed there is not much 
elaboration on the characteristics of opportunities or the difference between 
external conditions and subjective perceptions. Consequently, this perspective 
does not inform us about why an actor takes action in the first place 
(Davidsson, 2015; Klein, 2008). Davidsson (2015) points to yet another limi-
tation of both the discovery and the creation views, in that they equate oppor-
tunities with success. When an opportunity is assumed to exist before the for-
mation of the firm, it is by nature considered as something favorable. Dimov 
(2011) expressed this in terms of the benefits of hindsight: “Once this oppor-
tunity has been made obvious to us, it is impossible to look at the past and not 
see it there” (p 57). Problematic to this logic is the proposition that since an 
opportunity can only be defined after it has been realized, this does not account 
for any negative outcomes, unless the actor can be blamed for the failure. 

2.1.4 Towards an interactive view of opportunities 
The debate whether opportunities exist objectively or are created endoge-
nously continues to engage entrepreneurship researchers and new perspectives 
are being added as improvements or alternatives to those prior. Continuous 
interest in the nature of opportunities and how this is theorized is additionally 
fueled by scholars having addressed numerous problems with the opportunity 
construct and therefore suggesting different ways to deal with the confusion 
over its nature (Davidsson, 2015; Davidsson & Tonelli, 2013; Görling & 
Rehn, 2008; Klein, 2008; McMullen & Dimov, 2013; Venkataraman et al., 
2012; Wennberg & Berglund, 2014). Consequently, we witness a slightly new 
turn in the debate, tapping into the world view of the individual entrepreneur 
and the emergent, ongoing and open-ended development this implies to trans-
form subjective aspirations of the future into self-sustaining sets of market 
exchange activities.   
 
Klein (2008) stresses that we still treat opportunities as a black box and sug-
gests that without knowing what they are, we may study them for what they 
do. Hence, if we see them as latent constructs we could focus our investiga-
tions on the actions entrepreneurs undertake when they test or realize their 
beliefs. Likewise, Wennberg and Berglund (2014) stress the unit of analysis 
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for understanding opportunities, by promoting an “unfolding ontology” where 
they can be materialized (e.g. written down in documents) at the same time as 
they are defined by their potentiality or incompleteness of being (p 6). Gartner 
et al. (2003) raise concern over the way scholars approach the nature of op-
portunity has little bearing on the facts. They suggest researchers should pay 
more attention to the language used by entrepreneurs involved in the phenom-
ena of opportunity.  
 
As mentioned above, there is an evident challenge in how we empirically 
study entrepreneurial opportunities. If we do not take them for granted, but 
instead see them as outcomes of intended or unintended processes, how do we 
study and understand them as we try to stay true to the essential character of 
the observed phenomena (Wennberg & Berglund, 2014)? Along the same 
lines, Görling and Rehn (2008) raise a concern over how and if the unexpected 
(comprising much of early entrepreneurial start-up activity) can be theorized 
at all. They specifically question and critique what they refer to as the “unre-
flected metaphysical idealism” within entrepreneurship studies in how ab-
stract constructs such as ‘opportunity’, ‘potential’ and ‘discovery’ are used 
and often taken for granted (p 94). Instead, they suggest a materialist reading 
of what leads up to the development of an entrepreneurial venture, discussing, 
for instance, the roles of accidents and arbitrariness as more realistic concepts 
in the everyday life of the entrepreneur.    
 
Rather than leaning towards the different ontologies discussed above, Dimov 
(2011) speaks of formal vs. substantive conceptions of entrepreneurial behav-
ior. With the empirical (subjective) reality of the entrepreneur as his starting 
point, he conceptualizes the opportunities of aspiring entrepreneurs as venture 
ideas, “propped by perceptions and beliefs formed from the interpretations of 
tangible evidence” (p 64). Consequently, the elaboration of the opportunity 
construct involves studying the cycle in which the venture idea comes into 
being, evolves and eventually becomes (or does not become) instituted in the 
marketplace. The notion of a raw venture idea instead of the elusive oppor-
tunity construct also implies overcoming the favorability aspect, since an idea 
may or may not be considered viable as it is developed.  
 
Dimov suggests three substantive premises for advancing the empirical study 
of entrepreneurial opportunities. First, that we investigate opportunities as 
happenings where they are considered as open-ended processes dependent on 
the actions that entrepreneurs take and their momentary consequences (p 65). 
Second, opportunities are expressed in actions, which imply that an idea can-
not be labeled ‘an opportunity’ unless it is acted upon (p 66). Finally, oppor-
tunities are instituted in market structures where they can be studied as visions 
of occupying a future market niche or engaging in a set of market relation-
ships. 
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Dimov’s actor-contingent conceptualization of opportunity is further devel-
oped by Davidsson (2015). He particularly points to the limitations of the op-
portunity construct when applied in the context of a prospective, micro level 
view of entrepreneurial processes and introduces the evolving idiosyncrasy 
view to the debate. Davidsson indeed suggests an entire reconceptualization 
of the concept, by proposing three elaborated constructs to be used instead of 
the elusive ‘opportunity’ label. External enablers, new venture ideas, and op-
portunity confidence are brought forward as more precise and accurate de-
scriptions of the necessary elements of the opportunity construct. As a result, 
studying opportunities as such implies that we see them as dependent on the 
point of view of the actor and that we should, therefore, study them with ref-
erence to the relevant actors.  
 
In a similar vein, inspired by the philosopher Donald Davidson, Venkataraman 
et al. (2012) suggest we understand opportunities as contingent phenomena by 
seeing them in a process of “interactions among the objective, subjective, and 
intersubjective” (p 25). Thus, in order for an opportunity to be considered as 
one, it ought to make sense objectively, subjectively and intersubjectively at 
the same time. The intersubjective lies in the shared understandings and taken 
for granted core between the people who are interacting. Since the intersub-
jective perspective entails both action and interaction between the entrepre-
neurial actors and their future market, it particularly helps us to advance our 
understanding of what entrepreneurs do to create opportunities and how they 
perceive of them. As suggested by Venkataraman et al. (2012) the intersub-
jective involves the actions and “actual shared experiences of those involved” 
(p 26). 
 
Consequently, in order to better understand entrepreneurial processes in the 
broader economic environment, several scholars propose shifting the focus 
from individuals alone to the interaction between individuals and the situation 
in which they operate (Eckhardt & Shane, 2013; Shepherd, 2015; 
Venkataraman et al., 2012). This can, in a way, be seen as an extension of the 
individual-opportunity nexus, by expanding the focus from the individual and 
the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities to the action and interaction be-
tween the entrepreneur and her/his context. Correspondingly, Shepherd 
(2015) touches upon this issue by specifically encouraging researchers to ex-
plore entrepreneurial processes where opportunities change over time through 
interactions between the entrepreneur and a “community of inquiry”. He ad-
vocates an interactive perspective that could offer additional insights specifi-
cally into how opportunities are refined and transformed from the early beliefs 
of their initial creators over time as the result of interaction with stakeholders 
and other important actors. Not only does this view expand the focus from the 
cognitive process of the individual entrepreneur, but it also adds the element 
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of action as indicated above. This would allow us to understand entrepreneur-
ial opportunities as formed through the processes of social interaction and as 
the outcomes of interactions between the entrepreneurs and their communi-
ties. In the new technology setting stressed at the beginning of this thesis, one 
notable strategy for several of the new venture entrepreneurs was to seek ad-
vice and collaborate with external partners and stakeholders in order to jointly 
interpret and enact viable opportunities. Despite recognizing the importance 
of intersubjectivity and interaction, little empirical evidence exists to demon-
strate how this is achieved among entrepreneurial agents. Subsequently, ef-
fectuation will be introduced as an entrepreneurial method incorporating both 
cognition and action while highlighting the individual entrepreneur in interac-
tion with her/his context. 

2.1.5 Effectuation theory 
The entrepreneurial cognition literature has acknowledged different methods, 
strategies or heuristics related to decision making in uncertain contexts. 
Mitchell et al. (2007) recognize that in highly complex situations, entrepre-
neurs use a heuristic based logic rather than systematic approaches to decision 
making. Some of such mechanisms, applied when forming new ventures, are 
bricolage, improvisation, and effectuation (Venkataraman et al., 2012). The 
relevance and core notions of these methods focus on how the internal envi-
ronment interacts with the external one. In other words, of interest is how the 
entrepreneur’s intentions, cognitions, and prior experiences interact with mar-
ket structures, institutions, and stakeholders. (Venkataraman et al., 2012). The 
role of cognition is therefore not overlooked, but rather intertwined and re-
garded as one element in the overall process. 
 
Bricolage is a resource oriented perspective which centers on the combination 
of resources and is defined as “making do by applying combinations of the 
resources at hand to new problems and opportunities” (Baker & Nelson, 
2005). Similarly to effectuation, bricolage departs from the notion of starting 
with your means and letting goals and effects be designed as a result of ac-
tions. Whereas bricolage has a resource focus, improvisation is defined as “the 
deliberate and substantive fusion of the design and execution of a novel pro-
duction” (Miner, Bassof, & Moorman, 2001 p 314). Both bricolage and im-
provisation are often treated as intertwined in organization theory since im-
provisation often leads to situations where the agents must use the resources 
at hand. However, I argue that effectuation theory is composed of acts of both 
bricolage and improvisation, hence this offers a broader perspective for un-
derstanding early entrepreneurial processes. Moreover, effectuation stresses 
that thinking and action proceed together in an attempt to create one of several 
possible outcomes (Mitchell et al., 2007). Thus, effectuation, in particular, has 
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the potential to contribute to the inquiry into how opportunities emerge and 
are developed in prospective entrepreneurial settings. 
 
The concept of effectuation was initiated by Sarasvathy (2001) as an alterna-
tive way of explaining the creation of firms, organizations, and markets. She 
opposed the above mentioned traditional and causal logic of prediction and 
goal finding behavior, by introducing a new way of thinking and acting that 
was more capable of dealing with economic environments and artifacts that 
did not yet exist. Effectuation is based upon the assumption that the market is 
unknown and needs to be created by bringing together stakeholders supporting 
the idea of the new venture. Thus, the structure of the future enterprise is de-
pendent upon the commitments made by stakeholders. This process involves 
intense interaction and negotiation between stakeholders in order to operation-
alize their aspirations into concrete products, i.e. entrepreneurial artifacts. In 
a similar fashion, uncertainty and the need for prediction are collectively re-
duced. Consequently, this assumes that opportunities do not preexist, they ra-
ther become created in this interactive process. Effectuation focuses on what 
can be done given existing means, rather than focusing on the goals. It is hence 
suitable for contexts where the future is unpredictable, the goals are unspeci-
fied and the environment is dependent on our actions (Sarasvathy, 2004).  
 
A central feature in effectual processes is the method by which entrepreneurs 
construct new organizations by pulling together and coordinating a network 
of stakeholders. In order to do so, the entrepreneurial action needs to have 
sufficient appeal for all prospective stakeholders. Sarasvathy, Dew, and 
Ventresca (2009) refer to this as ‘multivocality’, meaning that it appeals to 
multiple stakeholders. The interactions between entrepreneur and stakehold-
ers hence lead to intersubjective outcomes such as entrepreneurial artifacts.  
 
The effectual process is means driven and starts with an agent or a decision 
maker. Of particular importance are three sets of means: the identity (includ-
ing value system, beliefs, intentions, and aspirations), knowledge base, and 
social network of the individual agent. Sarasvathy (2003) exemplifies this by 
pointing to some general questions entrepreneurs ask themselves at the start 
of a venture: “Given who I am, what I know, and whom I know, what can I 
do? What types of effects can I create?” (p 208). This puts emphasis on future 
events that the entrepreneur can control, rather than on events than can be 
predicted (Wiltbank, Dew, Read, & Sarasvathy, 2006). The next step in the 
process is reaching out to other people who have the potential to contribute 
with input that is needed to proceed. These people might be friends, family or 
prospective stakeholders in the future organization. The entrepreneur initially 
talks to these people to see if they want to participate and eventually commit 
themselves to the construction process. Each person who joins in the process 
at this stage actually contributes to shaping the vision and the opportunity but 
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also enables the execution of strategies (Wiltbank et al., 2006). As stakehold-
ers become more engaged and commit resources in the process, negotiation 
and persuasion between various actors intensify. This leads to two different 
cycles in the formation of the new firm. One is that the means available in-
creases and the other is a converging set of constraints on the goals of the 
stakeholder network. Eventually, the converging cycle ends when there is no 
more room for negotiation and path dependency takes over (Wiltbank et al., 
2006). 
 
To advance the understanding of the opportunity phenomenon within entre-
preneurship, effectuation theory can be used to deepen our understanding of 
how vague ideas are transformed into meaningful entrepreneurial artifacts. 
The multi-actor perspective central to effectuation informs how subjective 
ideas evolve and, through actions and interactions, develop into new ventures. 
A limitation of effectuation theory is still the lack of empirical evidence and 
detailed descriptions of effectual processes in practice. In a review of the ef-
fectuation literature, Perry, Chandler, and Markova (2012) conclude with two 
reasons for this empirical “neglect”: empirically modeling and testing effec-
tuation have been hampered by both the challenging nature of effectuation (to 
conventional knowledge) and challenges associated with developing behav-
ioral variables. Furthermore, as this literature review has emphasized, if op-
portunities are seen as outcomes of effectual processes, we need to examine 
how (i.e. through what means) the various agents reach a collective under-
standing about these.  
 
A way to empirically strengthen both the opportunity construct and effectua-
tion theory could potentially be by introducing the business model. At the core 
of the business model concept lies the notion of value creation and value cap-
ture for the focal firm and its transaction partners. The business model can 
provide us the opportunity to understand the entanglement of context, agents, 
and ideas. Likewise, and as stressed above, opportunities must have meaning 
to a broader audience in order to be worth pursuing. Thus, the business model 
can potentially provide the link between opportunities and the creation of new 
economic activities. In the following section, I look more closely into the busi-
ness model literature, particularly in relation to entrepreneurial opportunities.  
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2.2 Business models  
Parallel to the opportunity debate, business models have entered the entrepre-
neurship discourse (Doganova & Eyquem-Renault, 2009; Eckhardt, 2013; 
George & Bock, 2011; Wallnöfer & Hacklin, 2013). Alvarez et al. (2013) spe-
cifically stress that “the firm formation decision is based on the enactment of 
an opportunity through an explicit or implicit business model” (p 307). In re-
lation to entrepreneurial processes, however still in a relatively undeveloped 
fashion, the business model is described as a facilitative intermediary in op-
portunity creation by acting as a link between innovation and value creation. 
It is similarly portrayed as a cognitive connection between the entrepreneurial 
appraisal of an opportunity and its exploitation (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 
2002; Fiet & Patel, 2008). 
 
One of the early definitions of business models was made by Timmers (1998) 
who described them as: “An architecture for the product, service and infor-
mation flows, including a description of the various business actors and their 
roles; and a description of the potential benefits for the various business actors; 
and a description of the sources of revenues” (p 2). Since then, various schol-
ars have produced numerous definitions. Tapping into the above problem of 
understanding the journey from non-existence to the existence of new eco-
nomic activities, the business model can be used to empirically elucidate this 
process. In the following section, an overview of the scholarly debate on busi-
ness models is provided and subsequently, the interplay between business 
models and opportunities is discussed.  

2.2.1 Business models in management research 
Business models are multifaceted phenomena. They can be understood as 
statements, descriptions, architectures, conceptual tools (models), structural 
templates, methods, frameworks or patterns, which makes the concept vague 
to both study and use empirically (Zott, Amit, & Massa, 2011). Zott and col-
leagues’ (2011) extensive review of business models in academic publications 
reveals that surprisingly often they are even studied without a precise defini-
tion. Perhaps, therefore, several scholars have been critical of its use and ques-
tion the relatively weak theoretical underpinnings of the concept (e.g. Arend, 
2013; Porter, 2001). There is also an ongoing debate within the field as to what 
the business model concept can offer that other concepts cannot (Coff, Felin, 
Langley, & Rowley, 2013).  
 
Needless to say, the business model construct is being widely used among 
managers, entrepreneurs, consultants, business analysts, investors, journalists 
and other practitioners. Accordingly, in the past years, we have witnessed an 
increased scholarly interest in business models. The most dominant research 
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stream to date has been the one associated with the advent of the internet and 
the so-called ‘e-business models’ (see e.g. Amit & Zott, 2001; Hedman & 
Kalling, 2003; Timmers, 1998; Wirtz, Schilke, & Ullrich, 2010). Scholars in 
this stream have particularly been driven by a desire to understand new ways 
of doing business associated with information technologies such as electronic 
commerce and internet based business in general. Research has also been 
driven by a quest to explain strategic phenomena such as value creation and 
firm performance. Furthermore, business model investigations have been 
prevalent in issues related to technology and innovation management (Amit 
& Zott, 2001). In the present overview, the research field is divided into four 
comprehensive schools of thought. Despite many overlaps, there are differ-
ences in how scholars have approached and therefore conceptualized the no-
tion of business models.  
 
Several scholars have stressed the fact that an agreement upon a common def-
inition and framework for business models is needed. This quest for creating 
a solid understanding of what business models are and what purpose they 
serve has occupied many researchers and resulted in definitions ranging from 
broad conceptualizations to more detailed descriptions. One stream of re-
search taking an essentialist outlook on business models has addressed the 
basic question of what they are. The most cited definition comes from Amit 
and Zott (2001) work on value-creation in e-businesses. Here, business mod-
els consist of “the content, structure, and governance of transactions designed 
so as to create value through the exploitation of business opportunities” (p 
494-495). In other words, the business model explains how the organization 
is linked to external stakeholders and how it engages in economic exchanges 
with them in a way that creates value for all exchange partners (Zott & Amit, 
2007 p 181). Their analysis of e-business firms reveals four sources of value 
creation: novelty, lock-in, complementarity, and efficiency. They also con-
clude that the locus of value creation spans firm and industry boundaries, 
hence proposing an integration of theories such as Porter’s value chain frame-
work, Schumpeter’s theory of creative destruction, the resource based view of 
the firm, strategic network theory, and transaction costs economics in what 
they saw as a new unit of analysis: the business model.  
 
Teece (2010) stresses that the business model is a conceptual, rather than a 
financial model of a business. He claims that it “demonstrates how a business 
creates and delivers value to customers. It also outlines the architecture of rev-
enues, costs, and profits associated with the business enterprise delivering that 
value” (p 173). Magretta (2002), who comes from an organizational narrative 
background, has strongly influenced the debate by arguing that business mod-
els can be understood as “stories that explain how enterprises work” (p 4). 
According to Magretta, the story answers established managerial questions 
like: “Who is the customer? What does the customer value? How do we make 
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money in this business? and What is the underlying logic that explains how 
we can deliver value to customers at an appropriate cost?” (p 4). From this 
viewpoint, business model development resembles story writing, where new 
stories are seen as “variations on the generic value chain underlying all busi-
nesses” (p 4).  
 
Another stream of research has focused on understanding the functions of 
business models, i.e., what they do. This can be understood as a functionalist 
view and is more pragmatic and valuable when dealing with opportunity de-
velopment. Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) differ from Amit and Zott in 
the sense that they seek to understand how innovation is managed, which 
implies a more instrumental outlook on business models. As such, they are 
considered useful tools to understand the process and relationship between 
technology development and economic value creation. In other words, the 
business model is a cognitive framework that takes technological input and 
transforms it into economic output. Drawing upon the ideas of dominant logic, 
they stress the cognitive role of business models in that they require managers 
to link the “physical domain to an economic domain in the face of great market 
uncertainty” (p 536). By doing this, the business model emerges from an in-
teractive process involving “the entrepreneurs’ robust vision of latent oppor-
tunity” (p 550). The authors hence highlight both the cognitive aspects and the 
functional capacities of the business model in mediating and steering the value 
creation process of entrepreneurs.  
 
There is also an extensive body of work seeking to explain how business mod-
els are implemented, renewed and innovated. This perspective can be de-
scribed as dynamic and has resulted in recommendations for business model 
change and improvement, which evidently becomes an issue for any organi-
zation wanting to adapt to and survive when changes in the external environ-
ment occur. Thus business models are repeatedly adapted, a prevailing belief 
in business model research. Different explanations are used to deal with and 
theorize this approach and the literature applies various terms to describe this 
activity: business model development (Andries, Debackere, & van Looy, 
2013; Downing, 2005), business model evolution (Demil & Lecocq, 2010; 
Morris, Schindehutte, & Allen, 2005), business model innovation (Berglund 
& Sandström, 2013; Bock, Opsahl, George, & Gann, 2012; Casadesus-
Masanell & Zhu, 2013; De Man, Wolterbeek, Otten, & Zwetsloot-Schonk, 
2013; Sosna, Trevinyo-Rodríguez, & Velamuri, 2010), business model design 
(De Reuver, Bouwman, & Haaker, 2013) and business model change 
(Achtenhagen, Melin, & Naldi, 2013). At the core of business model develop-
ment and/or innovation lies, as described above, the search for new ways to 
create and capture value around an identified business opportunity. Independ-
ent of what strategies for business model change one adopts, the challenges of 
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overcoming organizational inertia, cognitive barriers and clashes with existing 
business models remain.  

 

2.2.2 Limitations to the established perspectives 
Similar to entrepreneurial opportunity-oriented research, despite the progress 
that has been made, with few exceptions (e.g. Doganova & Eyquem-Renault, 
2009; Perkmann & Spicer, 2010), the bulk of the empirical business model 
studies and conceptualizations have been constructed about established firms, 
hence implying a worldview of reality as something that exists objectively to 
the firm. The problem with this is that current literature does not fully help us 
explain how business models emerge in the first place, nor does it inform us 
about how and if they are used in the creation of ideas and the subsequent 
development of new economic activities. Zott and Amit (2013) suggest future 
research to specifically address new organizational forms by using the busi-
ness model literature to ask questions such as: “Why and how do business 
models come into being? Do they emerge as part of an evolutionary dynamic, 
or are they purposefully designed by entrepreneurial actors? Which parts of 
the design process are planned, and which parts are emergent? … What is the 
role of the environment and social processes in shaping business models?” (p 
407).  
 
Many of the above mentioned scholars have consequently based their assump-
tions on the business model representing an objective reality in the form of the 
(established) firm and its operations. Hence, when it comes to describing ‘op-
portunity’ or business model development, the focus has mainly been on the 
cognitive challenges associated with reconfiguring already existing business 
models. Experimentation, effectuation and trial and error are recommended 
strategies when overcoming cognitive barriers such as the dominant logic of 
how the firm already creates and captures value (Chesbrough, 2010; Sosna et 
al., 2010). However, for new firms, nascent markets and ideas waiting to be-
come realized, this way of relating to an objective reality is inadequate. 
 
Consequently, there are reasons to believe that for new firms in nascent mar-
kets contextual factors exist that hinder the conceptualization of business mod-
els as descriptions of reality. Entrepreneurs in new industries operate within 
contexts of multiple uncertainties. They face numerous challenges since there 
are no predecessors in whose footsteps to follow and they therefore need to 
draw upon whatever resources they possess to organize their firms (Aldrich & 
Fiol, 1994 p 650). Furthermore, customer demand and behavior are unclear, 
product attributes likewise and there are no established industry value chains 
to tap into (Santos & Eisenhardt, 2009 p 644). Entrepreneurs hence put a lot 
of effort into imagining and defining both their ventures and their markets. 
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Moreover, these entrepreneurs often lack legitimacy, which, in turn, makes it 
difficult for them when approaching important stakeholders. Investors and po-
tential founding partners lack the codified knowledge and experience that is 
needed when valuing new firms (Santos & Eisenhardt, 2009). Rather than de-
scriptions of reality, business models in emergent settings can be viewed as 
demonstrations of future (desired) realities. Or as described by Downing 
(2005) “a set of expectations about how the business will be successful in its 
environment” (p 186). In line with the previous discussion on ‘opportunities’, 
business models can be used to understand how venture ideas evolve and 
transform in interaction with others, i.e. potential stakeholders. 

2.2.3 Towards an entrepreneurial view of business models 
Scholars have recently challenged the underlying assumption of the business 
model as a representation of reality, focusing on their role and ability in cre-
ating, explaining and predicting future realities (Doganova & Eyquem-
Renault, 2009; Perkmann & Spicer, 2010). This line of research, which can 
also be referred to as a pragmatist perspective, notably focuses on the role of 
business models in the creation of new ventures or innovation networks. The 
business models are perceived of as devices (Doganova & Eyquem-Renault, 
2009; Wallnöfer & Hacklin, 2013), strategy tools (Hacklin & Wallnöfer, 
2012) or strategy as practices (Mason & Spring, 2011). This implies that un-
derstanding evolves around what they do. It is, therefore, not a question of 
representing the world so much as on coping with the world (Watson, 2013). 
With a pragmatist outlook, the business model, materialized in documents 
such as business plans, PowerPoint presentations, idea sketches etc., can be 
argued to play a role in the journey from non-existence to the existence of new 
economic activities.  
 
This has empirically been explored by Doganova and Eyquem-Renault (2009) 
in a study of the business model as a market device in the communication 
activities between a firm and its (prospective) stakeholders. The authors ex-
amine the evolution of the business model in the exploration of a market and 
in the creation of a partner network. The study indicates that the narratives and 
calculations that were embedded in PowerPoint slides and business plans were 
adjusted to fit the needs of their targeted actors and the business model conse-
quently acted as a boundary object by adopting different modes of existence 
depending on the audience. The strength of the business model in this early 
phase of the entrepreneurial process was notably its capacity and flexibility to 
adjust and make sense to various audiences. Doganova and Eyquem-Renault’s 
study hence demonstrates how the business model was used in the practice of 
entrepreneurship and notably its function in enacting the new venture and its 
network. Hence, they ascribed a ‘performative’ role to the business model that 
lay in the actual performance in which the narratives and calculations were 
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variously presented to the public. The authors have since paved the way for 
an alternative method of treating business models by demonstrating their role 
in the innovation networks for early entrepreneurial ventures.  
 
In a conceptual elaboration, Perkmann and Spicer (2010) find the notion of 
business models particularly suitable for analyzing the relationship between 
technology and organizational structure: “Here the notion of business models 
provides a tool for understanding the dynamic process through which actors 
seek to articulate how value might be extracted from highly uncertain and of-
ten ambiguous technologies” (p 267). Similarly to Doganova and Eyquem-
Renault, they argue that the business model has both visionary and creative 
capacities in configuring new technologies into future values and economic 
outcomes. It is notably in this process of redescribing and reconstructing real-
ity that the business model is performative. Perkmann and Spicer suggest that 
business models work in three different ways: “as narratives that persuade, as 
typifications that legitimate, and as recipes that instruct” (p 270). 
 
Along the same lines, Wallnöfer and Hacklin (2013) explore how early stage 
ventures use business models as narrative devices in their communication with 
business angels (potential investors). The business model is viewed from a 
narrative perspective since language is primarily used when creating meaning 
around the potential of a business opportunity, hence reducing the inherent 
uncertainty of entrepreneurial endeavors. Their study’s results reveal that ini-
tially there were no operative business models, but instead descriptive ac-
counts of future expectations, by which investor decisions were influenced. 
The content of the business model was subordinate to the interactions it stim-
ulated. Wallnöfer and Hacklin refer to this capacity of the business model as 
creating “a playground for communicative interactions” (p 759). Since the 
business angels were aware of the assumption-driven character of business 
models they did not anticipate accurate accounts but rather used them for dis-
cussions with the entrepreneurial team members and for collective sensemak-
ing around business opportunities. 
 
As indicated in the above review, research has touched upon the interconnect-
edness between business models and opportunities by empirically demonstrat-
ing how they are used to enact future realities, i.e. by being performative. 
George and Bock (2011), in particular, call for research on the relationship 
between the business model and opportunity creation. They have studied 151 
managers’ perspectives on business models and came to the conclusion that: 
“a business model is an organization-level phenomenon, an architecture or 
design that incorporates subsystems and processes to accomplish a specific 
purpose” (p 97). Their empirical investigation paves the way for further 
enquiries into the notion of opportunity creation. The authors argue that the 
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business model enacts an opportunity by establishing goals, driving entrepre-
neurial action, and implementing organizational activities. This 
acknowledgement of the business model as serving a role in fitting available 
and potential resources for a perceived opportunity calls for a deeper under-
standing into the process of how this takes place. On a similar note, Eckhardt 
(2013) conceptually ties business models to the individual-opportunity nexus 
by introducing the notion of ‘theory testing’ as managers and entrepreneurs 
test and verify business models. It hence serves as a framework to record and 
make adjustments according to the reality that the firm is facing.   

2.3 Summary of the theoretical discussion 
This chapter has reviewed and discussed research related to entrepreneurial 
opportunities indicating that the opportunity concept is not entirely uncompli-
cated, especially if we depart from the empirical reality of the aspiring entre-
preneur(s). Several scholars have raised critical voices and have scrutinized 
the application of the opportunity construct in entrepreneurship research. One 
of the main concerns has been the empirical truthfulness and robustness of the 
concept (Gartner et al., 2003). This inquiry addresses this construct ambiguity 
put forth by, e.g., Davidsson (2015), Klein (2008), Dimov (2011) and Wenn-
berg and Berglund (2014) by exploring what an entrepreneurial opportunity is 
comprised of and what entrepreneurs do when they engage in opportunity de-
velopment. Furthermore, effectuation theory and its attention on the actions 
and interactions between multiple actors will be used to shed further light on 
the development from the beliefs held by an individual actor to involve a 
broader audience consisting of stakeholders and eventually a market.   
 
Additionally, the review of business model research has indicated a develop-
ment in parallel with the opportunity debate and several conceptual overlaps 
were brought to the fore. In particular, the discussion has revealed how the 
entrepreneurial take on business models conceptualizes them as cognitive de-
vices in the enactment of future realities (Doganova & Eyquem-Renault, 
2009; Perkmann & Spicer, 2010; Wallnöfer & Hacklin, 2013). Consequently, 
this inquiry also shines a light on the use of business models in relation to 
entrepreneurial opportunities and their development.  
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3 Research design and methodology 

What do they talk about when they talk about opportunity? 
Gartner et al. (2003 p 104) 
 

The following chapter discusses the methodological framework used for the 
study of this thesis. Studying how new organizations emerge is a challenging 
task since one has to uncover vague ideas in the making and phenomena that 
are still to happen. It has been my firm conviction throughout the research 
journey that, if we are to seek empirical evidence on how ideas are created, 
developed and launched in the market, we need to study the process in which 
they unfold. Therefore, the guiding light for the empirical investigation has 
been to understand what entrepreneurs actually do in these early phases of 
organizing. This chapter starts with my reflections on researching entrepre-
neurial processes, followed by the methodological choices made and the type 
of empirical material generated. The empirical case, PlayTV, is then intro-
duced. The chapter concludes with an explanation of further details on how 
the empirical data was generated and how I proceeded with the analysis in 
order to answer my research questions. 

3.1 Studying early entrepreneurial processes  
The process of firm formation can be seen as going through several transitions. 
The first shift happens when an idea is born and someone starts thinking about 
setting up a business and takes action to further that objective (Brush, 
Manolova, & Edelman, 2008 p 547). This initial phase is described as “nascent 
entrepreneurship” or gestation (Reynolds & White, 1997) and involves entre-
preneurial activities such as looking for facilities and equipment, writing a 
business plan, investing money, or organizing a start-up team (Aldrich & Mar-
tinez, 2001 p 43). The second transition can be seen as moving from nascent 
entrepreneur to “fledging firm”, a stage which not all entrepreneurial initia-
tives reach. The succeeding phase is the “established new firm”, which can be 
seen as an adolescent one. A final stage of firm evolution which has become 
a part of the entrepreneurial process is the so-called firm exit, researched by 
e.g., DeTienne (2010) and Wennberg (2009). Since the focus of this present 
study has been to explore the beliefs formed and the actions undertaken to 
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create and exploit ideas related to new technological innovation, the empirical 
investigation centers only on the first phases of firm formation.  
 
For entrepreneurs, especially in the context of technological change, the pro-
cess of organizational formation is highly equivocal and often characterized 
by the founders being uncertain about how the organization might be struc-
tured, the nature of the products and/or services that are to be offered and 
which customers should be targeted (Gartner, Bird, & Starr, 1992). To 
acknowledge these ambiguities, I consequently sought to understand both the 
formalization of the firm (i.e. actors, activities and events associated with this 
process) and the context in which it was embedded. The pilot study conducted 
in 2011 gave me insights into the research context, (i.e., the digital entertain-
ment industry) and informed me about the empirical problems and challenges 
encountered by entrepreneurial actors. One learning outcome from the pilot 
study was how opportunity development was influenced and cocreated by ac-
tors outside of the firms of interest. This awareness led me to focus on multiple 
actors, i.e., distributed entrepreneurial activity, in my empirical inquiry. Con-
sequently, the founder and other entrepreneurial actors such as early employ-
ees, partners and investors are included in my investigation in order get a ho-
listic understanding of the process. Another significant insight from the inter-
views undertaken during the pilot study, was the challenge to generate infor-
mation and capture experiences of things that had already happened. The 
entrepreneurs I met all had tendencies to be future-oriented and optimistic, 
which impacted the responses they gave. I thus concluded, that if I was to 
study the journey from idea to market, I needed to come as close as possible 
to the very beginning of that process. This consequently guided me in the 
search for a suitable study object, i.e. an organization in the first phase of firm 
formation.  

3.2 Research approach 
The empirical study is based upon the generation of qualitative data from a 
single case study of the opportunity development process of a technology 
start-up. When investigating evolving phenomena such as venture emergence 
and opportunity development from the point of view of the entrepreneur, I 
argue qualitative inquiries have better capacities to do so than quantitative. 
Particularly if present scholarly work in the field of study is marked by con-
struct ambiguity, lacks empirical details and is incomplete in providing expla-
nations for the problem that departs from the involved actors (see previous 
chapter). 

 
The journey from idea to market, that has been the focus of this inquiry, is 
something I refer to as a process. Support for this way of framing is lent from 
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Langley, Smallman, Tsoukas, and Van de Ven (2013) arguing that process 
studies focus attention and address questions about “how and why things 
emerge, develop, grow, or terminate over time” (p 1). In this specific study, it 
was a question of understanding the emergence of an idea and its development 
over time, something referred to the opportunity development process. 
 
By following and investigating this process in real time I was able to form an 
understanding about how opportunities were perceived and how ideas were 
developed by the actors who identified and implemented them. It also allowed 
me to observe the emergence of a business model and the role it played in the 
development of the venture. Real time case analyses are particularly fruitful 
when seeking to understand events as they unfold, rather than leaning on ret-
rospective accounts of the happenings (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). With 
the journey from idea to market being a non-linear process, it was of even 
further importance to get close to the data and observe the events as they 
played out. It also provided me with the possibility to observe and capture the 
sequence of events as both path-dependent on prior processes and contingent 
on contemporaneous processes, something Selden and Fletcher (2015) refer 
to as the “unique pathway” of the entrepreneurial journey (p 604). In other 
words, this approach gave me flexibility to account for unexpected events, 
mistakes and disappointments that are otherwise difficult to observe. 
 
It was additionally, the real time focus that guided me to choose a single case 
study in order to gain insights that were rich and relevant for the aim of the 
thesis. Siggelkow (2007) discusses the value of small versus large sample re-
search and argues that single case studies might be highly persuasive, but that 
they also demand more from the cases themselves. I chose my specific case 
because it offered a contextual richness and uniqueness that could increase the 
understanding about why certain events happen, for whom and who makes 
them happen. Had I chosen a multiple case study approach, I would not have 
been able to gain the rich amount of data that I did. Furthermore, the longitu-
dinal character of my study allowed me to compare intentions and actions with 
the real outcomes of the process (see research on processual approaches in 
strategy and entrepreneurship by e.g. Pettigrew, 1990; Van De Ven & Poole, 
1995). 
 
Venture ideas and business models can be understood as constantly interact-
ing, reproducing and relating to the outer world in terms of their technological, 
economic, social, political and competitive aspects. The broader industrial 
context influenced what cues the actors choose to interpret and evaluate as 
basis for their entrepreneurial endeavors. At a firm level, one can understand 
the venture idea and the business model as incorporated, interrelated and trans-
lated into the structure of the firm. However, the focus of this empirical in-
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quiry was on the individual actors and their roles in the creation and imple-
mentation of the venture idea. Thus, I paid close attention to the meanings and 
actions associated with the venture idea and the business model and how these 
were shaped by various actors, activities and events over time. Moreover, I 
tried to reach an in depth understanding of what the actors actually did in the 
process of identifying, developing and exploiting an opportunity. I was atten-
tive to how the actors described and related the idea they were pursuing and 
the accounts they made while talking about their venture. Through observing 
their actions and interactions over time, I was able to uncover how the venture 
idea and business model evolved as a result of social interaction and exchange 
(see Wennberg & Berglund, 2014). 
 
With the empirical elusiveness related to the notion of entrepreneurial oppor-
tunities and the limited amount of knowledge on the role of business models 
in early entrepreneurial settings, my approach was to let theoretical insights 
emerge from the data. I hence proceeded inductively and attempted to stay 
open to the data I generated. Nevertheless, my own sensemaking capacity was 
evidently impacted by my previous theoretical understandings and my practi-
cal experience of having founded a digital start-up myself. 

3.3 The case and the material 
The research setting I chose was the newly established firm PlayTV Entertain-
ment AB, a start-up within the digital entertainment industry. PlayTV devel-
ops, produces and distributes web series and branded content for different 
channels, platforms and digital devices. Their content is also distributed and 
can be streamed through news websites (e.g. Expressen and Nyheter24), web 
TV channels (e.g. TV4 Play), entertainment websites (e.g. MSN), YouTube 
and established broadcast networks’ digital streaming services (see examples 
in Fig.1). 
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studies notably lies in their capacities to illustrate and shed light on complex 
phenomena through rich data. If the aim of the study had been to draw con-
clusions representative for a larger population, I would have chosen another 
method. Nonetheless, I stress that my case shares important features with sim-
ilar start-ups in the digital entertainment industry and a number of reasons 
guided me in my theoretical sampling.  
 
Firstly, one such influencing factor was PlayTV’s choice to employ a free 
(freemium) pricing model, which led me to assume that issues related to rev-
enues and the revenue model were going to be challenging. Secondly, PlayTV 
was simultaneously both joining and constructing the emerging ecology of 
social media, Web 3.0 and mobile digital devices. The constructive and per-
formative elements of new ventures in new industries were a fundamental as-
pect of my underlying concern to understand how ideas are enacted into mar-
kets. Thirdly, on a pragmatic note, PlayTV offered me the opportunity to gen-
erate data in an environment that represented several of the aspects highlighted 
in my theoretical framework and pilot study: it was a newly formed firm, it 
was creating new boundary spanning dependencies with several entities (in-
vestors, media brokers, advertisers, filmmakers, customers etc.), the entrepre-
neurial activities were currently occurring (ongoing) and I gained the access 
to follow their development from gestation to the launch of their product. Con-
sequently, my study involved both forming an understanding about how my 
case company came into being and, specifically, how new ideas related to the 
technological changes were created and enacted. 
 
I followed PlayTV from gestation to infancy by attending meetings, making 
ethnographic observations, conducting interviews and taking part in internal 
and external documentation. I first met with the founder of the company in 
November 2011 at a stage when they were about to secure their first round of 
financing and had established their corporation as a legal entity. I made my 
research exit in May of 2014. 
 
When I first came in contact with the start-up, their organizing activities 
mainly concerned planning, raising funds and meeting with various prospec-
tive partners in their future network and market. They were also starting to 
make pilots - short TV productions - that were to be used as ‘promotion ma-
terial’ for their prospective partners to obtain an insight into their future prod-
uct. Against this background, I followed the development of the firm in many 
different aspects such as developing ideas, recruiting employees, raising 
funds, planning and formulating strategies, launching their product and many 
other mundane activities which actors within and around new ventures cope 
with.  
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3.4 Data generation 
My data generation occurred over a period of two and a half years and con-
sisted of fieldwork such as interviews, observations and documentation.  
 
• Interviews: 
… with the founder and other influential entrepreneurial actors regarding 
meanings ascribed to “opportunities”, the venture idea and the business model 
… with partners and stakeholders such as employees, investors and represent-
atives of the media, advertising firms and filmmakers regarding their mean-
ings and impact on the development of the venture idea and the business 
model 
• Observations: 
… ethnographic observations in PlayTV’s office 
… attending internal meetings 
• Documents and archival material: 
… internal corporate documents 
… data on the firm 
… press releases and media coverage  
 
 
I started my fieldwork by interviewing the founder of PlayTV. In our first 
meeting, I used a semi-structured interview guide and was concerned with un-
derstanding how he explained the reasons behind starting the firm and the vi-
sions he had for the future. The interview also came to involve the current 
ongoing activities he and his early team were undertaking to realize their 
ideas. I formally interviewed the founder of the firm five times during my 
investigation. In the beginning, our discussions were relatively broad since I 
wanted to gain as much information as possible, but over time our meetings 
became increasingly focused. As I became more informed about what 
PlayTV’s current activities, challenges and events were, I was able to pose 
repeat questions related to certain themes and to what had been discussed in 
our last interviews. Examples are: What has happened since the last time we 
met? What are your current challenges? Who are your most crucial stake-
holders right now? How will you generate profits/are you generating any 
profits? From the initial meeting with the founder, I proceeded to interviews 
with the other key actors of the venture. 
 
The interviews were open-ended and lasted from 45 minutes to two hours. The 
main questions revolved around the formation of the firm, perceived opportu-
nities, the perception of the environment (market), the venture idea, financing 
plans, visions, the motivation(s) behind starting or working for the company, 
previous experiences and interpretations of the technology landscape. Since I 
wanted to investigate the relationship between opportunities and the business 
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model, I also met with representatives of PlayTV’s different stakeholder 
groups such as creative people, advertising and sponsoring firms and inves-
tors. It was fundamental for my investigation to understand their perspectives, 
roles and impact on the formation of the venture idea that was being imple-
mented. Furthermore, as mentioned above, business models span across firm 
boundaries. Therefore, it was relevant to include the functions and perspec-
tives of the external stakeholders in value creation activities of the company.  
 
The same semi-structured interview guide was used in all these interviews 
which centered on the same themes: the general development process of the 
firm, the ongoing operations (critical tasks and activities), the present oppor-
tunities and threats, vision, revenue streams and potentials and the network of 
partners. When interpreting their notions of opportunity and the business 
model, I strived to pay close to attention to how the respondents framed and 
explained their business in terms of activities, value, revenues and partners. 
However, I also explicitly asked questions about their business model, or what 
they sometimes referred to as their “concept”. By interviewing actors both 
inside and outside of the firm I could compare their understandings and views 
of value, which was central in order for the opportunities to be meaningful. 
Since the focus of my study was to understand how the business model was 
used to implement entrepreneurial opportunities and what factors impacted its 
development, my task was to capture the business model in the informants’ 
narratives. The interviews were recorded and transcribed (by myself). I also 
wrote field notes in connection to the interviews where I sought to write my 
immediate impressions.  
 
During my empirical study, I participated in several meetings which PlayTV 
staff had with internal and external actors. I spent time at the company head-
quarters where I could observe, follow and take part in the firm’s daily activ-
ities. The observations allowed me to understand points that were (or were 
not) mentioned during the interviews and, importantly, to discover unprece-
dented events or actions. The observations made it possible to form a clearer 
picture about the context in which PlayTV was embedded and the concrete 
actions the informants performed as part of their daily work to develop the 
firm. In entrepreneurship, things do not necessarily turn out as planned or en-
visioned by the entrepreneurial actors. Without the ethnographic data, I would 
not have gained such a thorough understanding of the “true” development of 
the firm since entrepreneurial narratives are often optimistic and temporally 
disconnected. These observations and meetings were captured in the form of 
field notes and a research diary.   
 
I also had access to internal corporate documents such as business plans, 
Power Point presentations, sales material, strategy documents and press re-
leases. These three sources of data (see Fig. 2) consequently allowed me to 
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triangulate the data and go back and forth in time when seeking to understand 
the opportunity development process. 
 

Interviews 27 semi-structured 
45-120 minutes  
Recorded and transcribed  
 

Informants at PlayTV: 
Founder/initial CEO 
Project coordinator/partner 
Head of production/final CEO 
Chairman of the board/assistant 
CEO 
Sales manager 1 
Sales manager 2 
Marketing manager 
PR/communications manager 
Project managers (e.g. social 
media and production) 
Interns 
 
Informants outside PlayTV:  
Investor 
Representatives of sponsor col-
laborators  
Representatives of media agen-
cies 
Representative of production 
firm 
Representative of filmmakers 
Representative of “creative 
community”  

Observations 12 mars 2012- 23 mars 2012 
(10 days) 
March 2012 to May 2014 
(8 days in total) 
Daily visits in connection to in-
terviews 

Internal meetings, everyday op-
erations, informal conversa-
tions, corporate culture, people 
frequenting their office etc. 

Internal documents, commu-
nications materials and media 
coverage  

 Business plan, strategy docu-
ments, press releases, media 
coverage  

Figure 2 Empirical material 
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3.5 Data analysis  
After having conducted a qualitative study of a process, one ends up with a 
large amount of data. I analyzed my data in three stages, mainly in an inductive 
fashion. 
 
In the first round of coding no theoretical framework was used and I created 
what, e.g., Corbin and Strauss (2008) refer to as open coding. This was struc-
tured in Excel spreadsheets, which allowed me to sort, rearrange, merge and 
experiment with the concepts. I tried to stay true to the language of the inter-
viewees and ended up with 341 concepts that were detailed accounts, descrip-
tions or quotations that in some way or another informed me about the actors’ 
perception of opportunities, opportunity triggers, the business idea, the busi-
ness model and also issues related to the general development of the venture. 
After reaching saturation, these concepts were ordered into categories which 
I refer to as “informants’ concepts” which were framed according to the 
emerging themes. My first order analysis is consequently based around these 
themes and told as a story – the PlayTV story. This empirical story is divided 
into temporal phases that are chronologically linked. The phases are products 
of my construction, based on the respondents’ accounts of the development of 
and/or changes in the business activities and organization of the firm. Conse-
quently, with the intention to stay true to my case by revealing its richness and 
intricacies, I applied a narrative approach for the first order analysis. This 
strategy helped me to portray the actors involved in telling the stories as well 
as understanding the patterns and progressions of the events that characterized 
PlayTV’s opportunity development process. It also allowed me to examine the 
informants’ accounts and understand how different actors perceived and in-
terpreted their context and how meanings evolved and/or were used in order 
to convince others. Furthermore, through the use of narratives it was possible 
to see the role and influence of the different actors in the unfolding story 
(Downing, 2005). 
 
The second round of coding was driven by one of the research questions: what 
is an entrepreneurial opportunity comprised of? Thus, I went from the inform-
ants’ concepts to seeking support from the literature in order to provide an 
explanatory framework for the most important components of opportunity de-
velopment. For this particular task, I proceeded abductively by iterating be-
tween my empirical categories and established theoretical explanations. I 
found Davidsson’s (2015) and Dimov’s (2011) reconceptualizations of the op-
portunity construct particularly appropriate for my interpretation since both 
scholars have based their assumptions on the ex ante and prospective elements 
of the opportunity phenomena. By expanding and nuancing their prior schol-
arly work with empirical data, this analysis results in a conceptual framework 
including the four most critical components. Consequently, the findings of the 
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second order analysis contribute on both a theoretical and an empirical level 
to the entrepreneurial opportunity literature. 
 
Lastly, in a third round of coding, I sought to answer the second research ques-
tion: how is opportunity development pursued? In order to address this ques-
tion, I sought support from organizational sensemaking which is particularly 
useful for understanding the actor-contingent nature of organizing processes. 
The concept of sensemaking involves how agents “structure the unknown” by 
examining how they construct what they construct, why, and with what effects 
(Weick, 1995 p 4). It is also a perspective well suited for increasing our 
knowledge about new venture formation, since these organizations are by na-
ture loosely coupled and hence open and dependent upon input from their en-
vironment. In my practical analytical work, sensemaking implied that the 
components of opportunity development were seen to arise from the way in 
which the informants saw the world around them and negotiated it with others 
(see Gartner et al., 2003; Weick, 1995). Consequently, organizational sense-
making is introduced in the beginning of the third order analysis (chapter 6) 
whereby its implication for this study is discussed in more detail. 
 
Hence, guided by sensemaking for the final analytical round, I arrive at a num-
ber of “aggregated dimensions” contributing to an emerging theoretical model 
with the capacity to illuminate the iterative character of the process as well as 
how the components developed and interrelated over time (see Langley & 
Abdallah, 2011). The opportunity development process revealed three differ-
ent sensemaking modes or phases that illustrate how and why the components 
of opportunity development changed over time. Through episodes of sense-
making, sensegiving and sensebreaking taking place in a sequential and recip-
rocal fashion, the idea guiding the actions went from embryo to a refined new 
venture idea to an operating business venture. The sensemaking lens also 
brought the “doings” of opportunity development to the fore by shedding light 
on the mundane activities involved in the process. Thus, the third order anal-
ysis results in a framework for opportunity development that integrates the 
second and third order analyses. The way of describing opportunity develop-
ment “as” or “through” sensemaking provides an alternative way of under-
standing early entrepreneurial processes and consequently has implications 
for process theory development within entrepreneurship studies. 
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4 The PlayTV Story 

This chapter introduces the empirical case that will be used to illustrate the 
journey of an idea’s development to its launch in the market. It starts with a 
brief background of the context (the nascent market of digital film and televi-
sion), followed by a chronological account of the development of the firm. As 
argued in previous chapters, it is empirically challenging to study an entrepre-
neurial opportunity in the making since the tangible premises of the construct 
are not observable (Dimov, 2011). The intention has therefore been to portray 
the emergence and development of an idea based on the accounts of the indi-
vidual actors. Consequently, the empirical narrative illustrates how the entre-
preneurial actors talk about opportunity and how various insights are shaped 
and enacted until they end up being implemented, i.e. perceived as an oppor-
tunity which is pursued (Dimov, 2007, 2011).  
 
The evolution of the firm is divided into four temporal phases marking visible 
shifts in both strategies and operations (see timeline below, Fig. 3). In the first 
phase, the founder and subsequent entrepreneurial actors take their initial steps 
to form an understanding about the environmental changes and stimuli they 
are observing. An idea emerges and an embryonic business model starts to 
materialize from the encounters and information generated. The leading actor 
in this phase is the founder. In the following phase, PlayTV launches its prod-
uct. In this stage, the entrepreneurial actors test their previous assumptions and 
focus on creating nascent organizational routines. The founder is still one of 
the main actors driving the story, nevertheless, several employees and stake-
holders are influencing the development of the venture. The third phase over-
laps with the launch and is characterized by actions being taken to deal with 
the new operational reality which PlayTV is facing. This results in a reorien-
tation of the business and a new business model. Also in this phase, two new 
actors (the chairman of the board and one of the investors) enter the scene and 
become influential in the shaping of the business. In the final phase, an estab-
lished production firm acquires PlayTV, which leads to organizational 
changes and results in the founder having a diminished role.  
 
I have chosen to include a mix of narrative styles, by both letting the founder 
and other informants speak (these are direct transcripts from my interviews) 
and by including my own understanding based on the overview of data.  
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even other still unexplored forms of revenues. The future is yet to show which 
revenue models will be the most common and sustainable. Moreover, what we 
are currently experiencing is a transformation of the media value chain where 
all actors, from consumers to creators of content to Internet providers and 
newcomers in the digital ecology, are impacted by and are themselves impact-
ing the changes in this media value chain. All these developments in the mar-
ket of digital entertainment products boil down to one issue that most indus-
trial actors (managers of established firms, entrepreneurs, investors and aca-
demic scholars etc.) are now grappling with: finding the right business model. 
This is illustrated by the above quotation: “…we are left wondering what busi-
ness models look like for multi-channel networks, online video companies, and 
traditional television networks”. 
 
It is hence in this relatively uncertain and ambiguous environment of digital 
film and television that the case company, PlayTV, has been navigating. The 
firm has been seeking ways to exploit an opportunity it has identified, to form 
an organization and to construct a business logic that creates value for its pro-
spective network of partners and, most importantly, generates revenues so it 
can survive and eventually flourish. 

4.2 An emerging idea 

First visit to the office in November of 2011: I enter the PlayTV office in the 
basement of an apartment building in Kungsholmen in downtown Stockholm. 
The office feels cozy with dimmed lightning and is decorated with Danish 
midcentury teak furniture. There are six large desks with leather chairs in two 
of the rooms. In the third room, the ambiance is relaxed with two low black 
leather sofas, a sofa table and a big flat screen TV on a shelf. On one wall, there 
is a large whiteboard with production ideas and names scribbled in various col-
ors.  
 
The founder, Hans, greets me and shows me around. He tells me there are cur-
rently four people working full time on PlayTV. Beside himself, there is James, 
a friend and former colleague (producer) with whom he has discussed his idea 
for some time. James has decided to invest in PlayTV and is now engaged in 
the organization on an operational level, working with production ideas and 
approaching potential investors. There is also Hans’s wife Tess - scriptwriter 
and actor - who has decided to work for the firm. Their first employee, Line, 
with a background as producer and project manager within music and perform-
ing arts, is notably employed as head of production.  
 
Hans is extremely enthusiastic when presenting his idea and his colleagues and 
tells me that they are going to revolutionize the film and television industry. 
The other three persons are equally excited. When we sit down on the sofas, I 
ask him to tell me a bit about his background. He says he wants me to see their 
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company presentation and he goes out to get it and uploads it on the television 
screen in front of us.4  
 
 

The story of PlayTV starts with the vision of a single person, the founder, 
Hans. For a couple of years, he had spent time cultivating an idea based on the 
digitalization of film and television content. His idea essentially drew upon 
his professional experiences from working in the industry for a long time. For 
some years he had worked as a film director at Sveriges Television (SVT - the 
Swedish public service broadcaster5). The decision to pursue his idea had 
gradually matured as result of several actions that had been undertaken. Hans 
initially gathered information and bounced his idea around with family mem-
bers, friends and former colleagues:  

I began sketching out this idea about 2 ½ years ago in a Moleskin® notebook. 
And then I started talking to a couple of friends about it, but it was way too 
early. The iPad wasn’t even there yet, so we just said to ourselves that the timing 
wasn’t right and I put it on hold. But then the iPad came and I thought “holy 
shit!” …and that was in September last year 2010 . So, I started thinking about 
setting up a company. 

 
Consequently, the founder registered the business as a corporation6 in Decem-
ber of 2010 and moved from the kitchen table into an office about a year later. 
At the time of my entrance as a researcher, the PlayTV organization consisted 
of four people and was now in the process of raising the first round of financ-
ing, planning and taking action on what was to become a new venture.  
 
Hans had a bold vision. He wanted to revolutionize the film and television 
industry. After having worked with stories in the form of theater, opera, film 
and television from the age of 18, after having just turned 40 he believed time 
was ripe to do something entrepreneurial. His motivation partly stemmed from 
his experience of having been part of the industry for a long time: 

… the film industry is a lot of fun, very dynamic and exciting in many ways 
and there are plenty of good people in it. But there’s something wrong with the 
system. There are huge amounts of energy and good ideas that never get taken 
care of. What happened was that I had been making five to six major produc-
tions in a row and I had turned 40 and I came to realize that I was exactly where 
I’d always wanted to be in my career, I just didn’t think it was fun anymore. So 
I asked myself: “why wasn’t the passion there any longer?” 

 

                                                      
4 Field notes from my first meeting with the founder and his team at the PlayTV office, 2011-
11-25. 
5 See the web page of SVT for more information http://www.svt.se/aboutsvt/ retrieved: 2015-
11-04 
6 Aktiebolag 
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On a personal level, the founder’s aspirations for setting up the business had 
to do with getting back to a more entrepreneurial way of working with film 
and a quest for working more independently:  

I started with theater when I was 18 or 19. Back then, I created an independent 
theater group and did everything…. wrote, directed, built scenery… I was 
driven by passion… and I realized that I had gradually lost myself on the way. 

 
The founder had contemplated what he enjoyed about making film and televi-
sion and what he wanted to shy away from. He came to the conclusion that he 
still appreciated the craft and creativity of filmmaking, but felt frustrated about 
the established industry’s inertia and lack of initiatives. He was particularly 
annoyed with the bureaucracy surrounding the process of developing a film 
idea to financing, production and final distribution. This was especially criti-
cal at his former employer, SVT:  

In order to work with SVT, you need to be backed by a production company, 
or you will have to work with their tired organization consisting of men in 
leather vests. There are so many good ideas and people out there, but there 
aren’t any outlets. And without an arena, there will be no chance to commer-
cialize these ideas.7 

 
Fueled by frustration with the established industry, Hans became aware of 
other new possibilities for drama production and the kind of consumption 
brought about by digital technologies. He also noted how his son and that gen-
eration of kids were neglecting what they referred to as “TV-TV”8. Instead, 
they watched series or other types of drama content on their computers or on 
their mobile devices. The fact that he recognized the established industry en-
tirely disregarding this new viewing behavior was something that eventually 
triggered his motivation to act. He decided to pursue his dream and fulfill his 
vision of “creating a new type of film industry”9. The business idea the 
founder and his team set out to realize was formulated in their business plan 
as: 

PlayTV is a new way of financing, producing, distributing and experiencing 
film – for mobile devices10. 

 
The founder’s initial idea was to position PlayTV as a channel or a platform 
for distributing high quality drama content. The corresponding concept was 
embodied in their business plan and in the company presentation. It was also 

                                                      
7 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
8 Ibid 
9 Ibid 
10 Translated from Swedish; “PlayTV är ett helt nytt sätta att finansiera, producera, distribuera 
och uppleva film - för bärbara mediaspelare”, business plan 2011-08-05 
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expressed orally in both informal talks and formal presentations. Besides the 
founder’s personal motives, personality traits and prior experiences, the over-
all reason for setting off and pursuing this idea was that he felt there was some-
thing ”entirely wrong”11 with the film and TV industry, in that it did not really 
respond to the needs of the new generation of viewers. This perception was 
equally shared by several of the actors in the founder’s network. Hence, the 
vision that came to guide the activities of the firm was that of creating a new 
type of service that would capitalize on and use digital technologies in order 
to create a novel TV and film experience. 
 
Changes in the technological landscape were an important condition the 
founder drew upon and on which he formed his early beliefs in the commercial 
potential of “producing, distributing and consuming TV and film”12. He was 
of the strong opinion that most established actors (i.e. production firms and 
broadcasting networks) were neglecting technological development and there-
fore lost out on potential business opportunities. The founder further argued 
that the way the traditional film and television companies overlooked the dig-
ital channels had resulted in users, amateur filmmakers and other (ordinary) 
people taking advantage of the new ways to produce and distribute content, 
mainly through YouTube. The founder’s ambition and vision were hence to 
“professionalize”13 this emerging industry.  
 
The founder pointed to a gap in the market that could be filled by a new actor 
taking advantage of the technological possibilities that were currently being 
neglected. Moreover, he stressed that the timing was just right to do this:  

Now there’s the technology, there’s faster broadband, there’re smartphones and 
there’re iPads, which make it possible to get a proper viewing experience - a 
high quality experience for things in this format Hans points at his IPhone . 
But the things that are being produced professionally today are not made for 
these devices. And that’s where there’s a discrepancy. I’ve been thinking… that 
there has been film, there has been television and now there is something new, 
and if I don’t take this chance now, someone else will. And most importantly, 
I figured that now there’s really a chance to build a new type of film industry – 
an industry based on the conditions of the filmmakers, screenwriters and pro-
ducers. That’s how it started!!14 

 
Technological features related to social media were something Hans wanted 
to exploit through the company’s new product. In particular, he mentioned 
viral mechanisms and interactivity in the marketing and consumption of con-
tent that could benefit its production and distribution. Hans admitted to being 

                                                      
11 Ibid 
12 Business plan, 2011-08-05 
13 Ibid 
14 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
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a novice in the realms of social media and was not particularly active on any 
of the popular platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, thus he sought advice 
in order to inform his decisions on how to capitalize on and approach social 
media networks. One of the founding team members developed similar 
thoughts about social media:  

Today we’re on Facebook and Twitter. We have plenty of “behind-the-scenes” 
clips from our productions that we might post there. These are really fun clips, 
but we really don’t know what we can do with them. Social media is tricky. 
You can’t just post anything. So, we approached Jonas. He’s top-notch when it 
comes to everything that has to do with social media and transmedia. He told 
us we must have a strategy behind everything we do.15 

 
Developing their idea around social media was considered challenging since 
the founder and his team claimed to have very few benchmarks and competi-
tors to learn from. Consequently, they sought inspiration from neighboring 
creative industries that had come farther in the digital realms. In the market 
for mobile video games, they recognized the consumer behavior they hoped 
to create and endorse with their own digital drama content. By producing short 
clips of drama, Hans imagined PlayTV’s end product to be a hybrid between 
“Facebook and television drama”16 by adapting the content to be watched on 
the bus, while standing in a queue etc. This was further emphasized and picked 
up by the media when reporting about PlayTV’s initiative: 

…It is about entertainment on the bus, in the waiting room or during a break at 
work. TV episodes that are between 5 to 7 minutes long. Nevertheless, high 
quality is something that today is lacking for small screens tablets and 
smartphones . – It’s obvious that the industry has been waiting for something 
like this because the response we get is overwhelming, says director and script-
writer Hans Lind.17 
 
The founders describe the channel as a hybrid between television drama and 
Facebook. The viewers form relations with the characters and they stay in touch 
with them through Facebook and Twitter.18 

 
Another technological driving force the founder stressed was related to the 
equipment needed to produce and edit the material. Cameras, computers and 
editing software programs were acknowledged to have become both better and 
less expensive. This relatively new situation, therefore, allowed for more cost-
efficient ways to produce drama content: 

                                                      
15 Interview with production coordinator and partner, 2012-01-12 
16 Ibid 
17 “TV i mobilen ska nå ny publik”, article published in Dagens Nyheter, 2011-06-26 
18 “PlayTV startar tv-kanal”, article published in Resumé 2011-06-30  
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The cameras and equipment needed to produce stuff have become extremely 
cheap. Now you can basically make a feature film with an SLR camera for 
10000 SEK and cut and edit it. And it gets just as good as something you did 
ten years ago and that would have cost 2 million SEK to buy.19  

 
Accordingly, mobile devices (tablets, smartphones), social media capabilities 
(sharing, cocreating and interacting) and modern production equipment were 
technological artifacts and features that were recognized, elaborated and put 
forward as one of the cornerstones of PlayTV’s business idea. 
 
A critical issue in the early development of the venture was grappling with 
how and through what platform PlayTV’s content was going to be distributed, 
i.e. defining how their viewers were going to be reached. After having 
searched for information and talked to an extensive network of people, Hans 
developed an idea for how this should be organized in a cost-efficient way. 
PlayTV was to find a partner with whom to collaborate. Hence, by developing 
the idea of a mutual exchange of content and distribution, their business con-
sequently came to include a prospective distribution partner. The strong ori-
entation and optimism which the founding team felt for the innovative tech-
nological conditions were challenged by the fact that they lacked sufficient 
knowledge on exactly how to exploit and work with these. One founding team 
member stressed that they, therefore, needed to strengthen their competence 
by bringing in expertise from the digital technology area. Initially, they did 
this by talking to people in their network whom they perceived to have the 
relevant knowledge. She expressed the view that their early organizing activ-
ities resembled laying out a jigsaw puzzle in that they constantly needed dif-
ferent competencies in order to “get all the pieces together” 20.  
 
As revealed in the transcript above, with a background as screenwriter and 
director, initiating change and improving the conditions for filmmakers 
strongly motivated Hans to pursue his idea: 

…above all, I figured that now there’s a chance to build a new type of film 
industry that is tailored to the needs of the filmmakers.21 
 

During the years the founder had nurtured his idea, he had been interacting 
with various people in the creative industries and had come to the conclusion 
that there was indeed a gap to be filled by someone with whom they could 
work in a new and different way. As an appendix in PlayTV’s business plan22 
there appeared a list of production firms the founder had approached in order 

                                                      
19 Ibid 
20 Interview with production coordinator and partner, 2012-01-12 
21 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
22 Business plan, 2011-08-05 
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colleagues highlighted that something differentiating their offer from those of 
the established industry actors was the shortening of lead times from idea to 
production. Long lead times were held by the founder and representatives 
from the film industry to be problematic and hampering. This was also 
stressed in the meetings and presentations held by the PlayTV team with pro-
spective partners within the creative industries. After one meeting with the 
founder, a prospective partner and filmmaker mentioned: 

They (PlayTV) made a company presentation about themselves and what they 
do. And when they showed me how fast they could move from start to finish I 
started thinking of all my projects and all the things that I could eventually do 
with them.27  

 
The media also picked up PlayTV’s vision about the shortening of lead times: 

… Celebrity actor/producer X was contacted by founder Hans Lind and decided 
to jump on the bandwagon… It felt like a fun way to create content with high 
speed from idea to get something out there, celebrity actor/producer X says to 
Dagens Industri.28 

 
Hence, based upon the personal experiences of the founder, his team and the 
information generated in their encounters with creative industry representa-
tives, three explicit value propositions were formulated in their business plan: 

For the creator: 
- A creative freedom seldom offered by the established film and TV in-

dustry 
- A possibility to impact one’s own earning potential 
- Short lead times from idea to production 
- Direct communication with the audience29 

 
Around the same time, one of PlayTV’s investors published a press release 
about their investment decision in PlayTV on their corporate website where 
the prospective value for creative communities was equally stressed: 

PlayTV will be a meeting point for professional filmmakers, new talents, estab-
lished creators, production firms and film and TV artists, who get the chance to 
produce TV with great creative freedom and short lead times.30  

 
Hans and his employees expressed the culture of the firm as “created by cre-
ators for creators”31, which they strongly identified with. This identification 

                                                      
27 Interview with filmmaker and prospective partner, 2012-02-21 
28 “XX startar tv-kanal”, article published in Resumé 2011-06-30 
29 Business plan, 2011-08-05 
30 From Almi Invest web-page 
31 Interview with head of production, 2012-01-12 
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was further emphasized as celebrity actor/producer X and celebrity TV pre-
senter Y entered as investors. They both became vivid symbols and were used 
in several of the communication activities. Their names were mentioned in the 
business plan and presentation material. They were also spokespersons at sev-
eral media events. The strategic decision behind using these celebrities was 
based on the notion that they would transmit trust and legitimacy and therefore 
resolve much of the uncertainty surrounding the new venture. Some of the 
news headlines related to these celebrities at the time went along the lines of: 

Celebrity actor/producer X and filmmakers are to produce and distribute mo-
bile mini-films32  

 
Celebrity actor/producer X starts new TV channel33 
 
TV presenter Y makes a new TV show34 

 
Several employees admitted that it was easier to book meetings with prospec-
tive partners having these high-profile persons on board. Their names were 
used as “door openers” when approaching the media and other important au-
diences. Consequently, an external identity was being created and emphasized 
by the founder as one of PlayTV’s core strengths:  

One thing that I really believe has been key to why it is taking off right now, 
which I hear when we talk to creative workers… and mind you, we have been 
around talking to many production companies… is that we all have creative 
backgrounds. James is a film producer, celebrity actor/producer X is on board, 
and then it’s Tess and me. When we come from this side, they feel safe about 
us providing a new opportunity for them.35 

 
The artistic and creative identity of the firm was consequently manifested in 
the informants’ confidence in capitalizing on their own experiences as creative 
professionals in the TV and film industry. Furthermore, they had a large net-
work of filmmakers and actors that often spend time in their offices with 
whom they could informally and continuously bounce ideas. These people 
were equally strong supporters of the founder’s vision: 

My understanding is that there is an outlet for programs and film ideas that have 
not yet been realized elsewhere. There is such a small chance to get into SVT 
and PlayTV feels like a good place to take a program to. PlayTV allows so 
many different formats.36  

 

                                                      
32 Dagens Industri 2011-06-30 
33 Resumé 2011-06-30 
34 Resumé 2012-03-22 
35 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
36 Interview with actor, field notes from 2012-03-14 
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was finally outlined for how PlayTV was going to capitalize on advertising 
and sponsoring revenues. His friend was recognized for holding “extensive 
experience”47 from the sponsoring industry and was therefore trusted to pro-
vide knowledge and input for this aspect of their business.  
 
Through numerous meetings with representatives from media agencies, the 
founder had noticed that traditional print media advertising and television 
commercials were being abandoned for investments in new formats better 
suited for the contemporary digital media landscape. Content marketing48, 
branded content49 and online advertising were mentioned by the media agen-
cies as new and desirable ways of reaching consumers. Hence, in order to in-
corporate these possibilities and attract advertisers, sponsors and media agen-
cies, a value proposition needed to be formulated. Hans informed himself 
about the wants and needs of this prospective stakeholder group by conversing 
with people involved in those areas and presenting his ideas. He also ap-
proached the founder/CEO of a media agency who eventually invested in the 
firm. As for their value propositions towards their other key stakeholders 
(filmmakers and viewers), this was equally going to be enabled by digital tech-
nology. The third group included in the win-win-win model hence became the 
advertisers (sponsors). Their value proposition was subsequently defined as: 

For the advertiser: 
- Opportunity to target specific customer groups with high precision  
- Only paying for the number of viewers and ‘clicks’ 
- Opportunity for direct communication with the target group 
- Opportunity, in close collaboration with the creators, to pick out certain 

characters/narratives to be used in other types of communication activ-
ities50 

 
The advertisers that PlayTV aimed for were essentially to be reached through 
media agencies. Since the core business of media agencies involves media 
planning and buying, they were considered as gatekeepers and consequently 
quite influential when consulting advertisers. The founder perceived a great 
opportunity in directly addressing the media agency industry that, according 

                                                      
47 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
48 “Content marketing is a marketing technique of creating and distributing valuable, relevant 
and consistent content to attract and acquire a clearly defined audience – with the objective of 
driving profitable customer action”. Source: http://contentmarketinginstitute.com  
49 “Branded content is a form of advertising medium that blurs conventional distinctions be-
tween what constitutes advertising and what constitutes editorial content. Branded content is 
essentially a fusion of the two into one product intended to be distributed as editorial content, 
albeit with a highly branded quality and often labeled as "sponsored."”. Source: 
https://www.wikipedia.org  
50 Business plan, 2011-08-05 
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Since the media player was going to be free of charge for the viewers, 50% of 
the revenues generated from the advertisers would go to financing the produc-
tion costs (i.e. as payments and salaries for the filmmakers) and the other 50% 
would go to PlayTV. The financial calculations and budget in the business 
plan were based on the number of viewers needed in order for each episode to 
break even. Other costs envisaged at this point were operating costs such as 
office rent, salaries and equipment (computers, film cameras and other pro-
duction material). Several times, Hans returned to and described PlayTV’s 
revenue model as: 

We have a simple business model based on the sharing of revenues from adver-
tising/sponsor fees.56 

 
PlayTV’s initial idea was additionally shaped by how the actors perceived 
their competitive situation. The founder argued that the competitive landscape 
was relatively weak. The competitive analysis in their business plan further 
supported this view. At the same time, the respondents admitted it was com-
plicated to define their competitors and hence equally problematic to position 
themselves against these. Nevertheless, Hans framed the current market con-
text in terms of a “discrepancy”57 where there was indeed a void to be filled 
by a new actor that would produce “high quality digital content”58. A posi-
tioning map in the business plan emphasized PlayTV’s future market niche 
and the founder clearly stressed that there was “no one like us out there”59:  

You have to customize the formats for these new digital devices. Watching 
clips, a little clip here and a little clip there, is a viewing behavior that has totally 
exploded. And this is something that we will act upon. What makes us different 
from what’s already out there is that… if you take YouTube for instance... it’s 
content made by amateurs and it’s very difficult to navigate. You never find 
anything unless it’s on top of the list. And there are enormous amounts of con-
tent, but only a small percentage of it gets viewed.60  

 
Besides the prospective viewers, advertisers and filmmakers, the investment 
community obviously played an important part in the founding of the firm, 
both in terms of securing the financial resources and in providing access to a 
network of contacts, knowledge and ideas: 

We started working with financing in April 2011 . And instead of raising 10 
million SEK sequentially in tranches, like you might have done ten years ago, 
we are taking it in bit by bit. We also decided to take in partners who would 
actually contribute something. So in the first round, there was James Watts and 

                                                      
56 Interview with founder, 2012-03-13 
57 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
58 Ibid 
59 Interview with founder, 2012-03-13 
60 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
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celebrity actor/producer X …. or actually, the first funding we received was a 
loan from an institutional investor, then came Peter, who owns a media agency. 
And now we’re about to secure the bigger funding so, in about a couple of 
weeks’ time, we will have raised 5 million SEK that will take us to the next 
phase. ... Today our company is valued at 12.5 million SEK.61 

 
The investors consisted of a mix of private actors, business angels, a venture 
capital firm and a large institutional investment company. A handful of the 
private investors were high profile TV professionals considered to provide the 
start-up with credibility, trust and important networks (contacts). This group 
of actors was also influential in shaping the business by providing knowledge 
and insights, as demonstrated in the above sections. The investment decisions 
were grounded in the narratives and calculations (budget) made in the business 
plan and also on emotional ties based upon trust for the founder and his team. 
One of the investors related the motivation for their investment: 

We usually pay attention to a positive macro trend. And as far as we could 
judge, even though we’re no experts in the TV industry, the timing for PlayTV 
is totally right. The challenge, however, is to create a concept that will work, 
because timing is not enough to guarantee a success. The second factor we look 
at is the people. For PlayTV, we really put a lot of trust in Hans. The rest of the 
organization also seems to be really competent people.62  

 
A press release announcement on the website of the institutional investor at 
the time read: 

The new investors see large potential in the business concept. “The company’s 
position is totally timely and has all the qualifications to become a successful 
distribution channel and a strong brand”, says Tina Lowe, Investment Manager 
at Institutional Investor, Stockholm.63   

 
The founder was clearly very enthusiastic during this phase. He was convinced 
he was onto something big and he used his charisma and conviction in busi-
ness encounters. One of the founding team members described Hans’s attitude 
when meeting important others: 

Hans is very visionary and at the same time he always has something concrete 
to show. He’s really good at being both articulate and visionary. When he meets 
with creators he just states that “we work like this and we’re doing things in 
this fashion” even though we’re not there yet. He never shows any signs of 
hesitation.64 
 

                                                      
61 Ibid 
62 Interview with representative of venture capital firm, 2012-04-14 
63 Institutional investor web-page 
64 Interview with production coordinator and partner, 2011-11-25 
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Hans’s leadership and communication style resulted in, among other things, 
his attracting people who share similar visions and ideals. The focus, was to a 
large extent, on the creative aspects of the vision, which was a natural outcome 
of the founder’s professional experience with the creative industries.  
 
During our initial meetings, the founder and his team had set out a timeline 
with a date to launch a beta version of their media player with content com-
prised of around 100 episodes of drama series. In the business plan from this 
time, there was an “action list” articulating specific activities that would be 
performed in each period of that timeline (i.e. Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4).  

4.3 Launching the idea  

Visit to the office in March of 2012: I ring the doorbell at the office and a 
person I hadn’t met during my previous visits opens the door. He introduces 
himself as Mick and tells me he is a film photographer. He is involved in the 
pilot productions PlayTV is currently filming. These are to be used when mar-
keting PlayTV to different partners. The office also looks slightly different with 
new desks and wide screened computers. Two additional people look busy in 
front of their screens and just look up to say “hi”. Mick tells me this basement 
office is now used for the production, which involves the process of film edit-
ing. He furthers explains that “the administration”65, i.e. Hans and the rest of 
the organization, have relocated to the fifth floor. So I take the elevator.  
 
Entering the new office feels like walking into someone’s private home. I enter 
a big hallway with dark red wallpaper and large oriental rugs on the floor. Tess, 
the production coordinator, welcomes me and excuses herself for not having 
informed me about the relocation. She shows me around and introduces me to 
more new staff.  
 
This is far from the typical office. The layout is like an apartment with a long 
corridor connecting six fairly big rooms. These are furnished with desks (same 
midcentury style as before), chairs, laptop computers and walls decorated with 
old-fashioned wallpapers in various colors. In one of the rooms are two large 
leather sofas, two leather armchairs and a fireplace. In the corner stands a bar 
cart and crystal carafes with, what at least looks like, various liquors. There is 
a kitchen at the center of the apartment and a small balcony facing the street. 
The style of the furniture is a combination of classic English country mixed 
with the previous Danish mid-century teak. The walls are similarly decorated 
in dark green with red nuances (see Fig. 12). All the rooms are bustling with 
activity and there is an ambiance of work at a high pace. I ask Tess what they 
staff are working on. She explains that some are trainees and some are hired on 
a freelance basis, adding that there are in total eleven people working full time 
at PlayTV now, admitting that she is not sure about the exact number. However, 
she knows their functions are in sales, production and social media activities.  

                                                      
65 Interview with Mick, freelancing film photographer at PlayTV, field notes from 2012-03-13   
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Figure 12 Office interiors66 

 
The envisioning and planning phase evolved into a period where the main or-
ganizational focus was on execution by working towards the launch of the 
PlayTV channel. The company had closed their first round of financing and 
now had their plans to execute. This shift was marked notably by not only a 
change in the staff’s activities but also in the way they acted and spoke about 
their prospective business. By using words like “prove ourselves” and 
“launch” it became clear that they had abandoned the previous planning mode. 
Since financing had been secured for at least “a while ahead”67 the informants 
were focusing their energy on delivering their plans. 

                                                      
66 Photos from PlayTV’s Facebook page 
67 Interview with founder, 2012-03-13 
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Last fall, the focus was on making strategies and securing the financing. But 
just before Christmas the last investor stepped in to finalize this round. So now 
we can relax and breathe for a while. Now it’s more about pushing the button… 
by the way, I’ve always wondered where that button is…?! Anyway, now it’s 
full speed ahead. And we finally get to work on the actual product.68 

 
This was a hectic time at the PlayTV office. Hans was mostly involved in 
negotiating the deal with the technology provider they had identified through 
one of their investors. He was also meeting other firm critical partners such as 
prospective advertisers and investors. PlayTV’s first employee, Line, the head 
of production, was assigned by the founder to take responsibility for issues 
concerning the personnel. Her role eventually evolved into becoming a “the 
spider in the web”69 with an overview of everything from production, invoice 
processing, HR, office management etc. 
 
One of the critical tasks in order for PlayTV to realize their plans had been to 
find a technical solution for the media player. They eventually found a tech-
nology provider who was interested in entering a partnership. (This was 
mainly due to the fact that one of the investors happened to be engaged in a 
technology firm distributing commercials to websites). The company, 
PlayAhead Media Group (PMG), was an online advertising network special-
ized in video and mobile advertising. The company was depicted as an ideal 
partner in terms of its complementing capabilities. Since PMG’s core business 
was distributing online advertisement, they had the distribution network 
PlayTV wanted. In turn, PMG, which had previously only been working with 
advertisements, now claimed to be interested in getting access to drama and 
TV content. 
 
The revenue model guiding PlayTV’s organizational activities was built upon 
a relatively low cost structure where reliance on a third party technology pro-
vider was key. The value proposition for PMG was to offer them access to 
entertainment content. In turn, what the founder was particularly excited about 
was gaining access to their broad distribution network and competence in tar-
get group marketing. The two firms negotiated a deal and a contract on which 
to base their partnership. This took longer than expected. The founder ex-
plained the technology firm as holding a stronger negotiation position due to 
their established market position. In March of 2012, the deal was finally 
reached between the two firms which in brief involved PMG providing the 
distribution of PlayTV’s content through:  
1) the technology platform at PlayTV’s own website (PlayTV.com),  
2) applications for various mobile devices and  
3) through PMG’s already established network of affiliate websites.  
                                                      
68 Interview with production coordinator and partner, 2012-01-12 
69 Interview with head of production, 2012-01-12 
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The idea (behind the TV show) is entirely adapted to the format (mobile). You 
basically see two talking heads, so it’s not exactly like watching an ice hockey 
game with a small puck… I love to interview people. But currently, there’s this 
famous Norwegian guy doing it on SVT. So in a sense, with PlayTV I’m now 
realizing my idea by actually paying to do it (laughs).72  

 
The production team made five episodes of the talk show and mostly relied on 
external freelance workers. In total, about eight people were engaged in mak-
ing the show, each episode of which took 2 hours to record. Hans, the founder, 
constantly stressed that the employees and production team needed to stay true 
to the original idea about cost efficient and speedy productions. Once made, 
the talk show became part of PlayTV’s sales material and was shown to pro-
spective customers. One of these prospective customers was the digital man-
ager of a large multinational software company. He eventually decided to be-
come a sponsor after having watched the show in a meeting with PlayTV’s 
sales manager: 

PlayTV’s sales manager presented their first project to us – “Y’s talk show”. 
She told us about Hans and that celebrity TV presenter Y was engaged in the 
company. We really liked the idea and the people behind it. … So, we actually 
decided to finance the pilot so that they could produce several more episodes of 
it.73  

 
Several of the employees and external freelance workers were engaged in 
making the pilot productions for marketing purposes and in order to build a 
content base for launch (see Fig. 14). Consequently, these productions were 
made before signing any advertisers or sponsors and were financed with the 
initial funding PlayTV had received. This was a risky strategy, however with 
the prior indications Hans and his team had received during their networking 
encounters, they felt confident that they would easily be able to find sponsors 
who could cover these production costs. Consequently, the creativity flour-
ished in the office as ideas for new drama formats and scripts were being de-
veloped. It was obvious that the creative juices from the film industry influ-
enced the corporate culture of the firm. 

                                                      
72 Celebrity TV presenter Y interviewed by James, film producer and investor in PlayTV. 
Source: YouTube 
73 Interview with digital manager at Invo, 2013-04-10 
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Secondly, as a result of working with this project, several new business op-
portunities were identified and discussed. The sponsor saw a chance to inte-
grate sales and e-commerce functions into the show. By being able to click on 
products, they envisioned how their web shop could be integrated with the 
show. Similarly, PlayTV recognized the possibility of profiting through the 
sponsor’s customers and distribution network when promoting their content. 
This collaboration hence became critical as a way of both testing and devel-
oping their business model. 
 
Around the same time, another production was made for the multinational 
software company Invo. The action comedy “Never Stop” was a collaboration 
where PlayTV’s creative team wrote the script together with the sponsor:  

PlayTV needed a partner for one of their series and we thought it sounded in-
teresting so we decided to collaborate sponsor . From my point of view, you 
just have to dare to try new things. First, we try, then we evaluate… The entire 
concept of the series felt good. They have the same target group as we – early 
adopters. We have this new operations system that is slightly complicated that 
we need to explain… and since they intended to make a series with a computer 
as part of the storyline anyway, we thought “why not do it with our com-
puter?”… We had a large marketing budget for communicating this worldwide 
and some of that budget we then allocated for the PlayTV production”80 

 
Just as the founder had envisioned, they managed to integrate the marketing 
message and Invo products into the series in a way that did not disturb the 
storyline. Both Invo and PlayTV were satisfied with the result of the series 
and PlayTV was in particular satisfied with the revenues generated from the 
sponsor fee.  
 
If forming visions and creating plans had been central organizational activities 
at the previous stage, the main focus was now on concrete actions. One such 
important action was sales, namely convincing important others of PlayTV’s 
commercial potential. In these activities, the founder and his colleagues used 
the win-win-win business model to gain the support from customers, distribu-
tion partners and other potential stakeholders. Several of the employees ex-
pressed positive attitudes about their sales encounters: 

Our sales meetings are going really well and I’m usually asked to get back to 
them with a quote. … I show a presentation for my customers how the sponsor-
ship can work and I highlight the win-win-win for all parties. … I also show 
examples of how our shows could look.81  
 

                                                      
80 Interview with digital manager at Invo, 2013-04-10 
81 Interview with sales manager, 2013-05-05 
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Intensive work was invested into establishing a visibility for PlayTV in social 
media channels. A social media team was producing editorial content based 
on its shows and characters containing behind-the-scenes gossip and other in-
formation. Blogs were created which the leading characters of the shows were 
supposed to write. The idea was to stimulate further advertising opportunities 
from blogs and social media. However, the heavy reliance in social media as 
a marketing channel was an issue that was questioned by some employees:  

I believe that if we are to do this, we’ll actually need a huge marketing budget. 
Look at Netflix. They have invested millions and millions of dollars in adver-
tising. Plus… they have so much content. We’ve discussed this I’ve told them 
that we need a marketing budget… but they just say that everything is going to 
be built virally.82 

 
Being a start-up in a new market working with creative (artistic) products, 
much organizational effort was also put into the legal aspects of developing 
and negotiating property rights. PlayTV did not have any internal legal 
expertise but consulted a law firm from time to time. However, the head of 
production expressed the view that the firm’s aspirations and organizational 
reality were often ahead of the legal practices and that they, therefore, had to 
make their own interpretations and adjustments. When negotiating with insti-
tutional actors, this became very apparent and sometimes even bothersome:  

When we met with ‘The Swedish Union for Performing Arts and Film’83 they 
hadn’t a clue about how to deal with us when it comes to property rights. The 
property rights they are used to working with today only involve TV and film 
that are distributed through traditional media channels television and cin-
ema …. the last meeting we had with them actually turned into an educational 
one where we went through our business model just to explain who we were. 
It’s so funny, this guy is supposed to represent actors and makers of theater, and 
when we said “padda” Swedish jargon for iPad  he did not know what we were 
talking about. They have so much homework ahead of them before they will be 
able to form policies and guidelines on how to deal with their rights on the 
digital channels.84 

4.4 Reorientation and new business model 
 

Visit to the office in January of 2013: I enter the office to meet with the chair-
man of the board. In the last conversation I had with Hans, he recommended 
me to speak with Magnus, their chairman, who had now become more involved 

                                                      
82 Interview with marketing manager, 2013-09-13 
83 Teaterförbundet in Swedish. Se the webpage of the organization at http://www.teaterfor-
bundet.se/web/Hem_19.aspx 
84 Interview with project manager, 2013-23-13  
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in the daily operations of the firm. Hans had seemed to be disappointed with 
what had happened after the launch and by introducing their chairman, I got the 
impression that he was slightly stepping back. Now, however, I’m curious to 
find out what is currently going on and particularly to gain insight into his re-
flections on what has happened since the launch. There is plenty of activity in 
all the rooms. Magnus suggests we sit down in the kitchen to talk.  
 

The third phase overlapped with the previous phase in the sense that PlayTV 
had launched their product – a beta version of the media player – in October 
of 2012. Their market offering now contained four web series starring well-
known Swedish actors. The win-win-win model that had up until this point 
guided the actions of the organizational members and had, so to speak, been 
‘operationalized’. It had evolved from a demonstration of an ideal future state 
into actually mirroring how the company was organized and how it generated 
and captured values and revenues for itself and its partners. What marked this 
third temporal shift was again the change in how the informants were acting 
and talking about the business in general and their business model in particu-
lar:  

We’re sort of at this breaking point right now where we must find routines and 
structures. Up until this point, everything has been about delivery.85 

 
When it became obvious that the initial estimates and intentions were not cor-
responding with the actual figures, financial uncertainty arose. Fueled by time 
pressure, the board became concerned and expressed a need to come up with 
changes and solutions to rapidly improve the revenue model. Due to the bitter 
reality PlayTV now faced that profits expected from advertisements and spon-
soring were too small, two board members (the chairman and an investor rep-
resentative) started to become more engaged on both a strategic and an oper-
ational level. The chairman, Magnus Alvin, former CEO of First Avenue86, 
had joined the board a year earlier and had also invested in the new venture. 
He explained that the founder had contacted him to get help with “strength-
ening their industry competence”87: 

I met with the founder and some of the representatives of the board and told 
them my story. I explained how I had been instrumental in turning First Avenue 
into one of Scandinavia’s most profitable production companies and even es-
tablished it in the USA until Liz Murdoch acquired it and became my boss for 
almost three years. Then PlayTV’s board just nodded and said “we need your 
help!”.88  

 

                                                      
85 Interview with production coordinator and partner, 2012-03-14  
86 Scandinavian media company specializing in film and television production 
87 Interview with chairman of the board, 2013-01-08 
88 Ibid 
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Magnus took on an operative leadership role and started spending more time 
at the office. He worked closely with the founder, but also with Line, the head 
of production, and with one of the investors. One of the main tasks Magnus 
took on was the revenue stream. Consequently, he also addressed the business 
model. He argued that the main flaw with the current idea was that PlayTV 
had not fully accomplished becoming a channel for content distribution. In-
stead, he argued that it had become more like a production company providing 
other websites with content (through the PMG network): 

… and now we have launched and today we have a new struggle with finally 
nailing the business model. At the thought stage it was decent, but in reality it’s 
really poor. We’re slowly moving from a business-to-business model to a busi-
ness-to-consumer model, which I personally believe in…89 

 
One of the investors equally reinforced this remark by arguing:  

When I was at the office for observation I noticed that they had a tremendous 
production focus and tons of trainees coming up with ideas that they were in-
tending to sell. But the sales thinking was completely lacking. It was more like 
a bubbling creative studio.90  

 
Since the launch, the business model had been challenged in numerous ways. 
There was a sense of frustration with it and several organizational members 
claimed that it was “not working”. The chairman specifically mentioned three 
reasons for the business model not functioning as intended: viewer conversion 
rates were too low, the forecast for consumer behavior had been too optimistic, 
and finally, technical problems had been hampering the distribution and hence 
the viewer experience:  

The business model has altered from its original intent since the conditions for 
how we make money have changed. The conversion of viewers is simply so 
much lower than we expected.91 

 
The major disappointment was, however, the distribution of the content. The 
collaboration with PMG’s distribution network had not achieved its goals to a 
satisfactory standard. Reaching out to large volumes of people and converting 
as many of them as possible into viewers was one of the main aspects of the 
business model. A simple analysis of the current status, therefore, concluded 
that without large volumes and/or well-defined target groups, PlayTV would 
not be able to attract any sponsors or advertisers. And without advertisers, 
there were no revenues to be expected. Consequently, the founder and his team 
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were mainly concerned with dealing with this Catch 22 situation and stressed 
the importance of distribution and reach. 
 
One thing the organization’s members discussed was to become more focused 
by narrowing down the distribution network and finding sites with better 
matching target audiences. PlayTV’s content was currently being randomly 
distributed everywhere. Another explanation for the dissatisfaction with its 
distribution partner was that they had entirely different business logics. PMG 
was used to working with advertisers and spreading their campaigns in its dis-
tribution network. When working with regular customers it could guarantee a 
certain reach for a specific time period. But when it came to distributing 
PlayTV’s drama content, the viewer behavior proved to be different and the 
technology provider’s normally short campaign periods simply did not work:  

They PMG  are used to working with companies like MQ clothes retailer  on 
a three week campaign and saying “during these weeks you will get this number 
of viewers”. But when it comes to drama productions, the viewer behavior 
slowly increases over time. For us 3, 6 or 12 months would be more relevant. 
Now, PMG has come back to us after three weeks and complained about the 
low number of viewers. But that’s just normal. People need time to discover 
series and they need to be distributed virally to create a buzz.92 

 
Not only was their distribution partner perceived as not contributing as had 
been anticipated in the envisioned business model. The filmmakers were an-
other key partner on which the business model was anchored:  

Our idea was that the filmmakers would be interested in marketing and 
spreading the content they had created, but that was not the case. So sharing the 
revenues 50/50 with them is therefore no longer possible. … As soon as the 
production team had finished a project, they moved on.93 

 
Despite what had been said and understood in early encounters with the crea-
tive community, there was no commitment or interest from the filmmakers to 
engage in marketing the content they had made for PlayTV. No actions were 
undertaken when it came to the planned social media and viral marketing ac-
tivities. The organization’s members argued that the social media strategy, in 
general, had not fulfilled its objectives. First of all, maintaining a high quality 
and engaging social media experience demanded a lot of work and resources. 
Secondly, the demand and interest for the drama series were still so scant there 
was no real activity worth supporting. Thirdly, the organization acknowledged 
that their expectations about the “viral spreading” of the shows and characters 
in social media had been inadequate. Their viewers were not engaging in 
spreading and sharing the PlayTV content with their friends. Hence, the role 
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of social media was strongly downplayed in the coming decisions and strate-
gies.  
 
The initial focus to serve and cater for the needs of filmmakers and creative 
professionals (screenwriters, scenographers, actors etc.) naturally stemmed 
from the background and vision of the founder. One of his dreams had been 
to create a new type of film industry that was going to be fun, flexible, free 
and profitable for the makers of content. However, this focus on delivering 
value for the filmmakers became questioned when, in turn, they were per-
ceived as not contributing according to the plans. The filmmakers claimed to 
be positive about PlayTV’s concept but lived in a reality where they were 
pressured to juggle and manage their time and projects wisely. They were not 
used to marketing their end products, nor did they consider themselves to have 
the time to engage in such activities. The creative partners furthermore 
stressed the fact that the distribution and reach needed to be improved in order 
for more revenues to be generated for them: 

PlayTV had expected a greater success for their drama productions. “Hair Sto-
ries” for example is aimed at an older target audience. And they’re not exactly 
online or active in social media to the same extent.94  

 
The win-win-win metaphor hence became questioned and the founder and 
management team concluded that the revenue-share model with the filmmak-
ers was not going to be sustainable. When I met with the chairman of the 
board, this was stressed as a major weakness in the current business model: 

The dilemma with PlayTV is that it is too creator driven. The business acumen 
affärsmannaskapet  is entirely lacking. This is why we don’t get our business 

model to work. The firm has turned into an in-house production studio for 
filmmakers and it has really succeeded in that. People are standing in line to 
join. But to take it from there to a business… that hasn’t been successful.95 
  

Another reorientation from the anticipated plans was that the media agencies 
were not encouraging their customers (i.e. advertisers) to spend their market-
ing budgets with PlayTV. In the early phase of the firm’s formation, media 
agencies had been identified as important partners, mainly for being able to 
provide the productions with advertising and sponsoring revenues. However, 
as it turned out, the media agencies did not fully comprehend the market of-
fering of PlayTV, at least not to the extent that they were willing to recom-
mend PlayTV as a destination for their customers’ advertisement budgets. 
This was highlighted as problematic by an investor:  
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When we entered as investors the interest from sponsors was very big: “Oh how 
fun, this sounds so exciting”, they said. “Why don’t you come back and tell us 
more?” Because everyone realizes that this is the future of TV, in a sense. But 
then, to take the step and be the early adopter and pay for all this before it’s 
even a proven concept… well, that’s an entirely different thing. And to be hon-
est, many companies have already tried. I mean mobile TV isn’t exactly new. 
Telenor96, for example, paid 3 M SEK for a production that became a total flop. 
People remember those bad experiences and now they’re like “No this isn’t 
working, we already tried it”. So some of the really, really early adopters have 
actually already tried this.97  

 
Similar conclusions were drawn by both media agencies and internally within 
the PlayTV organization. Consequently, there was a mutual understanding of 
the apparent problem of introducing a new business model and the reluctance 
among certain actors to engage in collaborations and economic exchanges that 
were untested: 

Both we (media agencies) and our customers… we all talk about content mar-
keting now. But almost nothing happens and it’s all very slow.98 

 
The problem with the media agencies is that they aren’t fully there yet. They 
don’t understand our way of doing things and they are stuck in an old-fashioned 
way of thinking.99 
 

Both the chairman of the board and this investor attributed a leadership prob-
lem to the situation the organization was in. They showed great respect for 
Hans and admired his experience and visions. However, they argued that his 
talent was less developed when it came to building and managing an organi-
zation. In an attempt to “strengthen the business model”100 and based on the 
core idea of PlayTV as a “channel”, the investor initiated a business model 
workshop. Besides addressing the business model, the motive behind the event 
was to make the entire organization “walk at the same pace”101 – something 
that was currently considered as highly problematic. The workshop was based 
on the “Business Model Canvas” (see Fig. 16) (Osterwalder, Pigneur, & Clark, 
2010). The investor had prior experience of using that particular management 
tool as the foundation for strategic discussions and found it particularly helpful 
for the situation the organization was in. The investor described this initiative: 

The atmosphere of the company has always been very optimistic. And at the 
core there are competent people who know how to make good TV. But now it’s 
more about making this work in the market. Initially, you can live on and you 
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can value the company based on the expectations of a possible success when 
launching. But… eh… well, there are three scenarios according to us. Either 
the venture will become a total disaster or the second scenario is that it will 
become a huge success and the firm will generate massive revenues. But the 
most likely scenario is that it goes okay, it takes time to become profitable, the 
business model needs to be tweaked etc. And that is just how it turned out to be 
in this case too. So when we look at the business plan and documentation from 
our first investment decision there were these Excel-sheets with hockey sticks 
pointing upwards and promises to generate 200 million SEK in three years… 
which would make all of us super rich laugh  but that’s not the reality and we 
as investors  are willing to challenge and question all taken for granted truths. 

And that is exactly why we did this workshop. You throw everything up in the 
air and try to come up with the most plausible new plan to work with and keep 
that as your hypothesis, and to work from there and to follow up that plan. In 
companies like these, there are countless opportunities. Therefore, you need to 
scale off 90% of those opportunities and put them in a drawer. So now we have 
a new plan and we’re following it up at the board meetings.102 

 
They gathered the management group for a full-day workshop, which resulted 
in the generation of new thoughts and insights that were going to be used for 
the new strategies and the new business plan. 
 

 
Figure 16 Business model canvas103 
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103 Strategyzer.com 
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During and after the workshop, the discourse of the organization changed and 
became more infiltrated with management words. One illustrative example 
was how the employees now spoke about PlayTV as a ‘business-to-consumer’ 
company instead of a ‘channel’. They also made it clear that the alternative to 
business-to-consumer was business-to-business. something the chairman of 
the board even articulated as a possible “Plan B”104: 

We must find ways to reach out to and work with our end customers. And es-
sentially, we need more viewers. We want to find these opportunities of being 
a business-to-consumer company, but our fallback strategy is to become a pro-
duction company… business-to-business that is… but it’s all very confusing.105  

 
This change in strategic direction and increased focus on certain components 
of the business model (such as distribution and value proposition for the end 
customer) challenged the existing interpretive schemes of the founder and sev-
eral of the employees. The workshop hence constituted a cognitive re-orien-
tation of the vision that had up to that point been dominating the actions of the 
founder and the employees. Immediately after the workshop, a new business 
plan was produced and changes were made in the organization due to the busi-
ness model modification. The founder was no longer perceived to represent 
and execute the changes that had been taken and hence declared an interest in 
working with the more creative aspects of business development. The chair-
man of the board, therefore, became appointed as assistant CEO and became 
a vivid symbol of the new strategy and culture that came to dictate the future 
actions of PlayTV’s organization. Employees were recruited to match the new 
core competencies of sales and marketing. Moreover, some of the employees 
(temporary workers and trainees) belonging to the previous production para-
digm were made redundant. 
 

Visit to the office in March of 2013: 
Entering the office, I note a slight change from last time. One of the largest 
rooms is occupied by the production team. The head of production tells me they 
recently got rid of the basement office where they used to sit. “We did it to cut 
costs”, she explains. She points to the room where they’re sitting. “It’s a bit 
tight but it works”, she laughs. I meet the founder who looks visibly tired. He 
tells me that so many things have happened since we last spoke. He talks about 
Magnus and how he’s getting everyone to walk at the same pace. He tells me 
about the new recruits - a marketing manager, an additional sales person and a 
person responsible for IT. He seems relieved about the fact that Magnus has 
taken a larger role and has eased some of his leadership burden, particularly 
when it comes to the “boring CEO” bits. Yet he feels slightly unfulfilled and 
when he speaks about the new strategic direction the organization is taking, he 
doesn’t sound really convincing. He’s clearly lacking energy. Or maybe it’s just 
one of those days. 
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Despite the business model workshop and the intention of getting everyone to 
walk at the same pace, there was still a sense of confusion in the organization. 
Several of the employees were actively trying to understand the new direction 
and some of them raised doubts:  

Our strength and value are obviously that we are creative and fast. But our 
weakness is that we’re a bit too early. Our potential customers i.e. advertisers  
don’t know where to place us budget-wise. They don’t know if we’re digital, 
advertising, PR or something else.106 
 

As mentioned above, immediately after the business model workshop a new 
business plan was written. Again, the founder, the assistant CEO, the head of 
production and the sales manager – now organized as the ‘management group’ 
– returned to the drawing board to make new plans for the business ahead. 
They needed to seek more funding but they also saw it as an exercise in artic-
ulating and explaining both to themselves and to their external audiences what 
they were doing: 

For the sake of PlayTV we seriously need to find new revenue opportunities 
now. Whatever happens, if we partner up with somebody or if we stand on our 
own feet we’re in a critical state right now. We took in funding in March and 
we’re soon going to need more money. We’re also investigating how we can 
become less dependent on PMG. And for that, we need to have all our owners 
with us. Therefore, it’s critical we get it all down on paper.107  
  

In the business plan dating from April 2013 their business idea was formulated 
as: 

PlayTV is a mobile TV channel with high quality content exclusively created 
for smartphones, tablets and the web. 

  
This new business idea marked a shift from the initial one where both produc-
tion and distribution were stressed. The shift was consequently a result of the 
strategic decision to emphasize the business-to-consumer identity by being a 
channel and therefore moving away from the production aspects they had pre-
viously been occupied with. The investor, the chairman of the board and the 
founder argued that yet another reason for switching towards distribution was 
to lower or even avoid the costs of the productions.  
 
Consequently, the business model was altered in such a way that their market 
was now clearly articulated. In order to generate advertising and sponsoring 
revenues PlayTV’s target groups eventually had to be defined. Another 
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change from the previous business model was that instead of stating the value 
proposition for each of their exchange partners, the plan now included detailed 
activities in order to achieve and improve those exchange relationships. It was 
highlighted that the value of PlayTV was based upon its capability to attract 
and keep viewers. Hence, it was defined as critical to recruit a marketing man-
ager with experience from the digital sector.  
 
Another implication of the business model workshop was the reorganization 
of the firm into distinct functions. According to the chairman of the board and 
the founder one of the main organizational challenges during the start had been 
to work towards a common goal. The employees had been running in different 
directions, acting upon what they had perceived to be the core business of 
PlayTV. Therefore, the company became structured according to four distinct 
functions: Marketing & PR, Sales, Creativity and Production. The investor 
believed one of the benefits of the business model workshop had been to iden-
tify their core competencies. A clear shift was the general move from a focus 
on productions (content) to sales. Furthermore, an important event was that 
the founder stepped down from his former role as CEO and became the head 
of the creativity ‘unit’ as creative director: 

I’m still the CEO on paper, but since we’re in a start-up phase I’ve got no time 
to focus on developing our creative opportunities. I didn’t realize this but Mag-
nus helped me to articulate what I was good at and that is actually business 
development. So now he takes the boring CEO bits and I can focus on develop-
ing our business and finding new opportunities. Or being the evangelist – as 
they say.108 

 
The organizational changes after the business model workshop challenged the 
identity of some organizational members, one of whom was the founder. Some 
employees and even some stakeholders perceived uncertainty and doubt in the 
new sales and distribution focus that was instigated. Other members of the 
organization, however, expressed relief about getting a new (clear) strategic 
direction to work towards: 

When I started working here people were doing the wrong things. Now, 
however, it seems like the penny has dropped (poletten har trillat ner)!109 
 
I definitely believe that we have built an organization that is distinct, that you 
can easily communicate to others. It’s when you talk to people you realize when 
it’s not fitting, when we can’t explain what we really do. But now it actually 
feels like we can do that110.  
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The time that had passed since the launch had mainly been concerned with 
striving for a higher and better reach. As mentioned above, this meant that 
finding fruitful collaborations outside the PMG network became critical. Due 
to the disappointment of the scattered distribution and low conversion rates 
provided by the technology partner, PlayTV initiated a renegotiation of the 
exclusivity deal they had agreed upon in the contract. After serious negotia-
tions, PlayTV eventually managed to break free from the agreement and could 
hence begin the hunt for other distribution and affiliate partners. The inform-
ants now saw plenty of openings in striking deals with other actors such as 
news websites and media partners. Even SAS (airlines) was approached with 
the idea of offering them on board entertainment. This further implied that the 
altered identity to that of a channel became strengthened. During spring of 
2013, PlayTV managed to close several deals and collaborations with new 
media partners, which was reported in the media: 

PlayTV’s productions maintain exactly the high quality that we want to be as-
sociated with. Therefore it feels incredibly exciting to be able to show those 
series that we believe our visitors will appreciate the most, says John Nielsen 
business developer at Nyheter 24.111 

 
In line with several other collaborations, PlayTV now announces yet another 
partnership, this time with the newspaper and web portal Expressen. … Ex-
pressen has invested big (satsat stort) in strengthening its web TV portfolio. The 
interest for watching visual content both on the phone and on our website is 
increasing rapidly. This is where PlayTV’s products are so timely with their 
short web-adapted formats, says Marie Lewin, program director at Ex-
pressen.se112    

 
Hence, the realized flaws or mistakes in the anticipated business model not 
only forced but also opened up for the employees the chance to improvise and 
develop their venture idea. PlayTV’s value network hence became extended 
with a new group of actors, namely distribution partners, broadly speaking. 
Bloggers and other interest based community websites were also pictured as 
potential distribution partners:  

Much of what I’m doing involves getting our player out on different websites. 
Now we aim for larger media partners that already possess a great reach and 
also appreciate our content.113  

 
The revenues generated from the advertisement funded sponsorships (AFP) 
(where one sponsor finances an entire show) had proved to be more profitable 
and less risky than the plain advertisement (pre-rolls) revenues. During its first 
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years, PlayTV had produced three such series with three multinational corpo-
rations (software, consumer goods and an online casino).  
 
Despite the new strategic direction, the atmosphere in the organization did not 
feel balanced. There was a clear sense of frustration and irritation over the 
failed initial idea and particularly a disappointment with the media and adver-
tising industry. Hans explained that he had been invited as a speaker to a large 
media conference in Stockholm, The Mediadays, and his agenda was set. He 
intended to pose provocative questions to the people in the audience. His main 
message was going to be to challenge and accuse the media agencies and the 
TV networks for sitting in the same boat. In other words, Hans was convinced 
that the viewer statistics were adjusted so that the advertisers would still want 
to invest in TV advertising despite the fact that “everyone knows that people 
don’t watch so much TV anymore”114. This provocativeness was visible in 
other aspects of the organization’s activities as well. During the same time, 
PlayTV invested in their first advertisement, a print ad in the newspaper Metro 
(see Fig. 17). The marketing director saw this as an opportunity to engage in 
the debate about the future of linear television. The message was equally pro-
vocative, in the form of an obituary notice (poem) placed in Metro’s TV list-
ing:  
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4.5 Acquisition and new business model 

Visit to the office in September of 2013: It’s a late September day in Stock-
holm. It is still warm outside and as I walk into the office I notice that several 
of the windows are open to let the air in. The office is quiet and almost empty. 
It nearly feels like it’s Swedish summer holiday time, with the office being so 
quiet. I enter the dark cozy room with the fireplace and the large leather sofas. 
Hans looks extremely relaxed, as he is half-lying on the sofa. He looks very 
tired and yawns several times during our conversation. But more striking is that 
he radiates a feeling of relief.  

 
The revenue issue was evidently a burning topic at PlayTV and concerns were 
raised about the serious need to quickly come up with sustainable revenue 
opportunities. The production manager had already mentioned the possibility 
of partnering up or merging with another company if they could not find suf-
ficient revenue streams. Consequently, there was a sense of urgency that per-
meated through the organization. The financing rounds had become sources 
of stress and the anxiety about the financial endurance of the firm was taking 
its toll. Both Hans and the head of production often complained over the fact 
that they were spending too much time writing documents, calculating budgets 
and producing material for the business plans and the new share issues 
(nyemissioner). The constant concerns for securing external funding also dis-
tracted focus and energy from what the founder and his team were set out to 
realize and build. 
 
Later that summer, it was announced that the production company Maestro, 
based in Malmö, was going to acquire PlayTV. This outcome was not as sud-
den and dramatic as it could have been, but rather a result of an already estab-
lished contact. Both PlayTV and Maestro shared the same chairman of the 
board, who had launched the idea of the acquisition. Together, the chairman 
and the founder had realized that it was going to be a continuous struggle for 
PlayTV to survive without as yet sufficient revenue streams. The discussions 
had been ongoing for quite some time and the two firms had considered dif-
ferent ways to collaborate. However, since none of those ideas really took off, 
they finally decided that the acquisition would be needed in order to strengthen 
the bonds. For PlayTV’s part, this meant intense and emotionally heated dis-
cussions with their various investors, many of whom did not support the new 
initiative and rather preferred things to be kept as before:  
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Several of our small investors didn’t approve of the acquisition at all. They 
didn’t have the sensibility and feeling for the business and they didn’t realize 
that without this acquisition it would have gone straight to hell (åt fanders). 
Rather, they were fairly accusing to us, claiming that “you have failed, you have 
gone too broad, you should have been narrower in your distribution”. But I’ve 
tried to explain as carefully as I possibly could, that if we go narrow we get 
fewer viewers, which makes it impossible for us to generate revenues. But it 
was impossible to talk to them about this.116   

 
Eventually, they reached a solution as Maestro together with PlayTV’s two 
major investors issued an ultimatum and decided to buy out the “family and 
friends” investor group.  
 
Timing was a major challenge in the founding of PlayTV. There was an over-
all understanding between the members of the organization that PlayTV’s 
business idea was too early. The founder realized that their entire idea was 
built upon the assumption that the media agencies were going to be their main 
pillar on which the advertising and sponsoring revenues were to be built. The 
early indications they had received (the advice given to them from influential 
representatives from the industry together with the data indicating a decrease 
in traditional advertising) led them to believe that there was indeed a gap to 
be filled. Nevertheless, their estimates turned out to be incorrect and with no 
solid revenue flows the firm was not expected to survive: 

We felt that the agencies, or to be honest, the entire industry that we were lean-
ing towards, media agencies, advertising agencies etc., was an industry in crisis. 
Maybe not directly, but, in a way, they are. I mean the lead times have become 
so much longer. No one dares to make a decision. Even when it comes to 
smaller budgets, there’s no decision power whatsoever. And there’re plenty of 
advertising agencies that have gone bankrupt in the past months. This meant 
that our business never really took off. The idea that we were to distribute AFP 
sponsored productions just didn’t work. Let alone generating advertisement 
revenues, which were our second business. There’s way too little money in 
that.117   

 
Maestro was founded in 2003 and is a production company with four main 
business areas: film and TV, live productions, events and entertainment pro-
duction. It can, therefore, be considered a “traditional” production firm as, up 
until the acquisition of PlayTV, it had no operations in any of the digital 
spheres. That was essentially what came to be considered as the major benefit 
of the acquisition. The established firm was to get access to the new ways of 
producing and distributing entertainment content. Hence, the value Maestro 
perceived in PlayTV was getting access to the know-how and distribution of 
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digital entertainment formats they had succeeded in building. The media cov-
erage on the acquisition was equally in line with these notions: 

… Through the acquisition of PlayTV, Maestro will get access to the digital 
production of series for mobile phones and an extensive knowledge within so-
cial media. … -There are a few challenges associated with the revenue model, 
which is not yet superb. But we see it as a good investment, says Maestro’s 
chairman of the board Magnus Alvin.118  

This acquisition was not the only one taking place in the TV/film industry 
during this time. Two other big dealmakers who caught the attention of 
PlayTV’s employees were SF Svensk Filmindustri , who acquired the pro-
duction company Tre Vänner and the established firm MTG, who acquired the 
production firm Nice Entertainment Group. Similar to the PlayTV one, the 
main motives behind these acquisitions were that the traditional firms wanted 
to strengthen their competencies within digital production. Furthermore, Hans 
viewed the current market situation as “shaky” due to a surplus of small pro-
duction firms.  
 
The founder was relieved. He considered Maestro as a perfect match and high-
lighted that he sympathized with their culture and philosophy. More im-
portantly, he expressed happiness over getting a chance to refocus and return 
to what he believed himself to be best at, namely writing and being creative: 

This merger suits me perfectly. I finally get to do what I like and that is writing 
scripts. Personally, PlayTV has been extremely interesting and I have learnt a 
lot. But in my DNA, I have this need to write and that is something I haven’t 
been able to do so much over the past years. So now, I’m actually writing this 
big thing for SVT... and since summer I’ve left the CEO job and am now only 
working 50% in order to have the time to write. Line is our new CEO. Today 
I’m creative director, but I’ll soon even leave that position. Instead, I’ll join 
Maestro’s board and spend one day a week on business development. That is 
something I really like and I sort of can’t stop myself from doing that… having 
crazy visions and stuff. I guess that’s something that Magnus has noticed.  

 
In the time that followed the acquisition, operations went on in two broad ar-
eas. First, the focus was to incorporate the PlayTV organization into the larger 
body of Maestro. There were remarkably few overlaps between the two or-
ganizations. The eight employees at PlayTV continued working from Stock-
holm. Besides PlayTV’s PR manager, who now took on several assignments 
from the Maestro organization, the other employees went on as before. Sec-
ondly, the business went on as usual. There was only a little change in the way 
the employees worked and felt about their new organization. They were car-
rying on with their sales efforts and productions and constantly questioning 
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their raison d´être. The PR manager, who had been with the company since 
the launch, described the times: 

We went live in October 2012 and so far, it has been a roller coaster ride, to say 
the least… We’ve had our ups and downs and Hans’s visions have changed 
many times. … Today we are contemplating if we still should work as a channel 
– which was our initial idea, or if we should be more like a production company. 
I mean we really do make great productions and that could also work really 
well.119 

 
One of the envisaged advantages with the acquisition from PlayTV’s view-
point was getting access to more content, i.e. Maestro’s TV and film produc-
tions. Content had proven to be both costly and risky to produce. What was 
more serious was that, without the sufficient volume of high quality content, 
PlayTV was not going to achieve its goals in terms of reach and viewers, 
which was yet another Catch 22. Besides, since the time of PlayTV’s launch, 
the competitive landscape had intensified. Other web TV channels with 
stronger financial muscle had entered the market and it was no longer evident 
that high quality content was going to be the unique selling point in order to 
attract customers. YouTube was one of those platforms whose power PlayTV 
had underestimated.  
 
A major change at this point eventually became the move away from perceiv-
ing themselves as a channel to speaking about themselves as a production 
company. So after having tried for a year to be a channel, they retreated to 
what their chairman of the board a year earlier had labeled their fallback strat-
egy:  

We need to be more like a production company if we are to make money. That’s 
where you can make a profit. Because advertising… well, you have to reach 
such volumes that it’s impossible to achieve that in Sweden. We’re simply too 
small. We need to produce, we need to make stuff ourselves… and we’ve talked 
a lot about this. But we can’t go on and make drama productions. There’re no 
profits in that on the web. Only Netflix can do drama and then you would have 
to reach the level of House of Cards… and I don’t even think that show gener-
ated a profit. So, then you have to make stuff that attracts viewers, such as per-
sonal portraits, events with a well-defined target group etc. The target group 
has to be there beforehand.120 

 
This change from a distribution channel to a production company or from a 
business-to-consumer to a business-to-business business model as the chair-
man of the board stated, actually meant that the company was heading towards 

                                                      
119 Interview with PR manager, 2013-09-11 
120 Interview with marketing manager, 2013-09-13 
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a more traditional (analog) way of doing business. Because Maestro had ac-
quired it, the chance arose for PlayTV to produce its own scripted content that 
could be sold to the linear TV broadcasters’ online (play) channels. Hence, a 
new source of revenues was envisaged. Members of the organization also per-
ceived opportunities to both work with and extend Maestro’s current produc-
tions into web series. The reorientation of the business model was also de-
scribed by some of the informants as going from a “digital logic to a tradi-
tional logic”121. Consequently, in the new corporate presentation, the company 
was now described as working with both the production and distribution of 
content. Their subsequent business idea was articulated as: 

Pocket is a digital production company with its own distribution producing high 
quality content for the future of mobile devices.122  

  
The difference was that the main emphasis was on producing content whereas 
distribution came as a secondary priority since it had turned out to be of larger 
importance to keep a high content frequency and volume. Therefore, a strate-
gic reorientation was made to “reduce the ambition level”123 when it came to 
producing drama series and instead work with cheaper and shorter formats 
such as reality shows, events and branded entertainment, however still to a 
high quality standard. Several of their prior more reality oriented series had 
been successful in terms of viewers. These consisted of the series about the 
famous Swedish blogger and fashionista, a documentary about an internation-
ally renowned wrestler and a program following a group of alpine skiers in 
their preparations for the Olympics. All of these shows received positive view-
ing figures and were also shared on social media. The reason for their success 
was claimed to be that they already had defined target groups genuinely inter-
ested in taking part in this type of content. Drama, on the other hand, had 
broader target groups and was therefore more challenging to market and 
spread. This refocus of PlayTV’s product offering was formulated in their new 
corporate presentation as “reality content, scripted content and sponsored 
content”124. These types of shows apparently did not appeal to everyone. As 
mentioned above, the founder and some of the early investors and influential 
people had other visions for the content. The high quality drama productions 
with exciting characters were abandoned, at least for the time being.  
 
As a result of the reprioritization and reorientation of PlayTV into a digital 
production company, a new organization was put in place. A new management 
team replaced the old one. The spider in the web and former head of produc-

                                                      
121 Interview with new CEO, 2014-03-07 
122 Company presentation, 2013-12 
123 Interview with marketing manager, 2013-09-13 
124 Company presentation, 2014-12 
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tion was now formally appointed as CEO of the firm. Furthermore, a new cre-
ative director was hired to replace the founder in his position. The pressure to 
generate more revenues and the legal struggles the firm had experienced led 
them to recruit a person with international experience in the distribution and 
acquisition of film property rights:   

When we decided to turn the company into a digital production company we 
realized that we needed to change the organization. And by that time, Hans had 
already thrown in his towel since PlayTV wasn’t going to be what he had envi-
sioned. His vision from the start was to build drama and when that proved not 
to be working, in favor of non-scripted content… then we felt that we needed 
to bring in competence from that world. So, we hired Jennie. She knows every-
thing about non-scripted and all about these types of formats.125  

 
At the acquisition stage, the business model had been changed back into busi-
ness-to-business with a focus on productions. Consequently, some of the ac-
tors that had been recognized as competitors in the initial business plan, such 
as the established TV network’s digital play channels (e.g. SVT and TV4) 
hence came to be considered as prospective partners after the business model 
reorientation. This shift, from at one point identifying an external actor as a 
competitor and then turning it into a partner, became a striking theme through-
out the development of the firm: 

It’s been tough for a while and that’s mainly due to the fact that we have mainly 
been selling to media agencies. And during our journey, we haven’t addressed 
the digital play channels. That just simply hasn’t been a market for us since we 
decided to be a channel ourselves. But now when we’re a production firm we’re 
considering selling to SVT and TV4 and those actors. We’re even thinking 
about Netflix….but that’s up to the future to decide.126  

 
After a while, PlayTV relocated from its premises at Kungsholmen, to a mod-
ern and newly renovated office building in Södermalm. The new management 
team was seeking a workplace that was “more convenient and adapted to the 
needs and size of the firm”127. They sought to have the production team work-
ing close to the rest of the organization and therefore prioritized a smaller and 
tighter type of office space. PlayTV also changed its name to Maestro PlayTV.  

Last visit to the office in May of 2014: PlayTV had now moved office from 
Kungsholmen to Södermalm in Stockholm. When I ring the intercom, and wait 
for someone to let me in, I notice familiar names of other established production 
firms being located in the same building. I enter an office that is entirely differ-
ent to how the last one looked. The contrast is very significant. There is one big 
open space, with a high ceiling and large windows facing the street. The walls 

                                                      
125 Interview with chairman of the board, 2013-12-03 
126 Ibid 
127 Interview with new CEO – former head of production, 2014-05-02 
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are white and the desks and chairs from IKEA. Everything feels modern and 
minimalist. The only things remaining from the old office are the desk lamps… 
adding a black contrast to the otherwise so white décor. In one separate room 
behind large thick glass walls, two people sit in front of large computer screens. 
The new CEO – Line tells me that’s the production room.  

 
PlayTV’s business has since then developed together with Maestro. PlayTV’s 
focus has been to function even more as a production company, producing and 
selling shows to customers ranging from digital television and media networks 
to traditional broadcast networks and corporations (i.e. in the form of branded 
content). The distribution and channel ideas have been dropped and 
consequently, the revenue model has evolved into a traditional one based on 
sales of productions.  

4.6 Summarizing the PlayTV story 
The PlayTV story illustrates a process where the idea of an aspiring entrepre-
neur gradually materialized into a venture. Starting from the aspirations of the 
founder, action was mobilized, several actors and partners became involved 
and subsequently a set of market exchange activities more or less successfully 
materialized. In sum, we witnessed an entrepreneurial journey from an em-
bryonic idea to an operating venture. Thus, this empirical observation supports 
Dimov’s (2007) statement about the opportunity as the “progress (idea + ac-
tion) along a continuum ranging from an initial insight to a fully shaped idea 
about starting and operating a business” (p 720). As such, this early entrepre-
neurial journey can be understood as an opportunity development process in-
volving the exploration and exploitation of a future opportunity. 
 
More specifically, the case illustrates the inherent difficulties and complexi-
ties in interpreting an evolving entrepreneurial opportunity and it also brought 
the temporal aspect of the opportunity construct to the fore. If an opportunity 
is to be understood according to the present actions and economic activity of 
the firm, then how do we understand what drives entrepreneurial action in the 
first place? This empirically illustrates the weakness of the opportunity con-
struct in the understanding of early entrepreneurial processes.  
 
Thus, the empirical data from PlayTV indicates that the focus should rather 
be placed on the ongoing process of opportunity development than on the op-
portunity phenomenon itself. However, in order to makes sense of the process 
one may start by investigating what it is comprised of. Based on the analysis 
of the case study, four components emerged that proved to have practical rel-
evance in order to elucidate the development from idea to market. In the next 
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chapter, the opportunity construct will be elaborated on and analyzed by ab-
ductively placing it against current theoretical understandings. By reintroduc-
ing the ideas of Davidsson (2015) and Dimov (2011), a reconceptualization of 
the opportunity construct will be developed that can be used in similar studies 
in prospective research settings. Subsequently, the analysis proceeds to inves-
tigating their interrelationship and evolvement over time by asking the ques-
tion; how opportunity development is pursued. 
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5 The four opportunity components  

Up until now, I have reviewed and discussed the notion of entrepreneurial 
opportunities and sought to question and challenge its taken for grantedness 
in much of the mainstream entrepreneurship literature. By pointing to the ad-
vancements that have been made in order to see the notion of opportunity from 
an everyday view of the entrepreneur(s) in interaction with his/her external 
environment, I turned to the empirical case. This was done in order to study 
the emergent, ongoing and open-ended development implied to transform sub-
jective aspirations into a business venture. With the encouragement from 
Gartner et al. (2003) as previously stressed, my purpose was to listen to and 
observe the entrepreneurial actors in order to understand “What do they talk 
about when they talk about opportunity?” (p 104). This intention consequently 
guided both the method and the subsequent analysis of the empirical material. 
In this way, I strived to capture the language and perspectives of the involved 
actors in the journey of the idea’s development to its launch in the market. It 
was also helpful in the selection of concepts specifically related to the entre-
preneurial opportunity, thereby neglecting other generic start-up activities 
such as resource allocation, legitimacy creation and learning. 
 
Based on the empirical inquiry on which the narration in Chapter 4 was based, 
this chapter introduces an alternative way of understanding what is discussed 
under the opportunity umbrella in entrepreneurship. Four different themes or 
components emerged from the transcripts and coding of the empirical mate-
rial. These themes were both central to and interrelated in the journey from 
initial idea to finally starting and operating a business. This chapter introduces 
these four constructs and discusses their empirical underpinnings. With sup-
port from related conceptualizations found in the entrepreneurial opportunity 
literature, a framework is developed containing the four components. These 
components contribute to further both theoretical inquiries as well as entre-
preneurship practice by providing a language (concepts) closer to the lived 
experiences of the involved actors.  
 
The chapter consequently bridges empirical data and theory, by moving from 
the informants’ concepts to seeking support in the literature, in order to pro-
vide an explanation for the most relevant characteristics of opportunities. So 
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as to maintain focus on the opportunity and not confuse it with other entrepre-
neurial activities, the analysis zooms in on the informants’ narratives relating 
to the idea they were taking action on at the time.  
 
The informant categories that emerged from the coding/narratives were ongo-
ing and under development throughout the entrepreneurial journey. From the 
understanding of the involved actors, the first construct relates to the reflection 
and awareness of cues in the external environment beneficial for the emer-
gence and development of the idea. By pointing to certain capabilities or cir-
cumstances in the environment, the actors argued for what allowed the idea to 
be developed and come into existence. This was often referred to as a ‘gap’ in 
the market or as some sort of ‘discrepancy’ within existing systems. The 
awareness of the external environment not only included positive elements, 
corresponding negative conditions came to impact the evaluation and change 
of PlayTV’s idea. Secondly, what emerged was the search and formulation of 
the overall idea of the emerging venture with regard to the establishment and 
purpose of the firm. Initially the discussions were prospective in the sense that 
the actors were anticipating a future idea that eventually evolved into an op-
erating reality. Thirdly, and closely related to the prior two was establishing a 
business model critical for the achievement of the idea. This consequently 
turned the attention equally to the internal organization and the external envi-
ronment, by identifying specific partners with whom to engage in exchange 
relationships with and negotiating ways of creating and capturing values for 
each party. Fourthly, there was continuous evaluation of the idea’s commer-
cial viability, for which the entrepreneurial actors assessed their beliefs and 
confidence. By using the language and expressions of the informants, these 
four constructs will be elaborated on below.  

5.1 Environmental cues 
The empirical data indicated that different cues in the external environment 
triggered the early development of the idea. The notion of opportunity conse-
quently became intertwined with the external conditions perceived to initiate 
and motivate entrepreneurial action. The environmental cues in PlayTV’s case 
all had their root causes in technological change, but were manifested and per-
ceived of in various ways (see summary in Fig. 19). The founder initially re-
ferred to the industrial environment. Based on his own professional experi-
ence, he perceived problems related to the TV and film industry’s bureaucracy 
and lack of flexibility related to the ideation, creation, financing, production 
and distribution of films. At several times, he referred to this phenomenon as 
“something wrong with the system” (see e.g. p 47). Moreover, he pointed to 
the established industry actors’ incapacity and inertia related to the digital 
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logic’s use and adaptation. The founder perceived the film industry as “ex-
tremely conservative” (see quotation below) and hence saw a chance to initiate 
change: 

We have to remember that for ten years the film industry has been talking about 
and stressing that they need to do something for mobile phones, but no one has 
a solution for what to do. The film industry is extremely conservative, as soon 
as you mention downloading, they think about the Pirate Bay.128 

 
He soon found support from likeminded people and mobilized both belief and 
action around this perspective of the industry as malfunctioning. Other indus-
tries that triggered similar ideas were the advertising and media sectors, also 
perceived to be in crisis due to the falling consumption rates of traditional 
media such as television and print magazines (p 60): 

We’re starting to establish our thoughts within the media agency industry and 
they’re extremely positive, but they’re also slightly nervous. You see, the tra-
ditional TV channels are going to hell, which is a disaster. Which suggests that 
it is no longer going to be the best marketing arena. At the same time, web series 
like Danne & Bleckan129 are receiving huge numbers of viewers… the change 
in TV viewing behavior has just gone so quickly.130      

 
These early observations and cues consequently came to be the foundation for 
PlayTV’s revenue model, in which advertising and sponsoring fees were as-
sumed to be the main revenue streams.  
 
Similar types of cues were also related to the market environment in which 
PlayTV was embedding itself. Since the established industry had failed to ad-
dress the needs and behavior of digital TV and film consumers, the founder 
argued for a gap in the market that he intended to fill (p 62). Moreover, this 
was connected to the competitive environment in which very few actors were 
perceived to exist. YouTube was mentioned as their main competitor but was 
described as mainly an arena for amateurs: 

The new media landscape is shaped and populated by amateurs. Take YouTube 
for example, it’s truly an arena for amateurs… There is an opportunity to do 
exactly the same things, but with high quality TV standards. It’s really about 
time the established television industry raises its status on the internet. And this 
is something we’ll contribute to.131 

 
 

                                                      
128 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
129 Web TV series produced for SVT (Sveriges Television)  
130 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
131 Ibid 
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Cues were also triggered from the changed consumer behavior in the viewing 
and consumption of entertainment. The founder claimed that he was influ-
enced by his son’s neglect of “TV-TV” (p 48) in favor of watching drama on 
the computer or the phone. Through a historical exposé, the founder framed 
how TV and film modes and their consumption had changed over time, de-
pending on the windows of distribution (i.e. technology): 
 

…And now we are in the midst of the next revolution. With a new technology 
comes new ways of watching and this puts entirely new demands on we who 
make television and film.132 

 
The technology environment (i.e. digitalization) was highlighted as the main 
driver behind the emergence and development of PlayTV’s business idea. As 
stated above, this change took various expressions. Whereas some cues 
stemmed from behavioral changes caused by the introduction of novel tech-
nologies, other cues came from the artifacts that made the realization of the 
idea possible. The launch of the iPad in 2010 was highlighted by the founder 
as the final trigger to form the venture (p 47). Not only were mobile digital 
devices critical for the conceptualization of PlayTV’s product (i.e. drama con-
tent in short versions), production equipment such as cameras, computers and 
editing softwares were equally held as facilitators since they had become both 
better and less expensive. In other words, the capabilities associated with us-
ing digital devices had evolved. Streaming, sharing, cocreating and interacting 
had become possible through the development of the Web 2.0 and social me-
dia. These were behaviors and activities the founder imagined capitalizing on 
and building PlayTV’s product around.  
 
Thus, digitalization had paved the way for six comprehensive sources of stim-
uli in the external environment that initiated the emergence and development 
of PlayTV’s business idea (see Fig. 18). 

                                                      
132 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
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digitalization and his perception that no other actors within the industry sought 
to fully benefit from these innovations led to his decision to explore and pur-
sue the original concept. Through interactions with his external environment 
and information sought from his network of family, friends and colleagues, 
the idea developed and was articulated as “creating a new type of service that 
would capitalize on and use digital technologies in order to create a novel TV 
and film experience” (p 49). This eventually became implemented as PlayTV 
moved from exploration and planning phases to the launch. After the launch, 
this initial notion became shaped to better suit the new reality the venture was 
facing. Along the same lines, it continued to evolve and change over time due 
to both unforeseen contingencies and strategic decisions. As illustrated in the 
case study, the concept of the emerging venture was also negotiated between 
various interests inside and outside of the organization. This became particu-
larly visible as the new leadership suggested refocusing towards documentary 
and reality based content, as opposed to drama which had been originally en-
visioned by the founder. (More of the processual issues and explanations will 
be elaborated on in Chapter 6).  

5.3 Establishment of a business model 
Another important activity in the development of PlayTV’s opportunity was 
establishing a business model. This was illustrated by the way that market 
interactions were imagined and initiated and how the value critical for the 
venture’s achievement was defined. This essentially included identifying part-
ners, value propositions and revenue streams to be created and captured, but 
it also turned the focus to the internal organizing of the firm. As such, the 
business model emerged in the process of developing the feasibility of the idea 
from the level of the firm to the level of the market. The business model was 
used to create a pattern of interactions by mapping the partners with whom the 
emerging venture needed to collaborate with, to define the value propositions 
and the potential for partnerships between these groups.  
 
The idea of the emerging venture described what the venture was aiming to 
do. The business model referred to how it was going to be done. This can be 
explained as a further development of the idea of the emerging venture, bring-
ing it closer to the market. The business model consequently bridged the ven-
ture from the level of the firm to the level of the market. For example, after 
having developed the idea, the founder began contemplating how and through 
what platform PlayTV’s content would be distributed by defining how its 
viewers would be reached: 
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Everything is already out there, we just have to find the right mix. If we were 
to build the technical infrastructure from scratch, it would cost us around 3 mil-
lion SEK. But we believe that we can find partners. There are various, more 
technically oriented companies having difficulties in reaching out with their 
stuff and that offers great potential for us. Maybe we can create a partnership 
with someone who can build what we want and we could take this journey to-
gether. We want this to be a concept that can be exported and then we would 
also be able to provide the technical solution… and we could possibly even own 
the platform together. But that’s a minor problem! Our starting point and focus 
is simply to be a content company – a content channel.133 

 
Consequently, this element concerned establishing relationships in the market 
and, notably, it illustrates the importance for the entrepreneurial actors to de-
fine value at a systemic level, by connecting and creating relationships be-
tween various potential partners in the emerging venture. Another example 
emphasized by the founder was his vision of integrating PlayTV’s TV and 
film characters with various social media outlets (see p 60). This systematic 
thinking revealed the idea of creating “a digital ecosystem” (p 60), by con-
necting their service with other actors in the digital landscape. The characters 
and content were to be embedded in Facebook, Twitter, blogs and other social 
media channels, which, in turn, caused the firm to recruit employees with so-
cial media skills. Related to this was also the generation and sharing of reve-
nues, based on the interaction and spread of such content. The affiliate mar-
keting program was one such example which the founder envisaged creating.  
 
Thus, turning the focus from the idea of the emerging firm to this opportunity 
element involved the evolution of the idea towards its feasibility in the market. 
At the same time, it had to be realizable within the firm’s internal organization. 
The table below illustrates the different aspects touched upon when the actors 
talked about and described their business model (see Fig. 21): 
 

                                                      
133 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
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would be realized. Hence, the value chain was envisaged with digital technol-
ogies as the enablers of PlayTV’s transactions between the focal firm and their 
future exchange partners. This was articulated in their first business plan: 

PlayTV is an entirely new way of financing, producing, distributing and con-
suming film – for portable digital devices.136 

 
The early version of the business model described in PlayTV’s business plan 
consequently centered on digital technologies as a way of both reaching their 
future customers and producing their product. Hence, the value network of the 
firm was sketched out by identifying a distributor as a potential partner. The 
founder explained how the distributor was to gain access to content and like-
wise share the advertising revenues the founder anticipated generating. More-
over, the perceived value for the distributor was articulated. 
 
An essential aspect of the initial business model concerned the revenues, by 
estimating the cost and revenue flows. The profit potential the founder and his 
partners perceived in the advertising and sponsoring markets was developed 
into an elaborate revenue model. The founder explained this model as a simple 
revenue share model, where the profits were to be split between the three main 
exchange partners. On their webpage at the time it read: 

The financing is based upon the opportunities offered by the new technology. 
Since PlayTV wants to provide the viewers with the best possible film experi-
ence, we offer the chance to take part in the advertisers’ messages and offers, if 
the viewer decides to. PlayTV will be entirely based on the viewers’ conditions. 
The concept offers a unique possibility to interaction and communication be-
tween advertiser and viewer. We at PlayTV are convinced that advertisers are 
ready to pay for this and even pay more than, for example, traditional exposure, 
i.e. push advertising.137   

 
During the envisioning and planning phase, the entrepreneurial actors formed 
opinions about the market for digital entertainment in general and film and 
TV in particular. This resulted in a positioning map and a strategy of where to 
position themselves against their prospective competitors. The competitive 
strategy was consequently another aspect of the business model. Likewise, 
they had discussed and identified the market in which they intended to target 
their product: 

The target group for PlayTV is a digitally connected person using a smartphone 
or a tablet on a daily basis. The two main target groups can be divided into 15-
25 and 25-55 year olds. This might also be a mental age. Some shows will be 

                                                      
136 Business plan, 2011-08-05 
137 Playtv.com information in their homepage under the headline “PlayTV – the TV of the fu-
ture”  
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arguing for the relative lack of similar market actors. The study further re-
vealed how confidence was both perceived on an individual level and shared 
between the actors: 

Founder: “We’ve got a first mover advantage…” 
Sales manager: “We have a trustworthy team here at PlayTV…” 
Investor: "In 2008 I wrote a blog post about the future of TV…" 
Production manager: “Our core strengths are creativity and speed…” 
Project coordinator/partner: “We’re establishing trust by knowing what we're 
doing…" 
Sales manager: “Our presentations are really good and they are very educa-
tional…” 
Chairman of the board: “With Maestro we'll work in a more integrated way; 
they'll do TV-TV and we'll do the digital ‘extension’…" 

As the PlayTV story illustrates, the founder had been nurturing and develop-
ing the idea for more than two years before actually taking the step to quit his 
job and register the company. Throughout that time, he gained more belief in 
his idea through seeking information and undertaking various planning ef-
forts. Moreover, he was aware of his own knowledge and capabilities and 
therefore spent much time discussing with people and prospective partners 
with complementary skills. His initial confidence stemmed from both his con-
viction in the idea and the belief that he was the right person (possessing the 
right capabilities) to succeed with this venture. As such, the empirical data 
indicated the importance of knowhow and prior knowledge related to the re-
alization of the idea. It was the founder’s deliberate and time consuming 
buildup of confidence that can explain his final decision to quit his job and 
“go for it”.   

Once the venture was established, similar planning and preparation activities 
continued to be carried out with the particular aim of strengthening PlayTV 
organizational members’ beliefs in their own capacity to succeed. This was 
done by recruiting, partnering up and surrounding themselves with people 
who complemented their skills or who were supportive of their initial idea. As 
illustrated on p 50, an early employee stressed how the affiliation with a 
skilled person with experience from social media and transmedia was crucial 
in order to develop the ideas related to the digital ecosystem which they 
wanted to create or be part of. This also sheds light on the fact that the level 
of confidence was strongly associated with the awareness of specific capabil-
ities required in order to succeed. At several instances in PlayTV’s journey, 
the members of the organization showed awareness of competencies and 
knowledge they lacked for certain things. On a similar note, particularly in the 
beginning, they were stressing that they actually had the competencies they 
perceived to be required and they often emphasized the strength of being a 
firm “by creators, for creators” (p 54):    
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One thing that I really believe has been key to why it is taking off right now, 
which I hear when we talk to creative workers… and mind you, we have been 
around talking to many production companies… is that we all have creative 
backgrounds. James is a film producer, celebrity actor and producer X is on 
board, and then it’s Tess and me. When we come from this side, they feel safe 
about us providing a new opportunity for them.139 

 
The above quotation also highlights the belief among these actors that they 
were creating a match or a fit between the perceived idea of the emerging firm 
and the perceived competencies necessary to establish the venture. Moreover, 
the confidence level changed according to how the actors perceived of their 
business model, i.e. its potential to create and capture value. This became par-
ticularly clear after the launch when their initial assumptions about how they 
intended to create value and make money proved not to work. Some actors 
more than others were sensitive to this, which in turn affected their confidence 
levels and was manifested in their reduced commitment to the firm. This con-
sequently demonstrates that confidence was assessed and perceived both at an 
individual and a collective level. PlayTV’s evolution also displays how dif-
ferent people held varying levels of opportunity confidence with regard to the 
same new venture idea and/or business model (see quotation below). Before 
the launch one of the sales managers expressed a concern over the emphasis 
on social media:  

I believe that if we are to do this, we’ll actually need a huge marketing budget. 
Look at Netflix. They have invested millions and millions of dollars in adver-
tising. Plus… they have so much content. We’ve discussed this I’ve told them 
that we need a marketing budget… but they just say that everything is going to 
be built virally.140 

 
After the launch, two of PlayTV’s board members argued that they had lost 
confidence in the business model. They, therefore, decided to become more 
operationally involved in the daily activities of the venture. They particularly 
became engaged in changing the business model: 

… and now we have launched and today we have a new struggle with finally 
nailing the business model. At the thought stage it was decent, but in reality, 
it’s really poor. We’re slowly moving from a business-to-business model to a 
business-to-consumer model, which I personally believe in…141 

 
The above quotation also highlights the fact that actors’ evaluations tend to be 
only valid for a particular point in time, which causes opportunity confidence 
to vary. As the venture evolved, the degree of favorability for the different 
stimuli altered. The founder and some of the initial employees and partners 
                                                      
139 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
140 Interview with sales manager, 2013-04-05 
141 Interview with chairman of the board, 2013-01-08 
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their individual motivations, resource endowment and knowledge, together 
with the organizational demands at the particular time. 

5.5 Relating the results of the analysis to previous 
entrepreneurial opportunity research  
Four characteristics central to PlayTV’s opportunity were derived from the 
empirical case study. These comprised: environmental cues, the idea of the 
emerging venture, the establishment of a business model and the confidence 
of the entrepreneur(s). These elements were disclosed in the observational 
data and they exemplified what the actors talked about when talking about 
opportunity. Moreover, the business model proved to play a central role, by 
testing and operationalizing the idea of the emerging venture in the market. 
Hence, the components all emerged and interrelated in a way that triggered 
action and thus moved the development of their opportunity forward. The no-
tion of the entrepreneurial opportunity can hence be understood as a latent 
phenomenon involving the action and activity related to these four elements. 
 
What empirically emerged in the generation of data eventually has bearings 
on prior scholarly work at a conceptual level. In order to construct a concep-
tual framework suitable for analyzing similar situations, support is particularly 
borrowed from Davidsson’s (2015) and Dimov’s (2011) reconceptualizations 
of the opportunity construct. Both scholars base their assumptions on ex ante 
and prospective elements of the opportunity phenomena and their cycle. These 
suggest a more substantive and precise use of the construct in order to make 
it empirically relevant. As elaborated on in the beginning of the thesis, Da-
vidsson represents the various ideas previously labeled as “entrepreneurial op-
portunity” by three constructs: external enablers, new venture ideas, and op-
portunity confidence (p 686). Along the same lines, Dimov proposes entrepre-
neurial opportunity to comprise the perpetuation of a cycle of venture ideas, 
entrepreneurial action and how the ideas are instituted in the marketplace (p 
64).  
 
The present case study hence allows for empirically applying, testing and ex-
panding the conceptualizations of these scholars. Thus, the four components 
emerging from the case of PlayTV show similarities and can, therefore, be 
translated and compared to what Davidsson and Dimov refer to as external 
enablers, the new venture idea, market interactions (business model) and op-
portunity confidence. (Action, as stressed by Dimov was an obvious part of 
the evolving opportunity, it will, however, be treated as one of several process 
issues in Chapter 6). As mentioned above, besides providing an explanation 
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PlayTV’s opportunity, these properties constitute a framework suitable for un-
derstanding similar early entrepreneurial processes. 
 
Thus, in a simplified and schematic way, drawing upon Davidsson (2015), the 
PlayTV case confirms how changes in environmental conditions, such as tech-
nological change, triggered a new economic activity, namely the business ven-
ture of PlayTV. Accordingly, in this particular case, there was a strong rela-
tionship between external enablers and the formation of the new venture idea 
guiding the actions of the entrepreneurial actors. Similarly, the case study 
demonstrates how the exploitation of the new venture idea was strongly de-
pendent on the engagement of other market actors, e.g. customers, suppliers, 
investors, employees and advisors. Evidently, some venture ideas are more 
likely to attract partners than others.  
 
This attractiveness and the inherent appreciation of the venture’s value was 
elaborated on and operationalized through the business model. Thus, the em-
pirical inquiry’s results suggest the business model as both a firm and a market 
level construct, in addition to the previous three opportunity constructs sug-
gested by Davisson. The entrepreneurial actors continuously evaluated the 
quality of the venture idea and the business model they pursued and eventually 
abandoned. Alternatively, they modified those elements that lacked promise 
and persisted with those that remained attractive. Notably, opportunity confi-
dence affected this notion of attractiveness, in other words, whether the ven-
ture idea and the business model was regarded as commercially viable and/or 
operable for the particular entrepreneurial actor(s) to realize (see Davidsson). 
A brief discussion follows around these concepts, as elaborated by previous 
scholars. This adds to and bridges empirical and theoretical constructs.  

5.5.1 External enablers  
Environmental influence is present in most scholarly explanations of entrepre-
neurial opportunities (Alvarez & Barney, 2013; Shane, 2012). Shepherd, 
McMullen, and Jennings (2007) notably stress that individuals form coherent 
structures of what they perceive in the environment and hence develop beliefs 
about what, and what not, represents an opportunity. On the same note, 
Davidsson (2015) acknowledges the impact of environmental changes as trig-
gers to new venture attempts and specifically uses the label “external ena-
blers” which denotes what has emerged as environmental cues in a case study 
(p 684). External factors enable new venture development activity in general. 
Consequently, they can be considered as an aggregate level construct since 
they trigger entrepreneurial activity among several actors in various industries, 
as was highlighted by the general introduction to Chapter 4, “The rise of the 
digital TV and film industry” (p 45-46).  
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perceived flaws with the established TV and film industry. His point of view 
stressed inertia, lack of initiatives and bureaucracy: 

… there’s something wrong with the system. There are huge amounts of energy 
and good ideas that never get taken care of.142  
 
…there are so many good ideas and people out there, but there aren’t any out-
lets.143 

  
Not only was the favorability of external circumstances contingent on the 
founder, but other entrepreneurial actors and stakeholders were equally instru-
mental in sharing and reinforcing similar perceptions. This highlights the col-
lective dimension related to how and what external circumstances became no-
ticed. The initial employees and partners who joined PlayTV did so because 
of self-selecting mechanisms, i.e., because they acknowledged and believed 
in the same external enablers. There were also interdependent dimensions of 
the external enablers, illustrated by how the potential of the new technology 
was infused by and contingent on the change in the advertising market (a 
switch from linear TV advertisement to digital content). Moreover, changed 
consumer behavior, highlighted by the comparison with consumption of 
YouTube clips and causal mobile games, was a critical factor for the develop-
ment of PlayTV’s new venture idea: 

…You see, the traditional TV channels are going to hell, which is a disaster. 
Which suggests it is no longer going to be the best marketing arena. At the same 
time, web series like Danne & Bleckan are receiving huge numbers of view-
ers… the change in TV viewing behavior has just gone so quickly.144  

 
As further stressed by Davidsson (2015), the favorability of an external ena-
bler is for any particular purpose uncertain ex ante (p 684). One of the im-
portant factors determining PlayTV’s idea of the emerging venture was the 
perceived opportunity to generate revenues from advertisers. However confi-
dent the actors were in their decision to pursue this revenue model, they were 
equally uncertain whether this would be realistically feasible. Eventually, the 
sum of external enablers led the actors to form beliefs about a gap existing in 
the market. Likewise, the perceived favorability for the increased consumer 
demand to watch digitally streamed TV and films was equally uncertain be-
fore the launch. Despite facts and figures supporting new ways of watching 
TV, the actual formats which PlayTV intended to produce and sell had not yet 
been tested and approved. The selective dimensions of the external enablers 
are dependent on time, space and application area. The environmental factors 

                                                      
142 Interview with founder, 2011-11-25 
143 Ibid 
144 Ibid 
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stressed in this particular case were obviously connected to the opportunities 
within the realm of digital TV and film. However, as the founder mentioned, 
he drew inspiration from the video game industry by pointing to examples 
where new ventures and products were the results of the same aspects of en-
vironmental change. 
 
Lastly, the case demonstrated that external enablers are not evidently static 
over time, but rather are temporary in the sense that they change and vary in 
favorability. During the execution phase when launching the new venture idea, 
actions were oriented towards exploiting the already identified ones, which 
therefore diminished the motivation to pay attention to any new external ena-
blers. On the contrary, some of the indications that had been stressed as par-
ticularly favorable prior to the launch suddenly became questioned, as their 
favorability in practice became questioned. The positive characteristics of so-
cial media and viral mechanisms were an example of this. Such technological 
aspects became downplayed as the venture developed. This indicates how the 
external circumstances both evolved and were perceived differently over time. 
Hence, by using external enablers as an aggregate level construct we can trace 
the sources of new venture ideas. 

5.5.2 New venture idea  
At the very core of an opportunity lies the progress of an idea that guides the 
creation of the firm (Dimov, 2007). Davidsson (2015) specifically uses the 
concept ‘new venture idea’ to describe the “imaginary combinations of prod-
uct and service offerings, potential markets or users, and the means of bringing 
these offerings into existence” (p 684). It is hence a cognitive and a non-ma-
terial concept where an “idea” relates to the above mentioned external ena-
blers in such a way that it reflects the actors’ interpretations of these. “New 
venture” relates to a distinct economic activity offering goods and services to 
customers or other beneficiaries (Davidsson 2015). 

 
The notion of venture ideas is not new to entrepreneurship discourse and it has 
previously been used to describe opportunities by e.g. Sarasvathy et al. (2003) 
and Cornelissen and Clarke (2010). Dimov (2007) specifically refers to op-
portunity development as the process of shaping, discussing and interpreting 
initial ideas and subsequently elaborating, changing or even discarding them. 
As suggested by Foss, Klein, Kor, and Mahoney (2008), Davidsson and 
Tonelli (2013) and Dimov (2011), the subjective notion of an idea is a fruitful 
and applicable alternative when it comes to micro level studies of founding 
activities and new venture creation processes. The overall notion of an oppor-
tunity can consequently be seen to advance from an embryonic venture idea 
that may, or may not, be considered viable as it is developed (Dimov, 2011). 
New venture ideas exist in all firm formation processes and can be of any 
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quality. Despite the subjective nature of new venture ideas, they also possess 
the capacity to be detached from any actor. Rather, they can represent the ven-
ture itself. A new venture idea, which was notably illustrated by its use in the 
case study, can be shared within a team or be codified and communicated to 
different individuals (Davidsson 2015).  
 
Nevertheless, the notion of new venture idea is similar to other labels used in 
the literature such as, e.g., the business idea and business model. Along the 
same lines as Davisson, Klofsten (2005) has analyzed early venture idea de-
velopment in firms, making a distinction between various labels based upon 
the “degree of concretization and its anchorage in the market” (p 116). 
Klofsten’s classification is hence useful for the understanding and analysis of 
this present study. On a scale from pre-commercialization to the commercial-
ization stage of a venture, he describes how the idea first develops from a 
“business opportunity” into to a “new venture idea”, to eventually enter com-
mercialization, where it is developed into a more concrete and robust “busi-
ness idea”. Thus, based upon Davidsson’s and Klofsten’s suggestions, I find 
the label “new venture idea” applicable for capturing the early activities and 
attempts to form the abstract idea about the future venture.  

 
The results consequently revealed the new venture idea to be a relevant em-
pirical construct since it was present and discursively expressed at all times. 
An important insight was that the idea(s) obviously took various shapes and 
forms throughout the development process. On some occasions, it was pre-
cisely defined whereas at other times it was vague and doubtful. Thus, when 
interrogating entrepreneurial actors about what they do and/or aim to realize, 
the “opportunity” - as conceptualized in established research - is more likely 
to be empirically articulated as an idea.  
 
This also puts the study in the broader light of its practical relevance, by en-
couraging scholars to be careful with the language they use and the risk of 
imposing theoretically established thoughts on the concrete phenomena of 
their investigations. The noun “opportunity” was obviously frequently used, 
pointing to favorable elements, situations, or possibilities in the environment 
that could be incorporated into PlayTV’s overall new venture idea. This sug-
gests that for empirical research, the notion of new venture ideas guides us 
closer to the actual phenomena and therefore supports Berglund (2014) and 
Gartner et al. (2003) in their arguments of seeking the “insider’s perspective” 
of the entrepreneurial phenomenon.  

5.5.3 The business model  
The business model was shown to be an integral part of the emergence and 
development of PlayTV’s new venture idea and the way the firm achieved 
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creating a position for itself in the market. Consequently, from the very start 
of the entrepreneurial process, the actors put considerable attention into iden-
tifying specific partners with whom to engage in exchange relationships and 
negotiating ways of creating and capturing value for each party. Hence, by 
turning the focus from the idea of the emerging firm, this opportunity compo-
nent involved the evolution of the idea towards its feasibility and integration 
in the market. This finding supports Selden and Fletcher’s (2015) conceptual-
ization of the business model as an artifact entrepreneurs use in order to con-
nect the underlying business idea with the future organizing of concrete re-
sources.  
 
Leaning towards the sociological conception of markets, which supposes in-
teraction, competition and economic exchange between multiple actors (e.g. 
Swedberg (1997) in Dimov, 2011) the business model particularly becomes 
relevant for informing our understanding of opportunity development. As 
such, an opportunity can be seen as a vision of a future in which the aspiring 
entrepreneur occupies a market niche, engaging in a set of market relation-
ships that collectively constitute the business the entrepreneur intends to cre-
ate (Dimov 2010). 
 
As discussed at the beginning of this thesis, recent research has indicated a 
link between business models and opportunity creation (Doganova & 
Eyquem-Renault, 2009; George & Bock, 2011; Perkmann & Spicer, 2010). 
The results of the analysis presented above, in particular, extend what has been 
discussed within the pragmatist perspective of business models. Along the 
lines of Doganova and Eyquem-Renault (2009) and Wallnöfer and Hacklin 
(2013), the study shows how the business model was used as a marketing de-
vice in meetings with different (prospective) stakeholder groups. It served a 
performative role in explaining the future value of the firm and the way it 
intended to form the respective exchange relationships. Perkmann and Spicer 
suggest business models provide recipes that instruct the actors involved with 
the business about what they should do (p 271). This case notably illustrates 
how the business model served as a recipe in guiding the actions of the entre-
preneurial actors. Despite starting out as a descriptive account of future ex-
pectations, it proved to possess a strength in being able to guide both the ac-
tions and beliefs of the entrepreneurial actors so that they managed to initiate 
market interactions and organize themselves internally, so as to deliver value 
to these external partners. Thus, it was in this process of redescribing and re-
constructing reality that the business model was performative.  

 
The empirical findings consequently support and empirically strengthen 
Dimov’s conceptualization of market structures and therefore introduce the 
business model as both a firm and market level construct in the opportunity 
development framework. “In the ultimate realization of the new venture idea 
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the entrepreneur will be actively engaged in market relationships through an 
operating business” (Dimov, 2011 p 68). As evidenced in the case study, the 
business model had the capacity to operationalize and test the new venture 
idea by bringing it to the market through establishing market interactions. The 
business model was equally an emergent result of the external enablers iden-
tified in the early phases of the venture. Hence the business model was con-
nected both to the external enablers and the developing new venture idea. As 
demonstrated during and after the reorientation phase, it was also strongly 
coupled with the opportunity confidence of the actors. (These interrelation-
ships will be further elaborated in subsequent chapter).     

5.5.4 Opportunity confidence  
The fourth construct that emerged from the case study also finds its bearings 
in previous scholarly discussions and relates to whether the entrepreneurial 
actors are confident that what they “see” is an opportunity (Davidsson, 2015 
p 685). Opportunity confidence was brought into the opportunity development 
literature through Dimov (2010) and was subsequently conceptually devel-
oped by Davidsson (2015) as one of the three opportunity constructs. Oppor-
tunity confidence refers to an actor’s evaluation of a stimulus, consequently 
ranging from negative to positive. Dimov stresses that sustained nascent en-
trepreneurial effort requires the entrepreneur’s confidence and conviction in 
the feasibility of the opportunity at hand. 
 
In line with the empirical findings of this study, Dimov (2010) argues that an 
opportunity is continuously re-evaluated in the light of the nascent entrepre-
neur’s actions and their outcomes. Hence, its appeal to the entrepreneur rep-
resents a continuous and evolving judgment (p 1124). It is notably this con-
tinuous judgment that is conceptualized as opportunity confidence. Thus, op-
portunity confidence is a construct that affects whether a venture idea is re-
garded as feasible and/or operable for the particular entrepreneurial actor(s) to 
realize. It relates to the nascent entrepreneur’s evaluation of the external ena-
blers, the new venture idea and/or the business model, ranging from negative 
to positive (Davidsson, 2015; Dimov, 2010). As such, opportunity confidence 
is an individual level, perceptual construct as opposed to the other constructs. 
Lack of confidence in these premises often leads to the abandonment of the 
entrepreneurial efforts (Dimov). 

 
However, Davidsson and Dimov slightly differ in their operationalizations of 
the concept. Davidsson brings opportunity confidence to the fore as a central 
condition in the creation of new economic activity which has to do with the 
“degree of favorability” (p 685) stemming out of the above mentioned evalu-
ation of the stimulus. Dimov, on the other hand, finds that it reflects both the 
personal beliefs that an opportunity is feasible and that the person(s) will be 
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able to establish a venture that exploits it (p 1125). The empirical data lends 
much support to Dimov by particularly demonstrating a close link between 
the confidence related to the actors’ knowhow and capacities to establish 
and/or develop the venture. This phenomenon can be understood as “entrepre-
neurial self-efficacy” and was originally developed by Bandura (1977) to de-
scribe a “belief about what one can do under different sets of conditions with 
whatever skills one possesses” (in McCann & Vroom, 2015 p 617). According 
to Bandura (1977), the strength of people's convictions in their own effective-
ness is likely to affect whether they will even try to cope with given situations 
(p 193). Not only in the beginning of the journey, but also throughout its de-
velopment, the actors were constantly assessing their competence in relation 
to what actions they needed to take and what the business model required of 
them. This brings the momentary (Davidsson, 2015) aspect of opportunity 
confidence to the fore, by illustrating how the evaluation of a particular com-
ponent was only relevant for that particular point in time.  
 
Thus, opportunity confidence lifts the subjective cognitions of the individual 
actors to the fore as a salient opportunity characteristic. This is because it po-
sitions the perceived opportunity in terms of the eyes of the beholder. It also 
indicates how external enablers are viewed differently by various individuals, 
due to their prior experience, knowledge and mindsets. The PlayTV case em-
pirically demonstrates the relevance of opportunity confidence for the formal-
ization and development of the new venture idea.  

5.6 A reconceptualization of the opportunity construct 
The PlayTV case has served as an empirical illustration of a process in which 
a new venture idea related to new technologies came into being, evolved and 
eventually became instituted in the marketplace. This is a process referred to 
as opportunity development, in which the “opportunity” demonstrated to be a 
latent phenomenon comprising of four salient characteristics. By reviewing 
the empirical case, the four fundamental elements of the entrepreneurial op-
portunity emerged and revealed themselves to be interplaying at different lev-
els. Through proceeding abductively, these components were located in terms 
of their conceptual bearings in prior literature and thus add to these prior con-
ceptualizations with empirical data and testing. By particularly borrowing 
from and extending the work of Davidsson (2015) and Dimov (2011), an ex-
planatory framework was introduced in which the empirical constructs were 
translated and merged with their conceptual counterparts. The framework 
comprises four components: external enablers, the new venture idea, the busi-
ness model and opportunity confidence. This analysis consequently contrib-
utes on a conceptual level to further the current scholarly understanding of 
entrepreneurial opportunities through empirical evidence.  
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actors discards the new venture idea, the other one chooses to take action on 
it, or decides to keep it and assess it again at a later point in time. 
 
External enablers and new venture ideas might not always be related since 
new venture ideas can also be triggered by other aspects or circumstances (Da-
vidsson 2015, p 685). However, in the case of PlayTV, the emergence of the 
new venture idea had its foundation in external enablers, which initiated the 
entrepreneurial process. Moreover, derived from the empirical data, the busi-
ness model was introduced into the framework by demonstrating its role in 
testing and transforming the new venture idea, taking it from the level of the 
firm to the level of the market. Thus, two actors might decide to take action 
on the same new venture idea but develop two different business models that 
have more, less or even no success in implementing the idea. In line with pre-
vious research (see e.g. Doganova & Eyquem-Renault, 2009; Perkmann & 
Spicer, 2010) the case notably has revealed the capacity of the business model 
in configuring new technologies into future values, by creating a partner net-
work and economic outcomes. Consequently, it spans over both the level of 
the venture and the market by illustrating how a new venture idea is instituted 
in market structures through the establishment of exchange relationships. The 
business model is hence connected to both the new venture idea (as its opera-
tionalization) and the level of opportunity confidence among the involved ac-
tors. Thus, the PlayTV case sheds light on and empirically contributes to how 
we can understand similar early entrepreneurial processes. It also suggests that 
the four components replace the elusive notion of entrepreneurial opportunity 
in forward looking research settings and it thereby contributes to advancing 
both the empirical study and the practice of early entrepreneurial phenomena. 
 
Moreover, through representing different levels – aggregate, market, venture 
and individual – the framework illustrates and bridges between the external 
conditions and subjective cognitions associated (and much debated) with en-
trepreneurial opportunities. It thus demonstrates an interplay between all lev-
els necessary in order to achieve a final realization or market acceptance for a 
new venture idea. The PlayTV case highlights how both the aggregate and 
subjective dimensions were involved in the development of the opportunity 
and hence empirically proves that opportunities possess both dimensions. The 
aggregated level constitutes environmental factors enabling a variety of ven-
ture development attempts by several actors (Davidsson, 2015). The subjec-
tive dimension (at the individual level) indicates the perception and evaluation 
of the opportunity’s favorability and feasibility for the involved actor(s). 
 
In summary, this second order analysis has provided a reconceptualization of 
the opportunity construct by introducing a framework with four components 
making the notion of entrepreneurial opportunity empirically accessible and 
operable in future studies of new venture creation processes. It has touched 
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upon the processual character of opportunity development, but not explicitly 
sought to discuss how and why the components develop and interrelate the 
way they do. The four components on their own do not inform us about how 
the entrepreneurial actors take action and move from external conditions, e.g. 
technological change, to the formation of subjective preferences based upon 
these. Neither does the reconceptualization help us understand the favorability 
of beliefs associated with certain ideas. The results hence direct our attention 
and lead to the third order analysis, which scrutinizes the progress of the en-
trepreneur’s initial idea. 
 
In order to explain this development, support will be taken from organizational 
sensemaking, to emphasize what influenced the development of the four com-
ponents. So as to increase the attention to the processual issues, Chapter 6 
introduces sensemaking in order to explain how opportunity development is 
pursued. 
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6 Opportunity development as sensemaking 

This thesis has so far explored and sought to challenge the construct of entre-
preneurial opportunity that is so often taken for granted in scholarly work as 
something that simply exists. The theoretical review discussed and problema-
tized the lack of precision and empirical grounding in the way the construct is 
used to account for the non-actor component of the IO nexus. As such, it is, to 
a large extent inoperable, largely due to the lack of empirical work. With in-
sights emerging from the pilot study and the subsequent deep exploration into 
the opportunity development process of a technology start-up, the focus of this 
inquiry has been to explore and investigate what entrepreneurial opportunities 
are and how they come into being and transform from vague ideas into new 
ventures. 
 
The previous chapter resulted in a reconceptualization of the construct of an 
entrepreneurial opportunity by empirically demonstrating that it is a process 
rather than a single phenomenon or a circumstance. As an alternative, four 
components of opportunity development were proposed (instead of the cur-
rently framed somewhat elusive opportunity construct) when studying the 
journey from idea to market. What follows in this chapter is a discussion on 
the processual issues related to this development. From an approach of organ-
izational sensemaking, this final analytical chapter explains how opportunity 
development is pursued and thereby serves to connect the four opportunity 
enablers by examining their interrelatedness. So before moving to the analyt-
ical discussion, the organizational sensemaking perspective will be intro-
duced. 
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6.1 Organizational sensemaking  
 

 

In emerging organizations, entrepreneurs offer plausible explanations of current 
and future equivocal events as non-equivocal interpretations. 
Gartner et al. (1992 p 17) 

 
Entrepreneurial processes can be conceptualized and studied in various ways 
(Steyaert, 2007). Environmental disruptions such as technological change sig-
nal cues and encourage individuals to make sense of what is going on. As they 
become exposed to various environmental stimuli, a process of sensemaking 
is triggered in which they seek to enhance their understandings about ambig-
uous issues. Some individuals even decide to take entrepreneurial action by 
engaging in activities that may result in the creation of entrepreneurial arti-
facts. Other actors might not initially have any entrepreneurial intentions but 
stumble upon (unintentionally) events that prompt sensemaking that might de-
velop into new venture ideas. Thus, sensemaking as an approach offers the 
possibility to extend the actor-contingent nature of the opportunity concept. 
This is achieved by emphasizing how individuals in a founding process see 
the world and accordingly create meaning in order to develop and enact their 
ideas. It is a process encompassing both cognition and action and spans over 
multiple time periods. Below follows an introduction to organizational sense-
making as a foundation for understanding how opportunity development is 
pursued. It will hence be used as a lens in the final round of analysis.  
 
Sensemaking is not a distinct theory, it should rather be regarded as a perspec-
tive, a framework, a lens or a process used to explain organizing and organi-
zational behavior (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). This thesis mainly draws 
upon the work of Weick (1995) and Maitlis (2005) by viewing it as a social 
process in which “organization members interpret their environment in and 
through interactions with others, constructing accounts that allow them to 
comprehend the world and act collectively” (Maitlis, 2005 p 21). Sensemak-
ing is a process whereby people seek to understand situations or issues that 
are new, ambiguous or in one way or another violate their previous expecta-
tions (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). It is a way of understanding how reality 
is constructed through the efforts of creating order and making sense of what 
occurs (Weick, 1993). When “making sense” of phenomena, actors develop 
images that rationalize their actions after the event. Weick explains this as the 
“sensemaking recipe” or retrospective sensemaking illustrated by the ques-
tion: “how can I know what I think until I see what I say?” (Weick, Sutcliffe, 
& Obstfeld, 2005 p 416). Consequently, both beliefs and actions are central 
aspects of sensemaking, and recursively linked.  
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As previously mentioned, within the entrepreneurial cognition literature, 
sensemaking is used to explain how people note disruptions and changes in 
the environment. Proponents of the alertness theory have for example dis-
cussed how the cognitive skills of alert vs. non-alert individuals lead them to 
proceed differently when noticing and processing signals of change (e.g. 
Gaglio & Katz, 2001). There is an obvious effect of cognition on action but 
Weick and Sutcliffe (2001) also demonstrate the opposite, i.e., a reciprocal 
and recursive relationship between the two - where action precedes cognition. 
Thus, actions are central to sensemaking since they create more cues, triggers 
and the information needed to make further sense of a certain situation. You 
simply need to do things in order to gather the information required in order 
to further understand the situation or issue at hand.  
 
Moreover, actions shape the environment for sensemaking. The actions used 
when making sense also impact what they confront. Hence, they can change 
the initial situation they were making sense about. This reciprocal process is 
central in sensemaking and is referred to as “enactment”. In enactment, people 
are actively creating the environment in which they actually find themselves 
(Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). An important insight for the present study is 
that actions become particularly “binding” when they take place in contexts 
of high choice, such as entrepreneurial contexts. This implies that subsequent 
events may to a large extent be enacted out of justification. The justification 
of actions, therefore, becomes the trigger to establishing social structures. Ac-
cording to this way of reasoning, Weick (2001) argues “organizations begin 
to materialize when rationales for commitment become articulated” (p 7). 
 
Sensemaking involves how we interpret and use information about a particular 
situation. Earlier experiences dictate our view of new circumstances and these 
are negotiated through language in order to test meaning and bring order. 
Therefore, sensemaking is not a search for a “right answer” but something that 
is enacted from the basis of what is known and said (McAdam & Marlow, 
2011). Consequently, it is the cognitive frames we as individuals possess that 
guide our perceptions and actions and hence determine how we construct the 
world. Social order is the outcome of commitments made by individual actors 
and the socially acceptable justifications they have developed for these com-
mitments. This is how individual sensemaking evolves into social structures. 
 
With this way of seeing the world, organizing can be understood as starting 
with “moments of commitment” (Weick, 2001 p 27). Once someone makes a 
commitment, the subsequent events are interpreted and justified according to 
the outcome of that commitment. This is also how commitments can be argued 
to both create and constrain meanings. Maitlis and Sonenshein (2010) refer to 
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this phenomenon as “the dual roles of commitment” (p 563) in that they man-
age to enable coordinated activity under pressure, but they can equally blind 
the organizational members through staying committed to a set of meanings 
limiting their ability to come up with new solutions. Both commitment and 
sensemaking are events with relatively small beginnings but have the potential 
to increase our understanding of organizations.  
 
Closely related to sensemaking are the processes of sensegiving and 
sensebreaking. Agents are not entirely “free” to act and decide but are con-
stantly put under the pressure of others. Gioia and Chittipeddi (1991) intro-
duced the role of power and hierarchy in the process where sensegiving de-
scribes how certain individuals or stakeholders attempt to influence the sense-
making of others and hence affect their decision making “toward a preferred 
redefinition of organizational reality” (p 442). Sensebreaking happens when 
an agent’s sensemaking activity is interrupted by the introduction of new in-
formation that challenges his/her current assumption (Kaffka, Singaram, 
Kraaijenbrink, & Groen, 2013). As such it involves the “destruction or break-
ing down of meaning” (Pratt, 2000, p 464). 

6.1.1 Sensemaking in entrepreneurship studies 
Several entrepreneurship scholars have used a sensemaking framework to bet-
ter understand and describe the process of creating new ventures. Identifying 
and exploiting business opportunities and persuading future partners about the 
prospects of the new venture are activities largely guided by sensemaking and 
sensegiving. As mentioned by Weick et al. (2005) the role of the entrepreneur 
when starting a new venture is similar to the CEO initiating strategic change 
in an organization. In both situations, managers and staff must handle and op-
erate in an environment that is largely uncertain. Hence, the task for actors in 
both settings is sensemaking and sensegiving of the situation where a new 
vision and mental model need to be developed and communicated in order to 
mobilize critical resources and support (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991; Hill & 
Levenhagen, 1995).  
 
Related to this study’s intentions of furthering our understanding of how ideas 
evolve into business ventures, Cornelissen and Clarke (2010) argue that the 
gains of sensemaking notably come from its capacity to integrate the cognitive 
state of the entrepreneur with the social context. In their case study, they 
demonstrated how sense was made through language and how individual en-
trepreneurs hence constructed external circumstances by using speech. Sense-
making as an explanatory framework notably sheds light on the holistic and 
distributed activities that make up the organizing process of new ventures. 
Along the same lines, however, with a different perspective in a conceptual 
article, Selden and Fletcher (2015) elaborate on the entrepreneurial journey as 
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an emergent hierarchical system. Seeking to advance entrepreneurial process 
research, the authors conceptualize this journey as a hierarchy of interrelated 
subsystems associated with different levels of emergence at which new arti-
facts are created. At the lowest level, entrepreneurial sensemaking is intro-
duced and leads to the outcome of the business idea. Thus, the purpose of 
entrepreneurial sensemaking is “to contextualize the path of an entrepreneurial 
journey by creating, contingently evaluating, enacting, practicing and trans-
forming the means–end relationships that constitute entrepreneurial artifacts” 
(p 609). 
 
In sum, there are particularly four dimensions of sensemaking that are im-
portant for the present study and have the capacities to deepen the understand-
ing of how opportunity development is pursued: 
 
Cognition 
At the core of sensemaking lies the enlargement of small cues in which the 
actors search for a context by fitting them all together (Weick, 1995 p 133). 
The decision to act is thus based on the product of beliefs, triggered by envi-
ronmental signals (cues) that depend on the worldview of the aspiring entre-
preneur(s) (Gartner et al., 2003; Shepherd et al., 2007). Particularly in new 
ventures, there is often a large discrepancy in the transition from idea to viable 
opportunity. Sensemaking helps us to further these understandings by high-
lighting the cognitive evaluations taking place among multiple influential in-
dividuals (i.e., the founding entrepreneur and prospective stakeholders). 
 
Action 
Entrepreneurial processes are evidently not only shaped by cognition. The en-
terprising individual(s) envisages certain actions that will transform the origi-
nal idea into a venture. Action is also an integral part of sensemaking and 
Weick (1995) specifically argues that we get to know the world by first taking 
action and then seeing what happens. As stressed in the beginning of the chap-
ter and particularly highlighted in effectuation theory, entrepreneurship is an 
open-ended process where ideas often develop due to unforeseen contingen-
cies and chance events. By zooming in on the micro level actions and mundane 
activities undertaken by entrepreneurial actors, we can inform our understand-
ing of both planned and unplanned activities and their effects on the develop-
ing new venture idea. 
 
Social process 
Intersubjectivity (multivocality) was emphasized in Chapter 2 as part of the 
transformation of new venture ideas and it was also manifested in the PlayTV 
case study. Similarly, sensemaking stresses the development of collective un-
derstanding in organizations. It hence elucidates important questions such as: 
Who are involved and how do they impact the development of the new venture 
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idea? How do new venture ideas become meaningful for a larger audience? 
How are meanings negotiated? What is their impact on the venture idea guid-
ing the entrepreneurial action? 
 
Identity 
Weick (1995) particularly emphasizes that “sensemaking begins with a sense-
maker”, manifested by his illustrious claim “How can I know what I think 
until I see what I say?” (p 18). Thus, depending on who the sensemaker is, 
his/her definition of what is “out there” will vary (p 12). The notion of identity 
is to a large extent absent in extant opportunity literature and is assumed as 
given in effectuation theory. Yet clearly manifested in the empirical findings 
was the fact that the personal identity of the sensemakers played an important 
role for the emerging business. If opportunity development is to be understood 
as actor-contingent and the result of collective meaning making, both individ-
ual and organizational identity can be assumed to play a role in this process. 
Sensemaking recognizes the role of identity as integral to the construction of 
meaning and as such it will be used to inform our understanding of the origi-
nation of new venture ideas and their development. 

6.1.2 The implications of organizational sensemaking 
As an introduction to this chapter, the perspective of sensemaking was pre-
sented by discussing what it is and why it contributes to the investigation. 
Sensemaking can help us understand how and why the opportunity compo-
nents change over time. As illustrated in the case study and as put forth con-
ceptually by Dimov (2011) and Sarasvathy (2001), opportunity development 
is an iterative and inductive process. Sensemaking, sensegiving and 
sensebreaking are suggested as explanatory mechanisms for the sequential and 
reciprocal way in which the entrepreneurial actors in the case study developed 
their new venture idea. Based on the chronological phases of the first order 
report and building on the reconceptualization of the entrepreneurial oppor-
tunity of the second order report, the sensemaking framework allows us to 
divide the development of the new venture idea into sub-processes character-
ized by certain dominating activities and behaviors, from the perspective of 
the actors involved.  
 
As illustrated in the right columns of Fig. 27, the analysis will utilize the 
modes of sensemaking, sensegiving and sensebreaking with the core dimen-
sions (cognition, action, social process and identity) previously discussed as 
focus. In the left column are the four opportunity components. These will be 
examined in order to understand how they were influenced by the various 
sensemaking dimensions. These components were not equally important dur-
ing all three sensemaking situations, however, they will be analyzed and dis-
cussed in a similar fashion. Thus, this description integrates the second and 
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he had felt a sense of uncertainty associated with technological change and 
digitalization. He particularly expressed how there was a prevailing feeling of 
fear of what was going to happen to the industry, especially in terms of prop-
erty rights and revenue opportunities, which had led to organizational inertia. 
Many of the established TV and film professionals were resisting the adoption 
of novel digital capabilities. This early behavior can be described as the “vio-
lation of expectations” which is one of the most common explanations to 
sensemaking (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). Thus, this was the point of de-
parture for the founder’s sensemaking activities, triggered by the technologi-
cal change that altered the conventional ways of producing and distributing 
TV and film content. In comparison to many of his former colleagues, the 
founder claimed to be more open and positive towards these new trends. He 
consequently started looking for ways to initiate change and break free from 
what he felt as the industry’s incapacity to deal with the challenges associated 
with digitalization. One of the first beliefs he formulated hence related to the 
current state of the industry and the idea of acting upon it: 

There’s this discrepancy in the film industry that I will now devote some time 
to. There has been film, there has been TV and now there is something new. If 
I don’t take this chance someone else will…146 

 
The founder particularly expressed a disappointment with his former em-
ployer (SVT) by describing how it was “missing out on digital opportunities” 
and as a consequence had let “…amateurs populate the digital content sphere”. 
Meaning was consequently assigned to the perceived industry imperfection 
and an early vision was accordingly formed: 

I figured that now there’s really a chance to build a new type of film industry – 
an industry based on the conditions of the filmmakers, screenwriters and pro-
ducers. That’s how it started!!147 

 
These early cognitive activities suggest a sensemaking process in action where 
the founder had begun evaluating different environmental cues based upon his 
personal interpretive scheme derived from his prior professional experience 
as producer and scriptwriter. 
 
After the initial violation of expectations that had caused the founder to open 
up and stay alert to environmental factors, a more intense sensemaking activ-
ity began that lasted for a couple of years. The founder had actively been col-
lecting inspiration, information and facts in his head and in his Moleskine® 
notebook on what was eventually to become the future business of PlayTV. 
He took notes and discussed his observations with different people (friends, 
                                                      
146 Interview with the founder, 2011-11-25 
147 Ibid 
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family and then current and former colleagues) with whom he started con-
structing meaning around what was happening in the realm of digital TV and 
film and what commercial possibilities may exist. Thus, sensemaking oc-
curred within the mind of the founder but was primarily located in the spoken 
language of the involved actors. Wiltbank et al. (2006) suggest that effectual 
processes often start with a decision maker and successively evolve into a so-
cial process where other people provide important input in order to proceed 
with the venture. On a similar note, the sensemaking activities were largely 
marked by discussions and conceptualizations of the environmental factors 
that were perceived. The actors collectively began creating meanings around 
situations and circumstances they framed as gaps, trends, developments, im-
perfections, discrepancies and changes in the market space. In particular, 
framing gaps was a central activity in which the involved actors sought to 
explain and motivate a need for what was to become the evolving new venture 
idea. 
 
The external enablers considered as particularly favorable for the emerging 
idea were described as industry imperfection, technological change, changed 
consumer behavior, optimistic competitive outlook and changed advertising 
conditions. This way of ordering and making sense of clusters of information 
is a sensemaking strategy referred to as “functional deployment” (Weick et al. 
2005). Different labels were accordingly imposed on these interdependent 
phenomena as ways of understanding and coordinating them. This way of in-
venting meaning to the flux of impressions or cues can also be explained by 
the activities of “noticing” and “bracketing” (Weick et al., 2005). It conse-
quently explains how the new venture idea emerged from the activity of grasp-
ing and connecting clusters of information. By using the functional deploy-
ment strategy, meaning was not only created around the implications of the 
cues but also around how they could be linked and exploited to create the 
desired means-ends relationship. As discussed in the analysis in Chapter 5, 
Davidsson (2015) stresses that the favorability of an external enabler may be 
interdependent with other external conditions. The quotation below illustrates 
such an instance where the perceived situation of the advertising industry and 
digital technology capabilities were entangled into something that became part 
of PlayTV’s new venture idea: 

It’s so important that the advertisers like our concept. And this is still very new 
to them. What I have noticed, through Tom who knows the advertising market, 
is that the advertisers are about to abandon traditional media such as newspa-
pers and television and instead put larger proportions of their budgets into social 
media channels. But at the same time, they want to see and measure the effect 
of their investments. So what we’re doing is very new and uncertain and it’s 
therefore really, really important that they believe in us.148 

                                                      
148 Interview with production coordinator and partner, 2011-11-25 
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Uncertainty was a fundamental contextual feature impacting the early sense-
making process. The founder and his team worked intensively to form an un-
derstanding of and frame this uncertainty (Milliken, 1987). This was particu-
larly done through planning activities, such as considering what social ties to 
develop with certain prospective stakeholders. One uncertain condition that 
was emphasized notably related to the intention of connecting advertisers and 
filmmakers. The founder imagined that the cost of producing or acquiring con-
tent would be financed through advertising and sponsoring revenues. Thus, 
the founder and his team initially spent considerable time trying to understand 
the wants and needs of both the creative community and the advertising in-
dustry: 

It’s really important to find that balance. Right now, we’ve done some evalua-
tion and reflection and I think we’ve found it. The creators don’t like it if it’s 
too advertising driven and they don’t want to have strong demands on product 
placement and such stuff… Working with advertisers must not impact the view-
ing experience negatively. 

  
Sensemaking’s outputs were manifested in spoken language and also in writ-
ten texts. Especially writing was an action undertaken to formulate and create 
an understanding of the external environment. Several documents such as 
business plans, strategy papers and company presentations were produced as 
means to formalize and organize thoughts. The informants specifically argued 
that these exercises of putting their ideas down in writing both assisted their 
internal sensemaking and strengthened their legitimacy in their external en-
counters (i.e. sensegiving activities). 
 
Weick (2001) stresses how individual sensemaking evolves into social struc-
tures starting with “moments of commitments” (p 27). Once someone makes 
a commitment, the subsequent events are interpreted and justified according 
to the outcome of that commitment. This is also how commitments can be 
argued to both create and constrain meanings. As alluded to above, Maitlis 
and Sonenshein (2010) refer to this as the dual roles of commitment (p 563), 
in that they manage to enable coordinated activity under pressure, but can 
equally blind the organizational members through staying committed to a set 
of meanings limiting their ability to come up with new solutions. This was 
manifested in the case study by how external enablers’ perception came to 
impact the subsequent acquisition of resources needed to engage in the entre-
preneurial task.  
 
In particular, the early beliefs and underlying assumptions regarding the per-
ceived “crisis” in the advertising industry led to the formation of a revenue 
model based mainly on advertising revenues. As a consequence, sponsoring 
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and marketing competencies were identified as core, which, in turn, led to the 
recruitment of employees possessing those skills. Hence, the findings show 
many similarities with the contributions made by Garud and Karnøe (2003), 
indicating that both actors and the external factors perceived as central for the 
opportunity generate input leading to the emergence of a (technological) path. 
This path, which in the case of PlayTV came to be strongly connected to the 
construction of the firm’s identity, proved to both enable and constrain the 
entrepreneurial activities (Karreman & Alvesson, 2001).  

6.2.2 New venture idea 
PlayTV’s new venture idea was assembled through different activities driven 
by the subjective motives (needs, wants, emotions and prior experiences) of 
the founder and the interactions with his social network where meanings were 
exchanged and negotiated. Intersubjective meaning was consequently created 
around the external enablers and plausible accounts were constructed for how 
they were going to be capitalized on and transformed into economic wealth. 
Despite the entrepreneurial process starting out as an individual endeavor, 
collective engagement was eventually what made the venture materialize in 
the form of a fledging firm. 
 
In this case, sensemaking can be understood as emerging in a social process 
as the individuals collectively discussed and sought meaning. In the social 
process of sensemaking, a shared understanding is achieved in cyclical and 
ongoing ways where actors mutually influence each other (Maitlis & 
Christianson, 2014). Initially, the founder was influential in the formulation 
of the new venture idea and through his sensegiving capacity, he induced hope 
among important others through transmitting his beliefs. Subsequently, the 
chairman of the board and one of the investors proved to possess similar sym-
bolic qualities as leaders when they became associated with certain interpre-
tive schemes. Despite the obvious impact of these influential individuals, the 
development of the new venture idea was to the largest extent the outcome of 
discussions and the establishment of a collective understanding between dif-
ferent actors. As described above, the external factors were interpreted and 
used to construct the new venture idea in close interaction with their prospec-
tive partners. The founder stressed the win-win-win metaphor that guided the 
development of their emerging idea and the ways of defining value for each 
of these stakeholder groups was accordingly achieved through cycles of sense-
making and sensegiving. Thus, this present study nuances and illustrates that 
collective sensemaking was achieved through discussions with many stake-
holders and people associated with the field of interest and also influenced by 
symbolic leaders.  
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As previously mentioned, in order for a new venture idea to be regarded as 
viable it has to make sense for and deliver value to a broader audience, i.e., 
stakeholders. PlayTV’s opportunity development process particularly illus-
trates how various actors were influential at different times of the process. One 
such example was how initially, the idea was framed as a chance to provide 
filmmakers with flexible opportunities to produce and distribute their content. 
This underlying belief was equally confirmed and expressed as an “oppor-
tunity” by the filmmakers themselves.  
 
However, once PlayTV had launched its business, these initial assumptions 
proved to be flawed as the filmmakers did not perceive or expect any greater 
value in PlayTV’s offering. Consequently, two important insights can be 
drawn from the empirical observations. The first is the dependence and inter-
twinement between actors and new venture ideas. The findings hence connect 
and strengthen similar arguments held by, e.g., Carter, Gartner Hills (2001) 
on opportunities as phenomena enacted by individuals, Sarason et al. (2006) 
who stressed that opportunities are idiosyncratic to the individual and 
Davidsson (2015) who argued that opportunities cannot be explained without 
reference to a particular actor. The new venture idea was always present in the 
development of the firm. However, it changed and evolved dependent upon 
the actors dominating the process at the particular time.  
 
The second insight connects to views put forth by Shepherd (2015) who argues 
for the impact of stakeholders in that they contribute to the refinement of a 
potential opportunity and also stresses the mutual adjustments which take 
place, where the evolving opportunity, in turn, can impact and transform its 
“community of inquiry”. The latter conclusion is beyond the empirical scope 
of this present study, however the former is clearly demonstrated as, e.g., 
filmmakers and advertisers strongly shaped the initial new venture idea. 
 
As the sensemaking process went from an individual to a collective endeavor, 
metaphors were increasingly being used when interpreting their observations. 
For example, when it came to the perceived external factors to do something 
for production firms and filmmakers who were currently missing important 
outlets in the established industry, the founder explained his idea as: 

When it comes to production firms, we envisage ourselves as an AppStore for 
culture production firms. So if three friends say that “hey, we have an idea that 
we really believe in, but SVT won’t buy it because they think it’s too edgy…” 
(which is often the case), then they should be able to come to us. We can help 
them with the financing, but they need to do the rest of the job. So instead of 
taking a detour around a distributor, we can be their direct channel. 
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Similarly, when envisioning their end-product the founder expressed it in 
terms of creating “a hybrid between Facebook and television drama”. This 
metaphor allowed for an understanding of how social media and drama con-
tent were to be connected. It was also used in the sensegiving activities when 
explaining their prospective idea to the media and, as such, it achieved the 
purpose of rendering the uncertain more certain. This way of thinking in met-
aphors was acknowledged by Hill and Levenhagen (1995) as a way for entre-
preneurs to cope with ambiguity and to create order in unfamiliar situations. 
Along the same lines, for the founder of PlayTV, the metaphor became a way 
to interpret and articulate the vague beliefs he had about the business poten-
tials associated with the various external enablers. By thinking and speaking 
about PlayTV as an AppStore, the founder ordered and modeled many of the 
cues that he had perceived: filmmakers’ unsatisfied needs, digital opportuni-
ties for distribution and production and new financing possibilities. Another 
benefit of this activity was that he created interpretive schemes that were 
shared among new organizational members.  

 
Most often sensemaking is used to explain retrospective phenomena, however 
in the case of prospective contexts, such as new venture creation, sensemaking 
can be “aimed at creating meaningful opportunities for the future” (Gioia & 
Mehra, 1996:1229)” (Clarke & Cornelissen, 2011 p 542). The temporal orien-
tation of sensemaking was accentuated in the study. The founding activities 
undertaken by the actors indicated that they were drawing on all three dimen-
sions of temporality, i.e. the past, the present and the future. As will be further 
described below, the new venture idea was formulated based on observations 
of present equivocal cues. The entrepreneurial actors drew upon their past ex-
perience as they were making visions and plans for the future. The founder’s 
historical exposé (p 55) illustrates his way of understanding reality. The idea 
behind his presentation was to place the viewing behavior in a historical per-
spective. By stressing the link between technology and viewing behavior, the 
founder succeeded in carving out a gap that was to be filled by PlayTV’s prod-
uct offering. Hence, the case study exposed the point that the temporal aspects 
of sensemaking varied during the process. The “traditional” way of describing 
sensemaking, in the Weickian meaning, is about retrospectively developing 
images that rationalize action. Actors are hence constructing stories or mean-
ings when looking back on actions that have already been taken. However, 
sensemaking can also be future oriented. The findings demonstrate that sense-
making was directed both towards actions that had happened, but also aimed 
at achieving future impacts.  
 
This shows how the entrepreneurial actors moved back and forth in time while 
developing their ideas. As touched upon by Garud and Giuliani (2013), entre-
preneurial processes are never linear and it takes time to go from idea to mar-
ket. The authors refer to a view of time where the past, present, and future are 
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intertwined. When observing the development from a vague idea into a ven-
ture, it becomes clear that the organizational actors were dealing with all three 
temporalities simultaneously. The founder was drawing on his past experi-
ences (even making historical references) while pointing to opportunities in 
the present and envisioning for the future. Likewise, in the interviews, the in-
formants spoke about the future as if it was already present. Particularly in the 
early stage of nacancy, the business model was used as a device for prospec-
tive thinking by describing how the future was to be organized. This suggests 
that opportunity development is both a matter of retrospective and prospective 
sensemaking.  
 
The issue of identity was brought to the fore several times in the empirical 
study. Identity has a central place in sensemaking as it is triggered by an at-
tempt to create or define one’s individual identity and/or organizational iden-
tity. In new ventures, identity construction involves both the personal identity 
of the founder and the influential entrepreneurial actors (i.e. the sensemakers) 
and also the organizational identity in terms of the socially shared views and 
perceptions of the firm (Jo Hatch & Schultz, 1997; Karreman & Alvesson, 
2001). Identity particularly proved to be a fundamental construct in PlayTV’s 
opportunity development process. The founder and the other entrepreneurial 
actors were constantly battling with questions related to their organizational 
identity such as: Who are we? What are we doing? Who are our customers? 
Which highlights that one of the most crucial aspects for an organization in 
order to be properly recognized is to be properly classified (Albert & Whetten, 
1985). This task of coming to terms with their shared identity became even 
more challenging as the new venture idea evolved and changed. 
 
Entrepreneurial identity construction has gained increasing research attention 
in the past years (Downing, 2005; Navis & Glynn, 2011; Nielsen & Lassen, 
2012), however within the opportunity debate the influence of entrepreneurial 
identity has not been explicitly addressed. Identity comprises both insider and 
outsider perceptions of what is core to an organization and hence involves 
assumptions and beliefs about what the firm represents (Tripsas, 2009). Navis 
& Glynn (2011) define entrepreneurial identity as “the constellation of claims 
around the founders, organization, and market opportunity of an entrepreneur-
ial entity that gives meaning to questions of ‘who we are’ and ‘what we do’ (p 
480).  
 
The case study not only revealed the influence of the personal and the organ-
izational identity construction but equally important was Play TV’s external 
identity, referring to how outside audiences, such as customers, stakeholders 
suppliers etc. would view the organization (Tripsas, 2009). During the forma-
tive years, the new venture idea developed around the notion of becoming a 
channel for distribution of high quality entertainment. In the subsequent plans, 
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presentations and press releases, being a channel was consequently empha-
sized as a core characteristic of the firm. Since entrepreneurs in nascent mar-
kets are faced with ambiguities they put extra effort into defining a distinct 
identity for both their firm and their future market so that the firm becomes 
the cognitive referent for the claimed market (Santos & Eisenhardt, 2009 p 
649). This was demonstrated empirically through the intensive networking ac-
tivities with people in the industry undertaken by the founder and his initial 
team: 

… So we started talking to everyone in the film industry. So if anyone now 
comes and say ‘hey, we want to do this!’ people will go ‘no, PlayTV is already 
doing that149.’ 

6.2.3 Opportunity confidence 
As illustrated in Chapter 5, confidence was a central feature in the realization 
of the new venture idea. The present study provides empirical evidence for 
how confidence was gained through the sensemaking activities undertaken by 
the entrepreneurial actors. The founder not only increased his knowledge level 
through an active information search related to the new venture idea, confi-
dence was also strengthened through gaining the support of important others 
(which will be explored more in the subsequent sensegiving section). The way 
the founder spoke about a “discrepancy” and pointed to a “void in the market” 
(p 61) that needed to be filled indicates that he was gaining in confidence that 
he was onto something with real future potential: 

If I don’t take this chance someone else will… 
 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, this aspect of opportunity confidence 
can be understood as “opportunity feasibility belief” (Dimov, 2010). The find-
ings suggest that gaining confidence was an outcome of the activities the 
founder engaged in, in order to better understand the world. While intuiting 
cues, seeking information and trying to comprehend the environment by pack-
ing these experiences into the new venture idea, the founder simultaneously 
engaged in increasing his confidence level related to the feasibility of the op-
portunity. Sensemaking is, to a large extent, guided by the mental models the 
involved actors possess. The way the founder initially noticed and bracketed 
the external triggers was consequently informed by his professional experi-
ence of having been part of the TV and film industry throughout his entire 
career. This eventually proved to have a tremendous impact on the subsequent 
founding activities. His interpretive schemes provided him with a framework 
that allowed him to recognize certain elements of information and envisage 

                                                      
149 Interview with Tess, production coordinator and partner, 2012-01-12  
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new means-ends relationships based upon his interpretation. Furthermore, the 
resources that he brought into the firm in terms of, e.g., human capital and 
financial capital, were also dictated by his beliefs and preferences. Much of 
what was being done in the organization, ranging from office décor to the for-
mation of exchange relationships with partners, was made with strong influ-
ence and inspiration from the world of film and theater. The founder particu-
larly stressed his background as instrumental for this strategy:  

We’re going to have a structure that is similar to how you run a theater, in that 
that we’ll have a creative director and an administrative director. I’m formally 
the CEO now but I would much rather be a sort of creative director.  

 
Opportunity confidence is also achieved by relating the nascent entrepreneur’s 
assessment of his/her ability to establish the venture, something described by 
Dimov (2010) as “start-up self-efficacy”. Resources the founder and the en-
trepreneurial team stressed as key to their future success were “the founder’s 
background” and the fact they had “… credibility and trust based on track 
record and network”. However, the founder also showed awareness of the re-
sources and skills he lacked. There was a prevailing uncertainty related to 
what was needed in terms of resources to implement the new venture idea. 
One way to overcome this was by talking to people and seeking advice on 
topics such as technology and issues related to future earning potentials. Thus, 
the founder sought information and support from people in his surroundings 
whom he believed to possess these appropriate and complementary skills: 

…this is an idea that is really intriguing but also very complicated since it spans 
over so many diverse competencies. It’s not only about knowing how to make 
TV and film but also about technology and marketing of course… and by that, 
I mean social media. So the initial idea was to find a group of people that to-
gether could cover all these different competencies. 

 
Consequently, extensive time was initially invested in grappling with these 
issues, which eventually resulted in many of their beliefs being reinforced, 
which, in turn, led to strengthening their confidence. As illustrated in a quota-
tion by one of the founding members, the process of arriving at a new venture 
idea they believed in had consequently been characterized by this notion of 
building on different competencies and areas of expertise: 

There has been a strong focus on getting the right competencies in place. It 
started out as Hans’s idea that we were bouncing around together. But it wasn’t 
until we got hold of Joel with his technical skills and Tom with his advertising 
skills that we got the entire business model in place. We sort of realized what 
we had been missing.150 

 

                                                      
150 Interview with Tess, production coordinator and partner, 2012-01-12 
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Confidence was also established on a more collective level as more and more 
actors (employees, prospective partners and stakeholders) became engaged in 
the formation of the new business.  

6.2.4 The business model 
As discussed above, the perception of the external enablers and the process of 
evaluating and connecting these by creating means-end relationships were the 
starting points for both the emerging new venture idea and the business model. 
Despite the fact that the business model was not fully articulated in the begin-
ning of the entrepreneurial journey, it eventually emerged and came to serve 
as a sensemaking device in the opportunity development process. It was used 
to organize the environmental factors so that social structures and external 
dependencies were created to allow for the creation of economic wealth and 
the distribution of value between all parties. As indicated in the narrative, the 
founder and his partners were actively generating information and were not 
satisfied until they perceived “the business model was in place” (p 65). The 
business model can, therefore, be understood to emerge as soon as the entre-
preneurial actors began interpreting and integrating the various cues they per-
ceived. Furthermore, this goes along the lines of what Katz and Gartner (1988) 
hold as the four properties of emerging organizations: intentionality, re-
sources, boundary and exchange. Consequently, the business model became a 
sensemaking device that served to establish and combine these necessary 
properties in order for the organization to come into existence. 
 
As discussed at the beginning of the thesis, Doganova and Eyquem-Renault 
(2009), Perkmann and Spicer (2010) and Wallnöfer and Hacklin (2013) have 
either empirically or conceptually demonstrated how business models can be 
used to create, explain and predict future realities. The idea behind the busi-
ness model is that it establishes transactive structures by linking a firm to at 
least one external entity (George & Bock, 2011). For the founder of PlayTV, 
the business model implicitly became a tool for creating new means-ends re-
lationships out of the cues and the resources he disposed of. As described 
above, as the actors were noticing and bracketing the flux of information they 
were exposed to, the business model served to order these phenomena and 
render them into an architecture with the potential to create profits. Thus, the 
business model became the framework that, at least on a cognitive level, con-
nected these disparate cues into an economic rationale.  
 
A central capability of the business model was that it served to reduce uncer-
tainties, particularly around the essential revenue potential of the firm. The 
PlayTV case illustrated how the organizational actors constantly used the busi-
ness model to address and cope with uncertainties. The pace and the mere time 
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constraints PlayTV was operating under made it impossible to collect the in-
formation needed to foresee or calculate the outcomes of the decisions made 
to tackle these uncertainties. Hence, the business model served as an appro-
priate device in making sense around these varying uncertainty conditions. 
 
With the different components of the business model in place, (e.g., value 
proposition, revenues, partners and distribution) the founder claimed that he, 
despite all market uncertainties, could calculate or at least “guesstimate” the 
costs and revenues associated with the productions. Their own estimation of 
the economic feasibility of the venture provided the organizational members 
with a sense of security, which further supported their beliefs. The embryonic 
business model consequently came to be used internally among the members 
as a recipe for guiding their future actions (see Perkmann & Spicer, 2010). 
Lastly, by drawing on Patriotta’s (2003) roles of organizational narratives, the 
business model proposed a logical structure to identify, interpret and shape 
various cues and simultaneously reduce uncertainty around these.  
 
Again, we are dealing with the passage of time, since the business model was 
used to address different temporalities by connecting experiences from the 
past and present with visions and aspirations for the future. PlayTV’s embry-
onic business model, which can be referred to as their espoused business 
model, evolved just like a narrative with a beginning, a middle and an end and 
tied together and addressed the temporal aspects of the present, the past and 
the anticipated future. The founder drew on his personal experiences and made 
historical references in support of his vision. At the same time, he and other 
organizational members often spoke of the future as if it were already present: 

Mobile solutions are the future of television and the young generation of crea-
tors will totally change the supply of content151.  
 
There will be much more well produced, branded content in the future that will 
blur the line between advertising and entertainment152.  
 

The business model came to represent the founder’s conceptualization of a 
new way of creating value around digital TV and film, i.e., a way of creating 
new means-ends relationships. PlayTV being one of the pioneering firms in a 
nascent market, its organizational members had to invent these connections 
themselves. Through the sensemaking activities described above, these actors 
tried to envisage and link partners that had not previously been connected. 
PlayTV set up its own structure and process for creating and generating value 
by connecting filmmakers and advertisers in a new way. This connection was 
going to be enabled by the technology spanning the boundaries and allowing 
                                                      
151 Interview with casting agent, 2013-04-05 
152 Interview with head of production, 2012-01-12 
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for economic transactions between all involved parties. The revenue model 
that was conceptualized was based on the generation of revenues from adver-
tisers and sponsors and the sharing of them between the filmmakers and 
PlayTV. Hence, the founder explained the initial business model as “a win – 
win – win situation” between the three parties of viewers, filmmakers and ad-
vertisers. The vision formation and planning phase marked the first step of 
success for the entrepreneurial actors. They had formulated a new venture idea 
and an espoused business model that came to guide their future activities and 
encounters.  

6.3 Sensegiving  

Last fall, the focus was on making strategies and securing the financing. But 
just before Christmas the last investor stepped in to finalize this round. So now 
we can relax and breathe for a while. Now it’s more about pushing the button… 
by the way, I’ve always wondered where that button is?! Anyway, now it’s full 
speed ahead. And we get to work on the actual product.153 

 
As established by Gioia and Chittipeddi (1991) sensemaking is not complete 
unless there is sensegiving. Sensegiving activities are directed to influence the 
meaning construction of others so that they start believing in the same reality. 
On a similar note, Cornelissen and Clarke (2010) stress that entrepreneurs in 
new ventures in particular need to make the enterprise comprehensible and 
meaningful to key stakeholders (p 540). As indicated by the above quotation, 
the PlayTV story marks a shift in going from the “espoused business model” 
to testing it and implementing it through market entry, i.e., the “beta business 
model”. With the recipe that the founder and his team had collectively created 
through sensemaking, the time was now ripe for putting it into action. Up until 
the launch, the formulation of the new venture idea was, to a large extent, an 
act of intuiting and interpreting, vision formation and planning. This was done 
interactively by several actors and was mostly achieved through sensemaking. 
As the new venture idea became more concrete and the business model was 
materialized in documents (see similar findings in Klofsten's (2005) 
classification of ideas) the communication became easier. The actors conse-
quently became engaged in sensegiving by influencing the meaning construc-
tion of their prospective stakeholders. 
 
Until this point, the founder and his team had essentially talked the firm into 
existence. Besides registering the company, recruiting employees, engaging 
them in the planning process outlined above and setting up facilities, there 
were no operations going on. But through intensive talking, meetings and 

                                                      
153 Interview with Tess, production coordinator and partner, 2012-01-12 
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spreading the word, PlayTV started to form relationships and construct its 
market. As illustrated by the above quotation, the informants explicitly ex-
pressed how they left the planning mode and entered what they referred to as 
the execution mode. This involved the transmission of meaning and initiatives 
to actually form the thinking of others. Not only the founder but also the other 
entrepreneurial actors such as employees and investors, adopted a sensegiving 
mode in their communication to (prospective) stakeholders, partners, inves-
tors etc.  

6.3.1 External enablers 
In the previous phase, the formulation of PlayTV’s new venture idea had been 
made by connecting the various external enablers to the business model. The 
organizational members had adopted the business model as meaningful and 
were ready to execute on its purpose. Both the new venture idea and its busi-
ness model were embraced and acted upon almost religiously. They had be-
come part of the actors’ worldview. The main challenge during this phase was 
to make others believe in that same reality. The sense of uncertainty and doubt 
was almost minimal during the sensegiving phase. With their strong belief in 
the new venture idea, it was now a question of exploiting it.  
 
This change in modes from sensemaking to sensegiving indicated that the ex-
ternal enablers that had initially triggered their understanding, were, for the 
time being, becoming less important. Since the actors had already formed their 
worldview based upon noticing and bracketing such external factors, they 
were no longer considered to play a central role. As the organizational mem-
bers temporarily closed down their sensemaking capacities and instead turned 
to sensegiving, their focus was on taking actions through activities such as 
sales, finding partners, negotiating deals, recruiting, etc. Thus, rather than con-
centrating on understanding the world, they were now explaining the world to 
others. The few new external factors that were identified during this stage 
mostly appeared in meetings or negotiations with prospective partners (as will 
be discussed below). 

6.3.2 New venture idea 
In order for the new venture idea to be regarded as viable , it has to make sense 
for (and deliver value to) a broader audience. The support of external stake-
holders is crucial for all new ventures. Without any resources (financial, hu-
man capital, social and technological), it is impossible to take an idea to mar-
ket. The founder had initially identified a group of stakeholders he regarded 
as essential for the development of the business. Filmmakers, technology part-
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ners, media agencies, advertisers, sponsors, production companies, distribu-
tion partners and social media were consequently among those actors the 
founder targeted for his sensegiving actions. 
 
Thus, the entrepreneurial actors spent considerable time meeting with those 
prospective partners, explaining and trying to influence them about the future 
reality they imagined. The documents and pilot movies (clips) that had been 
produced in the previous phase were used in these meetings to support and 
give sense to their arguments. The establishment of social ties was important 
since PlayTV was in the process of building a new ecology of interdependen-
cies. The founder explained: 

Parallel to our discussions with the filmmakers we also talk to all media agen-
cies. We’re starting to establish our ideas with them. They are extremely 
positive, but slightly nervous of course. 

 
As illustrated in the case description, the technology partner was an actor that 
PlayTV invested quite extensive time in convincing about their future collab-
oration. During these negotiations, the founder stressed how he sought to com-
municate a sense of “mutuality” in their prospective relationship, emphasizing 
how well the two companies would complement each other. These 
sensegiving attempts eventually paid off, since an agreement was closed and 
PlayAhead’s chairman of the board reported positively and optimistically 
about their joint collaboration (see p 67).  
 
Since beliefs and actions are recursively linked in sensemaking, some new 
cues were generated from the undertaken sensegiving activities. In the meet-
ings and interactions with their (prospective) stakeholders, information was 
exchanged and generated between the two parties which led to reciprocally 
infusing the PlayTV employees’ sensemaking capacities. An illustrative ex-
ample of this was the collaboration between PlayTV and a sponsor for their 
first show (Hair Stories). Collective experiences were shared that led to the 
generation of more information, which in turn triggered new opportunities and 
the jointly held belief that these would succeed. One such example was how 
their sponsor suggested an integration of e-commerce into the shows, allowing 
for viewers to buy products that were part of (or related to) the content. This 
eventually resulted in the managers at PlayTV incorporating these ideas and 
developing them in their subsequent business plan.  
 
The same collaboration also showed how elements of PlayTV’s business 
model proved to deliver the anticipated value. As demonstrated on p 69, the 
informants concluded that connecting filmmakers and sponsors for drama col-
laborations was an envisaged partnership that actually functioned in practice. 
This consequently led to the reinforcement of this aspect of the new venture 
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idea. Weick (1979) presents sensemaking as a reciprocal exchange between 
actors and their context in which the environment is interpreted by connecting 
sequences of enactment, selection and retention. PlayTV’s opportunity devel-
opment process can likewise be described according to this model of “enact-
ment theory” where the new venture idea was refined by selecting and empha-
sizing its doable and promising features.  
 
As part of the sensegiving attempts, the founder explained how they “spoke 
with everyone in the film industry” (p 134). This activity of claiming the mar-
ket is thus closely intertwined with the construction of a distinct external iden-
tity (Santos & Eisenhardt, 2009). In the early sensegiving activities, the entre-
preneurial actors communicated and emphasized that they were mainly going 
to be a distribution channel. Thus, their external identity came to be associated 
with their intended visibility, reach and embeddedness in social media. More-
over, Play TV’s external identity developed according to what the organiza-
tional actors thought their future partners would appreciate. One such example 
was how PlayTV’s new venture idea came to be developed with the filmmak-
ers as main provider of content. The key attributes and distinctiveness of 
PlayTV’s external identity were also closely tied to the founder’s personal 
identity of coming from the creative industry. The founder particularly 
stressed that the key to success was that he and his founding team had exten-
sive industry backgrounds that transmitted trust and legitimacy for the new 
venture. The external identity of catering for the wants and needs of the 
filmmakers was further reinforced when the two TV and film celebrities en-
tered as spokespersons for the firm.  
 
Nevertheless, during the same time, in their organizational identity construc-
tion, i.e. the shared identity of the co-workers, they were more focused on 
becoming a production firm than a channel. This was demonstrated by the 
positions recruited for and the core competencies defined. As a result, not hav-
ing the firm’s external and organizational identities aligned became a problem. 
The external identity, which had been nurtured for an extensive period of time, 
was eventually challenged when the chairman of the board took a leadership 
role and argued that it hampered the venture’s development and even its 
chances of survival.  

6.3.3 Opportunity confidence 
As previously stressed, opportunity confidence reflects the unfolding promise 
of the opportunity, as perceived by the entrepreneurial actors. It is thus the 
beginning of the continuation or abandonment of the venturing efforts (Dimov 
2010, p 1125). In the case of PlayTV’s entrepreneurial journey, the belief that 
the opportunity they were creating was both feasible and operable continued 
and was even slightly reinforced during sensegiving. Consequently, the beliefs 
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formed through sensemaking were transmitted to broader audiences in order 
to seek their approval. 
 
As part of the sensegiving strategy, PlayTV utilized its credibility and the ce-
lebrity factor while transmitting credibility and establishing trust among the 
prospective stakeholders. As described in the case story, the media was par-
ticularly keen on associating PlayTV with their celebrity investors. This did 
not bother the founder since he felt that it served as good publicity and man-
aged to create the trustworthiness and legitimacy that the new firm so im-
portantly needed. During this stage, the organization came to proactively work 
with the press in order to increase its profile. The expectations were set high, 
as is reiterated by the press:  

“Celebrity actor and producer X’s new TV company PlayTV starts collaborat-
ing with PlayAhead and creates a new online channel for drama and entertain-
ment. The channel will launch a beta version in May and expects to have a 
possible reach of 2 million viewers from the start. During fall the main launch 
will be made and the channel estimates a reach of 5.5 million viewers”.154  

 
Yet again, this illustrates how the calculations that had been made while or-
ganizational actors constructed their imagined future reality became used to 
make others believe in them. So, as a result of both effective sensemaking and 
sensegiving, PlayTV and its business model became a reality with more and 
more believers. In order to be even more convincing, the founder evidently 
spoke about the firm as if it was already doing what it actually at that stage 
only intended to do: 

…When he (the founder) meets with creators he just states that “we work like 
this and we’re doing things in this fashion” even though we’re not there yet. He 
never shows any signs of hesitation. 

 
While recruiting and seeking temporary workers or freelancers, the argumen-
tation and confidence that the actors had built up during the sensemaking 
phase were used to explain the raison d’être of the venture and what it in-
tended to do. The more the new venture idea matured, the more confident the 
entrepreneurial actors felt in communicating it to the outside audiences. As 
mentioned by Davidsson (2015), it is in contact with various stakeholders and 
other actors that the entrepreneurial actors “adjust their assessment of the fa-
vorability of their new venture idea” (p 687). The iteration between sensemak-
ing and sensegiving automatically sheds light on the feedback loops that took 
place and where the trust and confidence in their new venture idea were either 
reinforced or sometimes weakened. 

                                                      
154 Resumé 2012-04-20 
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6.3.4 Business model  
The business model was mainly used for internal purposes during the sense-
making phase and externally while sensegiving. In the latter process, the busi-
ness model came to symbolize the ideal future reality and served as both guid-
ing organizational actions and transmitting beliefs and trust among outside 
constituents. As touched upon above, even though the business model served 
as a recipe and came to guide the organizational members in explaining to 
others why they should collaborate and join the firm, it was flexible enough 
to be interpreted in different ways. The business model, therefore, had the ca-
pacity to unite and construct meaning around the core issues, at the same time 
being flexible enough for interpretations and negotiations (for example when 
suggestions for business model improvement and change came up). It was 
hence used as a sensegiving device to audiences like potential investors, 
partners and employees. Despite being a mere sketch of an ideal state, the 
business model conveyed a framework of relevant terms and references for 
explaining and promoting the new venture. This is illustrated by the quotation 
from the CEO in the meeting with the Swedish Union for Performing Arts and 
Film (Teaterförbundet): 

... So the meeting we had with the Swedish Union for Performing Arts and Film 
actually turned into an educational meeting where we went through our busi-
ness model just to explain who we were. 

 
Through studying the interactions between entrepreneurs and business angels, 
Wallnöfer and Hacklin’s (2013) suggest that “business model accounts” (i.e. 
the presentation of certain elements of a business model) serve to mediate 
communicative interactions between the two parties. The authors draw upon 
trust theory to describe how the investors developed optimistic or pessimistic 
expectations of the founding team (i.e. trust vs. mistrust) based upon these 
accounts. Along the same lines, this study’s findings indicate how business 
model accounts were used to explain, influence and create legitimacy around 
PlayTV’s new venture idea.  
 
The process in which the business model was developed and used altered be-
tween sensemaking and sensegiving in a reciprocal fashion. Once the business 
model was explained to prospective stakeholders, this affected the outcome 
through the negotiations that occurred. Consequently, both the role and devel-
opment of the business model were closely coupled. It was the device for so-
cial interactions between different actors, and at the same time framed the out-
come of these interactions. Despite being based on uncertain assumptions, the 
business model offered a useful outline of the cost and earning potentials of 
the new venture. It also articulated the activities and partners that needed to 
be involved to realize this.  
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With the revenue potential as a critical uncertainty, PlayTV particularly 
needed to get the support from media agencies. During the sensemaking 
phase, PlayTV members had understood that there was the potential to per-
suade this group of actors to support them. Now, however, they needed to 
convince them to actually do so. The founder met different representatives of 
media agencies, most of whom confirmed worries about declining interest for 
traditional media (print and TV) and expressed an interest in working with 
digital formats. In these meetings, the PlayTV employees showed a presenta-
tion of the firm with film clips illustrating the type of shows and formats they 
planned to produce. They also demonstrated their concept - their “win-win-
win” business model - through speaking, supported by a Power Point presen-
tation.  
 
The business model consequently served as a template for these discussions. 
The PlayTV staff stressed that most meetings went well and that the repre-
sentatives from the media agencies had no difficulties in understanding their 
concept. On the contrary, they were even very positive. The media agencies 
had promised to speak with their clients (mostly marketing managers of larger 
organizations) and further promote PlayTV’s products as an option for their 
advertising budgets. Nevertheless, despite these optimistic accounts, none of 
the meetings resulted in any immediate business contracts. Despite this, 
PlayTV managed to secure its first sponsor, from which staff members gener-
ated a plausible story, taking this example as a token of moving in the right 
direction. 
 
Finally, as illustrated with the Invo collaboration, the business model took the 
role of an “attractor”. Being an attractor in a market niche means that “external 
actors self-select to present themselves and their ideas to the focal firm, 
whereby the focal firm becomes exposed to a new idea or opportunity without 
having engaged in search or having initiated the contact with the external ac-
tor” (Bohman, 2010). This demonstrates how in practice the business model 
attracted partners and consequently stimulated new business opportunities.  

6.4 Sensebreaking 
The new venture idea was initially explored through sensemaking and subse-
quently exploited through sensegiving in an iterative fashion. What the 
PlayTV story further indicates was that after the launch, a mismatch occurred 
between the actors’ initial beliefs and the objective reality they now faced. It 
became clear that certain assumptions on which the idea of the emerging ven-
ture was created were flawed. This led to a frustration among the actors where 
new ideas and strategies had to be developed in order to solve this challenging 
situation. The opportunity confidence of not only the founder, but also several 
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of the organizational members, became challenged and deconstructed as they 
went from a positive to a negative evaluation of their business model. The 
business model was perceived to perform poorly since it did not generate suf-
ficient revenues. Thus, sensebreaking proved to be the solution. 

 
The idea of sensebreaking is just as closely related to the notion of identity as 
sensemaking is. Central to sensebreaking is, therefore, the questioning of one-
self, i.e. the organizational identity, and the creation of a “meaning void” that 
needs to be filled (Pratt, 2000). In the context of strategic change, Mantere, 
Schildt, and Sillince (2012) demonstrate how the creation of meaning voids 
increases the receptiveness to managerial sensegiving, which, in turn, serves 
as a natural response to sensebreaking. On a similar note, the study of 
PlayTV’s opportunity development process indicated that both sensemaking 
and sensegiving occurred again after sensebreaking. By actively challenging 
their prior assumptions, new opportunity beliefs were explored. 
 
The business model workshop came to mark the official breaking with existent 
interpretive schemes. Initiated by the assistant CEO and investor manager, 
who had now taken leadership responsibilities, meaning voids were created 
and subsequently filled with new meaning. Mantere et al. (2012) make a dis-
tinction between individual and organizational sensebreaking. Organizational 
sensebreaking is proven to be particularly useful when striving to reestablish 
commitment among organizational members, which was the case here. How-
ever, although sense was broken on an organizational level, my study showed 
that it also affected the notion of the individuals’ personal identities. An or-
ganizational implication of sensebreaking was that it fundamentally chal-
lenged the beliefs of the employees. Sense was actively broken a few times 
during the venture’s development and as a result some of the employees left 
the organization and others, among whom was the founder, explicitly stated 
that they were starting to lose their motivation due to the new interpretive 
schemes.  
 
This section looks more closely into what caused this sensebreaking situation 
to occur, what concrete sensebreaking activities took place and how it im-
pacted the opportunity development process. 

6.4.1 External enablers 
During the reorientation phase, the focus was on evaluating the external ena-
blers that initially had been considered favorable but were subsequently aban-
doned. The actors were reevaluating the factors that had shaped the new ven-
ture idea accordingly their business model. The subjective dimension of the 
external enablers, i.e., perceived and enacted upon through the perspective of 
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the founder and his initial team of creative people from the TV and film in-
dustry, became challenged since the filmmakers did not act or contribute as 
expected. During and after the business model workshop, organizational 
members were encouraged to reflect upon and identify new favorable external 
enablers for the redevelopment of the firm. With the new dominating logic 
represented by the chairman of the board and the investor, the previous win-
win-win logic became challenged by arguing that it was “too creator driven” 
(p 75). Instead the strategic focus shifted towards distribution and sales as core 
activities of the organization.  
 
After the business model workshop, the organization felt somewhat energized 
again. The path-dependency that had developed based on the interpretive 
schemes of the founder and his team had now been broken and the new venture 
idea had to be refined if the firm was to survive. Based on the breaking down 
of meaning, new external enablers were identified and the plan was to work 
even harder to become a proper business-to-consumer oriented firm. Thus, the 
organizational identity came to be associated with being a channel. New plans, 
new routines and new goals were devised. With the financial pressure con-
stantly weighing on the shoulders of the organizational members, the ensuing 
period was thus characterized by intensive action.  
 
By sensebreaking with their old beliefs, the staff members of PlayTV were 
able to start creating new visions again. An outcome of sensebreaking was the 
writing of a new business plan, i.e., an obvious and necessary first sensemak-
ing activity. This was then communicated to both internal and external audi-
ences (media, investors, partners etc.) i.e. sensegiving. 
 
However, after the acquisition of PlayTV by the established “analog” produc-
tion firm Maestro, the venture eventually moved back on to a more traditional 
way of doing business. With the changes in these environmental circum-
stances came new enabling factors that allowed for generating revenues 
through collaboration with established TV channels.  
 
These identity changes, of moving from a channel to a production identity, 
proved to be of central impact for the survival of the firm. PlayTV’s chairman 
of the board explicitly argued that their capacity to reorient their organiza-
tional identity towards becoming a business-to-business firm was key to their 
survival. The figure below (Fig. 28) portrays how PlayTV described itself in 
the “About us” section of their press releases. 
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challenged the organizational actors through the creation of a meaning void. 
Furthermore, the case illustrated that sensebreaking was not an entirely 
smooth process. Internal conflicts arose where employees and investors even-
tually had to leave the venture, in order to pave the way for the new emerging 
new venture idea.   

6.4.2 New venture idea 
After the launch of PlayTV’s product, several uncertainties arose which 
proved to have a major impact on the development of the venture. These chal-
lenges were no longer imaginary but real and they needed to be dealt with if 
the organization was to survive. This caused organizational actors to think 
long and hard, leading them to eventually depart from some of their previous 
trust in the new venture idea. A discrepancy occurred between the actors’ ex-
pectations and the reality in which they found themselves, which came to be 
expressed in different ways.  
 
The founder and his management team tried to understand and interpret the 
new situation in which they found themselves. Through noticing and bracket-
ing it, the PlayTV management and staff tried to work out a way to compre-
hend what did not work in their business. This was obviously characterized by 
intensive sensemaking to grasp why and what caused the business model not 
to generate the envisaged monetary value. They began identifying and framing 
specific factors, concluding that the major challenges were the low conversion 
rates, poor and misdirected distribution and weak consumer behavior. As part 
of the enactment process, similarly to elements that became selected and sub-
sequently retained as part of their business model, inputs that were considered 
not to deliver any value were rejected. However, through the active creation 
of a meaning void, new cues could be identified that consequently triggered 
the generation of new opportunity beliefs.  
 
The initial team had constructed, communicated and acted on a certain idea 
that no longer seemed to be worth pursuing. Since they had committed to a 
way of understanding and explaining the world, they had ignored the signals 
or situations that challenged their mindsets. Instead, PlayTV’s founder and 
staff had sought to discuss and meet with actors who supported their views. 
PlayTV’s office was frequented by plenty of people, such as friends, former 
colleagues and newly established contacts. They were filmmakers, producers 
and actors that all showed great enthusiasm about PlayTV’s new venture idea. 
Many of the meetings they had with their prospective partners were equally 
optimistic and encouraging. It was clear that the initial beliefs of the founding 
team became confirmed in their interactions with the outside world. This was 
a process of rationalization where the entrepreneurial actors found support for 
their behaviors. As briefly mentioned above and along the same lines, Garud 
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and Karnøe (2003) showed in a study on technology entrepreneurship how 
various actors in an entrepreneurial process generated input around an oppor-
tunity that resulted in an emerging path that came to both enable and constrain 
the future activities of the actors. As illustrated in the case description, the 
path that was initially formed around the creative professionals came to dom-
inate the business model and consequently the development of the venture. It 
also became clear that it was to a large extent restrictive since it failed to gen-
erate the required revenue. Shepherd et al. (2007) note that in opportunity be-
lief formation, to shift schema or cognitive categories requires much time and 
effort. The findings illustrate how the cognitive schemas were actively broken 
in order to generate new opportunity beliefs and a refined new venture idea. 

6.4.3 Opportunity confidence  
An explanation of what happens when mental models become cemented, i.e. 
when individual sensemaking evolves into social structures, can be found in 
studies on domain specific expertise. According to McKelvie, Haynie, and 
Gustavsson (2011) expertise moderates the relationship between effect uncer-
tainty and entrepreneurial action. They argue that experts have a tendency to 
downplay the importance of predicting the future and instead become focused 
on creating it. The founding team showed several signs of being overly opti-
mistic and stressed that they knew the industry.  
 
One implication of this behavior was how the actors downplayed the chal-
lenges involved with distribution and reach. The PlayTV team had so much 
confidence in their high quality content, believing in the capacity to virally 
spread it, that they therefore neglected the importance of distribution. Drawing 
on these insights, the case illustrated how the worldview of the founding team 
had come to dictate the business model and the initial paths that were taken, 
i.e., the emphasis on the filmmakers. It was not until the reorientation phase 
and under the leadership of a “generalist” - the assistant CEO - that the organ-
ization managed to steer the business away from the creative and towards 
more commercial motives. Another implication of the reliance upon domain 
specific expertise was how the initial business model was influenced by the 
advice the founder sought from the certain areas of expertise. Since the organ-
izational members thought of themselves as lacking competencies in areas 
such as technology, media and advertising and social media, as a way of re-
ducing uncertainty around these, they took advice from people they consid-
ered to be experts in these areas. This eventually led to an overemphasis on 
certain aspects of the business model, such as the expectations of social media. 
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6.4.4 Business model 
The business model became heavily questioned during sensebreaking. The 
strength of the business model in the earlier stages had particularly been its 
capacity to create cognitive order among disparate cues and mobilize collec-
tive action. Now, however, the assumptions that the business model design 
was based upon became challenged. When the founder and his team had iden-
tified and agreed upon the main problem areas, i.e. conversion rates, consumer 
behavior and distribution, they moved on to sensebreaking. Thus, a critical 
event in the development of the firm became the organized activity to break 
free from the interpretive scheme that hindered the firm’s development and 
particularly its possibilities to generate revenues. Sensebreaking was done 
both individually and as an intentional managerial effort. 
 
The first wave of sensebreaking notably occurred during the reorientation 
phase when the filmmakers – one of the cornerstones of the business model 
both in terms of partnership and revenue generation – were considered to have 
failed in delivering their part. Several of the founding team members admitted 
to be disappointed with the weak collaborations that had evolved. Despite the 
mutual commitments that had been agreed upon between PlayTV and the cre-
ators with regard to the value proposition, the reality proved to be different. 
The filmmakers did not have a priority to be part of PlayTV’s marketing and 
social media machine. This indicates that despite “successful” sensemaking 
and sensegiving actions, the results were not aligned. What had felt feasible 
and attractive whilst planning and influencing never became achieved in 
practice. The venture hence went from being focused on the needs of the 
filmmakers to eliminating them as one of the partners in the triple “win-win-
win” model of value creation. This created a meaning void that had to be filled. 
As manifested in the empirical data, it opened up for and indeed forced new 
opportunity beliefs to be generated:  

So where do we get the wheel spinning? Well, we do it with our distribution. 
We must get a high reach in order to get sponsors. The sponsors are interested, 
but in order to really make them want to collaborate, we must be able to provide 
them with reach outside their own channels.157 

 
The issue of distribution and reach was particularly highlighted. It proved to 
be an area that had been neglected by the founder. With all the constraints 
associated with being a startup, both time and financial resources were forcing 
the management to act. However, it was not until their investor appointed the 
assistant CEO and initiated the business model workshop that a meaning void 
among the organizational members was truly created. The investor symboli-
cally expressed this: 
                                                      
157 Interview with investor, 2013-04-15 
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… that is exactly why we did this workshop. You throw everything up in the 
air and try to come up with the most plausible new plan to work with and keep 
that as your hypothesis. And you work from there and you follow up that plan. 
In companies like these there are countless opportunities. Therefore, you need 
to scale off 90% of those opportunities and put them in a drawer. So now we 
have a new plan and we’re following it up at the board meetings.158 

 
Thus, when this sensebreaking situation occurred, the leadership also became 
subject to change. For the first time, the founder took a step aside as the vi-
sionary leader and the chairman of the board stepped in and took a leadership 
role. From this point, the chairman, who officially became the assistant CEO, 
put a lot of effort into undermining the existing interpretive scheme that had 
been constructed around the filmmakers. The symbolic signals behind this 
leadership change among the staff and stakeholders were significant. The 
founder represented the “creative people” that made up the existing dominant 
organizational identity. The assistant CEO, on the other hand, had a much dif-
ferent and business oriented personal identity. Another influential actor im-
pacting and contributing to addressing and adjusting some of the uncertainties 
regarding the business model was one of PlayTV’s investors. He also became 
a dominant actor in the adaptation of the existing business model by specifi-
cally articulating the need to redefine what they were doing:  

When we invested in PlayTV there was a “guiding business plan” (inriktning-
saffärsplan) around the trend: who the customers were, what the value proposi-
tion was for different groups etc. There was also a “business case” – a document 
with the economic calculations. And it’s good to have all that to be able to check 
out how things actually turned out and how much the actual advertising reve-
nues turned out to be etc. but it’s important not to get stuck in that description 
of how to succeed. We just have to start all over again and admit to ourselves 
that now we have this many viewers, and above all, how do we make money as 
quickly as possible? Because if you have a positive cash flow, you own your 
future. Otherwise, you will become dependent upon investors but it’s way more 
fun to make money from customers than from the investors.159  

 
The investor used “the Business Model Canvas”, which is a popular and much 
used strategic management and entrepreneurial tool, at the workshop. During 
the workshop, the business model was used to test new assumptions and to 
challenge established ones that had up until that moment guided the entrepre-
neurial actions. It was again put into service to create meaning about perceived 
opportunities and to notice and bracket the flow of new streams of information 
and cues that were generated. Many uncertainties were discussed and elabo-
rated on during the workshop and new solutions were launched to better the 

                                                      
158 Ibid 
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prospects of a more focused distribution. This would, in turn, increase the con-
version rates and hence the possibilities for even more profitable relationships 
with their sponsors. As a result of the workshop, the participants created a new 
business model that became their new recipe in the following organizational 
activities.  
 
Sensebreaking had required some major organizational changes in terms of 
routines and competencies. The case study notably showed the importance of 
leadership in managing a sensebreaking strategy. The symbolic value of the 
assistant CEO and the support he received from the investor were important 
for organizational members. Despite some resistance to the new ideals, most 
staff indicated that they felt part of the new direction. During the business 
model workshop, new directions for the firm had been outlined and more fo-
cus was put on acquiring and converting viewers.  
 
One outcome of this was that a new organizational chart was drawn and new 
competence areas were recognized as critical for the growth and/or survival 
of the firm. Other concrete organizational actions stemming from the work-
shop were notably the recruitment of new “expert” employees (who had no 
attachment to the previously dominant interpretive schemes). The newly hired 
PR manager immediately started to seek appropriate collaborations for the 
marketing and distribution of PlayTV’s content. This was an outcome of 
sensebreaking whereby they had cleared their minds of the earlier perceived 
possibilities and now focused on creating new ones. The PR manager worked 
intensely with identifying valuable collaborations based on their business-to-
consumer logic: 

PlayTV should be a channel that pops up everywhere. Because our business 
today is not based on advertising revenues, but on sponsoring revenues… that 
is an entirely new business model. As a consequence, the established production 
firms now perceive us as a commercial channel, just like any other. And here 
are even more revenue opportunities…160 

 
However, not long after testing and acting on the business-to-consumer im-
perative, the management had to conclude that neither had that strategy been 
successful. These comments from the chairman expressed that concern: 

The entire business model that we redeveloped during and after the business 
model workshop proved not to be working… At least we tried to be a “mobile 
play channel” but it just didn’t work. We would need extremely large amounts 
of marketing money to profile us as a channel. And it needs to be put in the 
perspective of “how are we gonna find the viewers?”  
 

                                                      
160 Interview with PR manager, 2013-09-11 
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The viewers just needed to flood in and then watch the pre-rolls in order for us 
to generate any revenues. To build a channel proved to be tremendously costly 
and the number of viewers needed to just earn a penny (krona) was gigantic. 
But we stuck with the channel idea and tried different things.161  

 
These quotations notably demonstrate another wave of sensebreaking after 
having tried their best to be a business-to-consumer firm. Eventually, with the 
Maestro merger, new cues were identified, around which PlayTV organiza-
tional members were called to create meaning. As described in the first order 
report, PlayTV returned to their initial idea of being a production firm. Actors 
motivated and rationalized this move by arguing that it was what they knew 
and were good at. Being a production firm now allowed for them to identify 
two new revenue opportunities. They could either make a profit from branded 
content, whereby they produced editorial content for a customer. Or they 
could generate revenues from selling their productions to established broad-
cast networks such as TV4 or SVT. Hence, this departure from the initial vi-
sions of the founder turned PlayTV into a “traditional” production firm oper-
ating in a relatively traditional fashion with a mainstream business model. 
 
This change in strategic orientation, which again required the firm and its 
members to break with the previously held interpretive schemes, did not ap-
peal to all members of the firm and its audiences. The founder announced that 
he wanted to leave the organization and several actors within the “family and 
friends” category of early investors did not accept the reorientation of the busi-
ness model. When the business model and organizational identity moved to-
wards being a production firm selling productions to the broadcasters’ online 
play channels, they raised critical voices. Despite the fact that advertising 
profits were low, they did not want to abandon the idea of becoming a channel. 
As explained by the chairman: 

They (some friends and family investors) just weren’t very understanding of 
our situation. And the awareness this could go down the drain… well, that 
didn’t exist among them. Instead, they accused us of having failed by going 
“too wide”. They said we should have been more focused and narrow in our 
distribution. But if we had done that, we would have acquired even fewer view-
ers and consequently less revenue… But we simply couldn’t discuss this with 
them.162 

 
Despite the improvisational character of entrepreneurial behavior, the PlayTV 
case illustrates how the business model became a central part of the firm’s 
planning activities. The organizational actors used it as a strategy tool for in-
ternal and external use. The planning activity and the need to document and 
motivate their strategies and visions in a business plan was a way of dealing 
                                                      
161 Interview with chairman of the board, 2013-12-03 
162 Ibid 
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with uncertainty, evaluating opportunities and reducing information shortage 
while sensegiving to their stakeholders. Similarly, after the acquisition, when 
all focus was on developing their distribution network, a new person was re-
cruited and her first task was to produce a new business plan where meaning 
was created and uncertainty reduced around the possibilities for expanding 
their distribution.  

 
Following the acquisition, PlayTV furthermore saw themselves more as a pro-
duction firm. Hence, this led to further perceived potential. Some organiza-
tional actors gained greater confidence to produce their own scripted content 
to be sold to the linear TV broadcasters’ online channels. The new business 
model can be seen as influenced by Maestro’s more “traditional” business 
logic. The revenue model was subsequently updated into revenues generated 
both from sponsoring (AFP) and from the pure sales of content.  

6.5 Discussion on opportunity development as 
sensemaking 

 
The path of an entrepreneurial journey is neither entirely planned nor entirely 
circumstantial, but concerns interaction between entrepreneurial purposeful-
ness and contingent environments within the parameters of the venture 
emergence system. 
Selden and Fletcher (2015 p 606) 

 
As previously mentioned, sensemaking is widely used within organizational 
studies as an explanatory mechanism to understand what it helps to accom-
plish for other important processes such as, e.g., strategic change, learning, 
innovation, business networks, mergers and acquisitions (e.g. Gioia, Thomas, 
Clark, & Chittipeddi, 1994; Henneberg, Naudé, & Mouzas, 2010; Maitlis & 
Christianson, 2014; Monin, Noorderhaven, Vaara, & Kroon, 2013). It has ac-
cordingly been used in a similar fashion, in this thesis, to explore entrepre-
neurial actions in the ambiguous context of technological change. Besides in-
forming the entrepreneurial process literature of how sensemaking has ena-
bled the pursuit of opportunity development, the results also contribute to un-
derstanding how sensemaking is accomplished on a more general level. Below 
follows a brief discussion of the implications of the results in relation to both 
organizational sensemaking in general and the entrepreneurial process litera-
ture in particular. 
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6.5.1 The accomplishment of sensemaking 
As acknowledged in previous literature, sensemaking is triggered by cues such 
as unexpected events or situations for which the meaning is surprising, con-
fusing, ambiguous or for which the outcomes are uncertain. In the present 
study, the technological change of digitalization prompted the quest for mean-
ing among the involved individuals. In line with what is stressed by Maitlis 
and Christianson (2014), the empirical inquiry revealed that it was not neces-
sarily the unexpected events themselves that triggered sensemaking to occur, 
but the discrepancy between the individuals’ expectations and what they ex-
perienced. Notably, frustration about the fact that the new technologies were 
not being taken advantage of within the established TV and film industry 
caused the founder to interpret what was happening and reflect on what to do 
about it.  
 
This illustrates how one’s understandings of the nature of change and the ex-
perience of a discrepancy is subjective. It is not only about what one sees that 
determines one’s actions, but how one perceives those situations. The founder 
particularly pointed to other people and organizations in the industry as miss-
ing out on the digital opportunities. Moreover, the empirical data also indi-
cated how this individual and subjective feeling was reinforced and impacted 
by others sharing the same worldview. In the previous analysis, the notion of 
“self-selection” was used, illustrating how people from similar backgrounds 
and sharing the same visions are attracted to and consequently self-select to 
become part of the collective meaning making of their environment.  
 
Another insight from the study reinforces the perspective of sensemaking as a 
social endeavor. While some definitions of sensemaking depart from a cogni-
tive process described in terms of developing frameworks or mental models, 
a more recent way of framing sensemaking is as a social process that occurs 
between people as meanings are negotiated and mutually constructed (Maitlis 
& Christianson, 2014). The present study revealed the latter, namely the social 
processes through which sensemaking was accomplished. Along the lines of 
Maitlis (2005), the empirical data hence illustrated how the individuals inter-
preted their environment and, through interactions with others, constructed 
accounts that allowed them to comprehend the world and act collectively (p 
21).  
 
In this process, there was, however, a strong impact of leaders whose influence 
varied over the course of time. In a study of symphony orchestras, Maitlis 
(2005) distinguishes between different forms of sensemaking processes de-
pending on the influence of the leader. A “guided” form of sensemaking oc-
curs when leaders are active as “sensegivers” by constructing and promoting 
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explanations of events and of the process (p 35). This was notably what tran-
spired in the case of PlayTV. Initially, the founder influenced the direction of 
the sensemaking activity as his vision guided the framing of the opportunity. 
He thus acted as a “sensegiver” by setting the agenda of what events, features 
and circumstances in the external environment to interpret and make meaning 
around. This type of guided sensemaking, which was evidently infused by re-
cruiting individuals sharing similar experiences and mind sets, also led to the 
production of accounts that were rather unitary. These unitary accounts of the 
idea and direction of the firm had positive implications at the level of oppor-
tunity confidence experienced by the involved actors. As the activities of the 
firm proceeded into the sensebreaking mode, where the established interpre-
tive schemes became challenged, new symbolic leaders took over as active 
sensegivers. The chairman of the board and one of the investors continued this 
guided form of sensemaking. Thus, the opportunity development process of 
PlayTV brought to the fore both collective and leadership guided modes. Col-
lectively the actors engaged in seeking and pursuing a unified idea of the fu-
ture of the firm, influenced by sensegivers who guided them.  
 
Moreover, intersubjective meaning was achieved through discussions be-
tween these entrepreneurial actors and the stakeholders. Collective narratives 
and metaphors were constructed and frequently used, such as highlighting that 
they were striving to become a channel, an outlet for film producers and/or a 
production firm. Furthermore, the actors also used devices as tools for their 
sensemaking activities in order to achieve intersubjective meaning 
(Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001). The business model (as is further discussed be-
low) served as a boundary object in the process of arriving at a unified and 
mutual understanding, i.e. an intersubjective meaning, of the value of the pro-
spective firm.  
 
On a final note, this study brought the temporal orientation of sensemaking to 
the limelight, something that has been disputed among several scholars 
(Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). The more traditional Weickian approach treats 
sensemaking as a retrospective activity, one that can occur only as one looks 
back over action that has already taken place (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). 
However, more recently sensemaking has been suggested as something that 
can also orient the future as a capacity to imagine alternative possibilities 
(Gephart, Topal, & Zhang, 2010; Kaplan & Orlikowski, 2013). In a study of 
temporal work, Kaplan and Orlikowski (2013) empirically demonstrate the 
interplay among interpretations of the past, present and future in order to fur-
ther the understanding of how time is treated in strategic management re-
search. The empirical case in the present work indicates similar results.  
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In the process of going from idea to market, the entrepreneurial actors were 
frequently engaged in interpreting and making connections between both ret-
rospective and prospective elements. This was particularly manifested in how 
the founder explained and legitimized the idea of the firm as a natural evolu-
tion of how distribution and consumption of TV and film had historically 
evolved, at the same time pointing to desired future events and phenomena. 
Moreover, expanding internationally and engaging in e-commerce were often 
emphasized as part of PlayTV’s strategic plans even though it had not started 
as an operating business at the time.  
 
By illustrating how entrepreneurial artifacts such as the new venture idea and 
the business model were used as sensemaking devices to create plausible fu-
ture accounts and draw connections between various means-end relationships, 
the study informs present understanding of the issues of temporality in sense-
making processes. Furthermore, during sensegiving the entrepreneurial actors 
‘acted as if’ by manifesting a sense of already living in the future they tried to 
convince their prospective stakeholders about. This kind of future oriented 
sensemaking can be explained as a given within entrepreneurship studies and 
is, according to Gartner et al. (1992), the phenomenon that differs organiza-
tional emergence from the taken for granted world of the existing organiza-
tion. Thus, the findings of the present inquiry advance the “post-Weickian” 
approach to sensemaking (Gephart et al., 2010) by highlighting the temporal 
interplay between the past, present and future.  

6.5.2 The contribution of sensemaking to opportunity 
development 
The second part of the discussion proceeds to a more specific level as one of 
the main contributions of the thesis is the inquiry into what sensemaking ac-
complishes and how it informs the opportunity development process. 
 
Weick (2001) argues that instead of discussing organizing “and” sensemak-
ing, it is more helpful to talk about organizing “as”, “through” or “for” sense-
making (p 95). In this spirit, this analysis has emphasized opportunity devel-
opment as a sensemaking process progressing through different modes. 
Hence, similar to what is earlier suggested by Weick, opportunities can be 
seen to emerge and develop from the sensemaking activities that take place 
between the individuals and the context they are making sense about. The 
analysis used three major modes as an explanatory framework for how the 
external enablers, the new venture idea, the business model and the oppor-
tunity confidence emerged, developed and interrelated over time. Through ep-
isodes of sensemaking, sensegiving and sensebreaking taking place in a se-
quential and reciprocal fashion, the idea guiding the actions went from embryo 
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to a refined new venture idea to an operating business venture. The analysis 
also brought the “doings” of opportunity development to the fore by particu-
larly shedding light on the mundane activities involved in the process. More-
over, it illustrated the impact of identity (external, organizational and per-
sonal) on the process. 
 
The figure below is empirically generated from the PlayTV case and shows 
how the four opportunity components appeared in each sensemaking mode. 
Moreover, it provides a summary of the most central activities that took place 
(see Fig. 29). This way of describing opportunity development “as” or 
“through” sensemaking consequently provides an alternative way of under-
standing early entrepreneurial processes.  
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some of the main contributions of sensemaking will be discussed in relation 
to the entrepreneurial process literature. These result in a framework for op-
portunity development containing the most central aspects.  

The theoretical review discussed ways of advancing the current understanding 
of entrepreneurial processes. A recent stream of research suggests that turning 
our focus to the interactions between individuals and the situation in which 
they operate would open up new possibilities for future research and extend 
our understanding of entrepreneurial phenomena (Eckhardt & Shane, 2013; 
Shepherd, 2015; Venkataraman et al., 2012). The present study answers this 
call and its insights thus offer a development of the individual-opportunity 
nexus by shedding light on the action and interaction between the entrepreneur 
and his/her context. Consequently, these findings add to prior and related ex-
planations embedding individual entrepreneurs within their social contexts 
(e.g. Cornelissen & Clarke, 2010; Garud & Karnøe, 2003; McMullen & 
Shepherd, 2006; Wiltbank et al., 2006).  
 
First and as touched upon above, one outcome of the present study is the em-
phasis placed on the connection between individuals and their context. By 
shedding light on the external enablers as triggers for the emerging new ven-
ture idea, this study elucidates the conditions that caused these individuals to 
engage in sensemaking in the first place. The sensemaking approach thus ac-
centuated how these aggregate level circumstances were perceived and nego-
tiated by the founder and other actors. In line with previous research, the find-
ings indicate that prior experience and mental frames, i.e. individual level cir-
cumstances, direct what external triggers are observed, evaluated and eventu-
ally turned into opportunity beliefs. This accentuates the entanglement of 
external conditions and subjective cognition stressed and debated in previous 
studies. The findings also demonstrate how the early sensemaking efforts 
evolved from an individual to a collective endeavour, as the founder engaged 
in conversations with people in his close surroundings and subsequently with 
a broader audience constituted of stakeholders and prospective partners. 
 
Cornelissen and Clarke (2010) elaborate on how entrepreneurs construct 
meaning about novel ventures for themselves and others in the early stages of 
the venture creation process. They refer to how entrepreneurs create an “image 
or scene of the venture” (p 549), which is altered and modified throughout the 
entrepreneurial process. By seeking the necessary support from relevant stake-
holders and resource providers, the image of the venture is reinforced, adapted 
and replaced. The PlayTV case strengthens this notion of inductive reasoning 
as central to how entrepreneurs visualize and enact novel opportunities. As the 
founder and the first employees started to engage in sensemaking and 
sensegiving to prospective stakeholders and partners, the idea of the emerging 
venture became shaped according to these meetings’ outcomes. This social 
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aspect of opportunity development also feeds empirical evidence into the ef-
fectual logic where each stakeholder is considered to have a say in the emerg-
ing artifact. As expressed by Sarasvathy and Dew (2005) “… commitment 
decisions seek to shape what the pie will be rather than how to divide it” (p 
402).  
 
Second, the present study enlarges the role of action in sensemaking as it both 
creates more cues for sensemaking and also serves to test provisional under-
standing generated through prior sensemaking (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; 
Weick, 2001). Hence, an outcome of the actions the entrepreneurial actors en-
gaged in was the construction of exchange relationships and eventually a mar-
ket, thus affecting the market level. This reciprocal influence between action 
and the environment is known as “enactment” and has similarly been incor-
porated in prior studies of nascent entrepreneurs and the creation of markets 
(see e.g. Santos & Eisenhardt, 2009).  
 
The inductive and collective creation of entrepreneurial artifacts leads to the 
third implication of the inquiry, namely how intersubjective meaning was 
achieved. Besides using language and metaphors, as addressed in previous 
studies (Cornelissen, Clarke, & Cienki, 2012; Hill & Levenhagen, 1995), the 
empirical data and the results of the analysis indicate that the entrepreneurial 
actors also used artifacts as devices in their sensemaking activities. Moreover, 
they describe how these artifacts were the outcomes of those same activities. 
As stressed conceptually by Venkataraman et al. (2012), most entrepreneurial 
opportunities have to be made “through the actions and interactions of stake-
holders in the enterprise, using materials and concepts found in the world. 
Opportunities are, in fact, artifacts. And their making involves transforming 
the extant world into new possibilities” (p 26). The present findings thus add 
empirical evidence to and inform the similar reasoning of, e.g., Selden and 
Fletcher (2015), Venkataraman et al. (2012) and Sarasvathy (2003; 2008) of 
entrepreneurship inquiry as a “science of the artificial”. This line of research 
emphasizes how elements of the internal environment interact with those of 
the external. Hence, it connects the entrepreneur’s cognition, emotions, ac-
tions and aspirations with external elements such as market structures, insti-
tutions or institutional voids, stakeholders, resources, or cofounders 
(Venkataraman et al., 2012 p 23). Selden and Fletcher (2015) specifically con-
ceptualize the entrepreneurial journey as an “emergent hierarchical system of 
entrepreneurial artifact creating processes” (p 603). The authors stress how 
entrepreneurs design artifacts that are functional to the creation of entrepre-
neurial markets under conditions of genuine uncertainty.  
 
The new venture idea and the business model are notably brought to the fore 
as artifacts emerging at the early stages of venture emergence, similar to what 
Selden and Fletcher refer to as the lower level subsystems: “an entrepreneurial 
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sensemaking subsystem creates a business idea (artifact), which is functional 
to interaction in entrepreneur–stakeholder subsystems, and the emergence of 
an operational business model (artifact)” (p 606). This conceptualization finds 
empirical bearing in the journey of PlayTV as these artifacts emerged, were 
deliberately developed and functioned as devices in the exploration and ex-
ploitation of the latent opportunity.  
 
Selden and Fletcher further argue that the more tangible a venture becomes, 
the more the means-end relationships of the business idea and business model 
become embedded and embodied in the routine capabilities and systems of the 
operational business (p 610). These means-end relationships are continuously 
evaluated through interaction with the environment and hence provide feed-
back that transforms or completely alters them (Ibid). This was notably 
brought to the fore in the analysis, as the new venture idea and business model 
emerged and evolved according to the sensemaking modes. The activities 
undertaken while sensemaking, sensegiving and sensebreaking particularly il-
lustrate how the involved actors engaged in this continuous evaluation of both 
the new venture idea and the business model in relation to the market. In par-
ticular, sensebreaking illustrates how the actors had to challenge and change 
the routine capabilities that had been established during the first phases of the 
venture’s development. Thus, the results of the analysis indicate how these 
artifacts both constrained and enabled subsequent events (i.e. the “dual roles 
of commitment”) and eventually became challenged through the active en-
gagement in sensebreaking.  
 
Fourth, this present study empirically demonstrates the influence of oppor-
tunity confidence on sustaining this process of action and cognition underlin-
ing opportunity development. If we again consider the four components, the 
new venture idea and the business model were both the devices for and out-
comes of making connections with the external enablers. The opportunity 
confidence, on the other hand, was the result of the actors’ continuous evalu-
ations (from negative to positive) of these components. As such, opportunity 
confidence is vital for the continuation or abandonment of entrepreneurial ac-
tions. It can also vary in degree among different members of the organization 
or among different stakeholders (Davidsson, 2015). Opportunity confidence 
hence provides an explanation for the individual and collective assessments 
of these means-ends relationships and consequently impacts both the favora-
bility of the opportunity at hand and the notion of entrepreneurial self-efficacy.  
 
Engaging in planning activities is one way to reduce financial and competitive 
uncertainty which increases entrepreneurial self-efficacy (McCann & Vroom, 
2015 p 629). The results of the study strengthen arguments by previous schol-
ars on the importance of planning activities on firm formation and firm per-
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formance. Sensemaking was notably achieved through activities such as con-
ducting market research, gathering information, developing financial projec-
tions, writing and rewriting a business plan and learning about the value of the 
opportunity. Moreover, as emphasized by McCann and Vroom (2015), the 
continuous evaluation of the entrepreneurial opportunity generates increased 
knowledge, that in turn “boosts the strength of the nascent’s belief in the abil-
ity to perform successfully as an entrepreneur” (p 619). This hence aligns the 
present study with findings by, e.g., Delmar and Shane (2003), McCann and 
Vroom (2015), Dimov (2010), Manolova, Edelman, Brush, and Rotefoss 
(2012).  

6.5.3 A framework for opportunity development 
On the basis of the analysis and the discussions of the contributions of sense-
making for the understanding of entrepreneurial processes, I consequently 
propose a framework for opportunity development. This framework empha-
sizes opportunity development as a sensemaking process progressing through 
the different modes discussed above. Moreover, it emphasizes the “sense-
maker” by departing from the point of view of the involved actor(s). Under-
pinning this framework is the perspective of sensemaking as a socially situated 
process by which individuals construct meaning while engaging with their ex-
ternal environment in the creation of artifacts. It hence demonstrates how the 
internal environment of the entrepreneur (subjective cognition) interacts with 
elements of the external environment (external conditions) by connecting the 
four different levels – aggregate, market, venture and individual – discussed 
in previous chapter. The framework illustrates how opportunity development 
spans all levels and how intersubjective meaning is achieved through the cre-
ation of the business model and the new venture idea as entrepreneurial arti-
facts. 
 
On a conceptual level, the results of this analysis show similarities to the sem-
inal study on strategic change performed by Gioia and Chittipeddi (1991) 
which results in a framework for understanding the early stages of strategic 
change in terms of 'sensemaking' and 'sensegiving' (p 443-444). In the case 
report and the subsequent analysis, the sensemaking modes are presented and 
treated in a sequential and recursive fashion. Particularly the empirical phases; 
emerging idea, launching the idea, reorientation and acquisition, correspond 
to the cycle of sensemaking, sensegiving and sensebreaking. Important to note 
however, is that these modes can iterate and overlap depending on the com-
ponents and the outcome of the respective modes.  
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the sensegiving activities, but are equally shaped and impacted by the encoun-
ters. The “beta business model” is tested by involving and engaging external 
audiences in negotiations to establish exchange relationships. Through these 
interactions and encounters, the entrepreneurial actors are continuously ex-
posed to contingencies and challenges that trigger new cues for means-ends 
relationships. Thus, the external enablers that are perceived are mostly the re-
sults of action undertaken by the entrepreneurial actors (e.g. such as deliberate 
encounters or unforeseen events). The favorability for the idea is being trans-
mitted to and tested on the external audiences and depending on their ac-
ceptance opportunity confidence is strengthened or diminished. 
 
If the decision to exploit the perceived opportunity continues, the business 
model is operationalized and transformed into a “business model-in-use” with 
established exchange relationships between various partners. Thus, in the fol-
lowing interactions between the business model and its market, the business 
model is put to the test. If the imagined transactions and exchange partners 
fail to contribute to the anticipated value generation and capture, they become 
rejected which causes a sensebreaking situation. Similar to sensemaking, the 
sensebreaking mode is mainly characterized by internal cognitive activity, i.e. 
understanding, as the actors(s) decide to challenge and break with existent in-
terpretive schemes. Opportunity confidence is eventually momentarily broken 
due to the lack of belief in the new venture idea/business model. Through 
sensebreaking with previously made assumptions and beliefs, new uncertain-
ties about effects and responses (Milliken, 1987) can be recognized, which 
again causes sensemaking, sensegiving and sensebreaking to occur (see the 
arrow in Fig. 30 symbolizing the continuation of the process). In the new 
sensemaking phase, the focus becomes to identify new external factors and 
consequently redesign and improve both the new venture idea and the business 
model in order to regain opportunity confidence. 
 
This framework adds to entrepreneurial process studies by extending the indi-
vidual-opportunity nexus to include the actions and interactions between the 
entrepreneur and the external environment. It provides a method for both un-
derstanding and practicing entrepreneurship that does not take the entrepre-
neurial opportunity for granted but sees it as an outcome of successful action 
and interaction. As such, it is particularly applicable in early stage entrepre-
neurial settings and under conditions of uncertainty. As stressed at the begin-
ning of the thesis, the opportunity construct as used in the bulk of entrepre-
neurship research is not fully operable in prospective and uncertain settings 
since it only retrospectively accounts for an opportunity. This framework thus 
provides an alternative by focusing on the four opportunity components in 
relation to their surrounding and evolving context.  
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7 Concluding discussion 

How can I know what I think until I see what I say? 
Weick (1995) 

 
Entrepreneurs play a vital role in today’s society. Judging by the amount of 
attention they get in the media, one could easily argue that they are ascribed 
the status of rock stars. They are portrayed as change agents capable of im-
proving the way we live and work. They are praised for contributing to boost-
ing the economy of their communities or countries by creating wealth and job 
opportunities. In addition, they are frequently held up to be initiators of social 
change, counteracting social injustice or environmental challenges. It goes 
without saying that entrepreneurship plays a fundamental role in the economy 
and thus, the outcomes of entrepreneurship research are often used as input in 
national policy regulations or as practical advice for students or anyone aspir-
ing to become an entrepreneur. As stressed at the beginning of this thesis, it 
is, however, not entirely unproblematic to describe and teach entrepreneurial 
behavior and phenomena without reducing the observed into causal explana-
tions and recommendations on “how to”.  
 
This is all the more significant when we consider the context of technological 
change and development. How are we to make sense of the unanticipated ways 
these circumstances can lead to new opportunities for value creation and the 
development of new businesses? And how are we to study and make recom-
mendations on entrepreneurial actions related to outcomes or events for which 
the potential is inexplicable? Venkataraman et al. (2012) extend this line of 
thought by saying that a possibility for future work is offered by the notion of 
even designing demand itself: “In environments of increasingly disposable in-
come and an explosion of technological capabilities, market necessities and 
gaps or errors in balancing forces become less important than the sheer temp-
tation of the possible” (p 30). 
 
This thesis should hence be seen as an effort to contribute knowledge and un-
derstanding of how ideas are shaped, opportunities identified and markets cre-
ated in relation to environments of high uncertainty. It has investigated the 
construct of entrepreneurial opportunities by particularly looking at the pro-
cess in which they are identified and exploited. Furthermore, it has connected 
opportunity and business model research through the empirical investigation 
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of a start-up process in a new technology firm. The PlayTV case was deliber-
ately chosen for its capacity to provide real time data on the process in which 
an idea related to new technologies came into being, evolved and eventually 
became established in the marketplace. Throughout the thesis, this process has 
been referred to as opportunity development. Chapter 5 investigated and 
brought the most important components of that process to the fore. Chapter 6 
analyzed how it was pursued by theoretical support from organizational sense-
making. This final section of the thesis thus strives to make retrospective sense 
of the findings by discussing them in relation to previous research as well as 
placing them within the everyday practice of entrepreneurship. A prospective 
attempt for sensemaking is also made, by opening the avenue for future re-
search.  

7.1 Theoretical implications  
This thesis contributes to existing theory in several ways with its main contri-
butions providing the below implications for the entrepreneurial opportunity 
and process literatures as well as to the business model literature.  

7.1.1 The concept of entrepreneurial opportunity  
The first aim of the study was to answer the research question relating to what 
an entrepreneurial opportunity is comprised of by clarifying the construct in 
terms of what aspiring entrepreneurs do. On a conceptual level, the results of 
the study can be used to advance both theoretical and empirical work on en-
trepreneurial processes. The concept of opportunity has long been central to 
entrepreneurship research as part of the non-actor component of the entrepre-
neurship nexus. Whereas much research effort has been directed towards en-
terprising individuals by investigating their traits, characteristics and heuris-
tics, other scholars have sought to come to terms with the nature of the oppor-
tunity necessary for entrepreneurial action to occur. Needless to say, the op-
portunity concept is not entirely uncomplicated, especially if we base our 
assumptions on the fact that it is not an objective phenomenon providing room 
for the creation of new economic activities for anyone with the right skills or 
knowledge. Thus, several scholars have raised critical voices and have scruti-
nized the application of the opportunity construct in entrepreneurship re-
search. One of the main concerns has been the empirical truthfulness and ro-
bustness of the concept (Gartner et al., 2003). This thesis notably addressed 
the construct ambiguity put forth by, e.g., Davidsson (2015), Klein (2008), 
Dimov (2011), Davidsson and Tonelli (2013) and Wennberg and Berglund 
(2014) by exploring what represents an opportunity in an emergent entrepre-
neurial setting and what entrepreneurs do when they engage in opportunity 
development.  
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The empirical findings indicated that it is more relevant to perceive an entre-
preneurial opportunity as an ongoing process rather than as a concept or a 
specific phenomenon. This hence relates to and extends extant work by, e.g., 
Klein (2008), Berglund (2007), Dimov (2011) and Venkataraman et al. 
(2012), stressing the opportunity as an imagined construct serving to guide 
and inspire entrepreneurial action. The process perspective notably brought 
the latent character of the opportunity to the fore as something that is kept 
ongoing and maintained by the cognitions and actions of the involved actors.  
 
The results of the second order analysis suggested that investigations into 
early entrepreneurial processes could become theoretically more robust and 
empirically better rooted if the opportunity construct was more precisely de-
fined. This consequently supports Davidsson (2015) in his argumentation that 
if we are to capture and understand all ideas developed under the opportunity 
label, more than one construct is needed (p 675). Through an examination of 
the informants’ constructs and with the theoretical underpinnings provided by 
Davidsson (2015) and Dimov (2011) in particular, a conceptual framework 
was developed. This reinterpreted the notion of opportunity as consisting of 
four components that are empirically relevant and accessible to the studied 
phenomenon. These critical components were suggested to distinguish and 
better understand early entrepreneurial processes. External enablers, the new 
venture idea, the business model and opportunity confidence were put forth in 
order to make the opportunity construct empirically accessible and operable 
in future studies of new venture creation processes. Moreover, through repre-
senting different levels – aggregate, market, venture and individual – the 
framework demonstrated the interplay between all levels necessary in order to 
achieve a final realization and/or market acceptance for the new venture idea. 
Thus, the framework supports and extends the recognized notions within en-
trepreneurship studies of the entanglement of external conditions and subjec-
tive cognitions. 

7.1.2 The process of opportunity development 
The second aim of the study was to investigate how opportunity development 
is pursued, which moves the concluding discussion to a processual level with 
particular implications for process theory development within entrepreneur-
ship studies. 
 
Viewing opportunity development as a sensemaking process brought the con-
tinuous development and iterations between the internal and external environ-
ment to the fore. It also allowed us to see how the four components were in-
terrelated from the viewpoint of the involved actors. Moreover, the process 
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spanned both beliefs and actions, an interplay which has largely been ne-
glected particularly within the entrepreneurial cognition literature. The results 
particularly contribute to the interactive and intersubjective perspectives on 
opportunity development, putting great emphasis on the interaction between 
individuals and the environment in which they operate (Shepherd, 2015; 
Venkataraman et al., 2012).  
 
As mentioned above, Venkataraman et al. (2012) suggest we understand op-
portunities as contingent phenomena by seeing them in a process of “interac-
tions among (the) objective, subjective, and intersubjective” (p 25). Along the 
same lines, Sarasvathy et al. (2009) stress the notion of “multivocality” as a 
central quality to action striving to reach “sufficient appeals to multiple stake-
holders at once” (p 276). In the same spirit, Venkataraman et al. (2012) and 
Selden and Fletcher (2015) conceptualize new venture creation as processes 
of design, where artifacts are the results of the actions and interactions of the 
entrepreneurs and their stakeholders. This way of theorizing opportunity de-
velopment found empirical bearings in the present study, by bringing to the 
fore the different components of the opportunity framework as products of 
human design. It was proposed that these products were created through en-
trepreneurial agents’ action and their interaction with their external environ-
ment. Every emergence or creation of an artifact, such as a new venture idea 
or a business model, could hence be seen as an advancement of the overall 
process of developing and shaping an opportunity (which, as stressed previ-
ously, is in fact also an artifact). Selden and Fletcher (2015) argue “the entre-
preneurial journey emerges according to the principle that abstract entrepre-
neurial artifacts created at lower levels are designed as contextual to the emer-
gence of more tangible artifacts at higher levels” (p 604). Along these lines 
the results also empirically strengthen the notion of entrepreneurial agency 
being distributed across different kinds of actors generating inputs to the 
emerging artifacts (Garud & Karnøe, 2003). 
 
Thus, the results of this thesis empirically strengthen the view of entrepreneur-
ship as a “science of the artificial”. Originating from the work of Herbert Si-
mon (1996), this is a perspective of entrepreneurial inquiry from which 
entrepreneurs are seen to design artifacts that are functional to the creation of 
entrepreneurial markets under conditions of genuine uncertainty (Selden & 
Fletcher, 2015 p 605). Entrepreneurial artifacts are emergent outcomes of 
practical activities and can take the form of, for example, ventures, firms, 
opportunities and markets. In other words, a science of the artificial studies 
how artifacts emerge at the boundary between inner and outer environments 
as an embodiment of human purpose and as context to future activities 
(Sarasvathy, 2003; Venkataraman et al., 2012). Consequently, investigating 
the process of opportunity development, particularly in uncertain and forward-
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looking contexts, can benefit both theoretically and empirically by drawing 
upon the understanding and study of the process as a science of the artificial. 
 
Furthermore, the sensemaking framework for opportunity development give 
empirical evidence to the nuances of effectual behavior by demonstrating how 
both effectual and causal logics were present and became altered throughout 
the opportunity development process. This was particularly emphasized dur-
ing sensemaking and sensebreaking where much time and effort was devoted 
to making plans by trying to control and frame uncertainties. Planning thus 
nuances the “true” effectual character of entrepreneurial processes. Planning 
was emphasized as an important activity by the involved actors. This was not 
only for the obvious reasons of creating legitimacy and trust among the audi-
ences presented with these plans, but equally for the sake of creating an un-
derstanding for the direction and goal of the emerging enterprise. The dual 
logic was also embodied in the founder, who alternated between being a 
dreamer and visionary to becoming more of a rational agent seeking to opti-
mize his choices. This observation particularly brings clarity to an understud-
ied challenge touched upon by Alvarez et al. (2013), namely if and how the 
same decision maker can effectively engage in both causal and effectual be-
havior simultaneously. These empirical insights and framework for oppor-
tunity development shed light on the two reasoning modes as situational and 
dependent on the mode of sensemaking. 
 
The framework for opportunity development also contributes to address the 
favorability issue associated with entrepreneurial opportunities. As discussed 
in Chapter 2, with its positive and promising undertone, as a notion, “the op-
portunity” falls short in accounting for start-up attempts that eventually be-
come abandoned. Davidsson (2015) argues that the favorability connotation 
of opportunity is highly problematic in forward-looking research in that it ex-
plains only action and success, but not inaction and failure (p 676). I conse-
quently argue that using the framework for opportunity development sug-
gested in this thesis would enhance explanations for decisions and reasons for 
abandoning ongoing entrepreneurial projects. The four different components 
(external enabler, business model, new venture idea and opportunity confi-
dence) and three modes (sensemaking, sensegiving and sensebreaking) can all 
be used to elaborate on the proper causes behind failed start-up attempts that 
go beyond simple descriptions of the flaws or demotivation of the entrepre-
neur. 
 
Second, the present study contributes to filling an empirical gap within the 
entrepreneurship literature by shedding a light on how business models are 
used in the process of new venture creation. The framework for opportunity 
development demonstrates how the business model is both an outcome of and 
a device for operationalizing the new venture idea and taking it a step further 
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to the market. The business model evolved in accordance with the 
sensemaking phases from what I referred to as espoused business model, to 
beta business model and to business model in-use. Central to the sensemaking 
and sensegiving efforts were notably the actions surrounding defining and ne-
gotiating value for the prospective stakeholder groups. The business model 
was mainly used for internal purposes during the sensemaking and 
sensebreaking phases and was exhibited externally while sensegiving. The 
framework for opportunity development consequently highlighted the capac-
ity of business models to act as a bridge between technological change and the 
creation of new ventures as stressed by, e.g., Perkmann and Spicer (2010) and 
Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002). Firm formation can hence be explained 
as reaching multivocality through the mutual agreements of values proposed 
and values sought, i.e., between inner and outer environments. In the language 
of the founder, this was illustrated by his guiding notion of achieving a win-
win-win situation.  
 
Along the same lines, the results also have implications for extant business 
model research. As discussed in the beginning of the thesis, recent studies 
have indicated a link between business models and opportunity creation 
(Doganova & Eyquem-Renault, 2009; George & Bock, 2011; Perkmann & 
Spicer, 2010). The results of the present analysis, in particular, contribute to 
and extend what has been discussed within the pragmatist perspective of busi-
ness models. Along the lines of Doganova and Eyquem-Renault (2009) and 
Wallnöfer and Hacklin (2013), the study shows how the business model was 
used as a marketing device in meetings with different (prospective) stake-
holder groups. Specifically, it served a performative role of explaining the fu-
ture value of the firm and the way the firm intended to form the respective 
exchange relationships. Another contribution to the business model literature 
relates to how such models emerge and develop in a new venture (Zott & 
Amit, 2013). Since most business model studies are conducted in markets and 
firms that are assumed to exist, the research is underdeveloped when it comes 
to accounting for how business models emerge in the first place. Similarly to 
the new venture idea, the business model was developed in interaction with 
the social network and prospective stakeholders of the focal firm. Hence, to a 
large extent, it emerged organically as a way to articulate value for prospective 
partners and shareholders and it eventually became more elaborate over time. 
The findings also demonstrated that whereas some of the business model ele-
ments were designed, others were more emergent. This suggests scholars 
should remain open to an inductive approach while studying business models 
as emergent phenomena. In other words, despite the need for being clear about 
the constructs applied in the specific investigation, it is of great importance 
not to impose established business model definitions or frameworks on the 
empirical evidence. 
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7.2 Implications for the practice of entrepreneurship 
As society continues to evolve, we are faced with both opportunities and chal-
lenges related to important issues such as e.g., digitalization, globalization, 
migration and the environment. All these changes require people - entrepre-
neurs and non-entrepreneurs - to make sense of them and form understandings 
of what is happening out there. These shifts might eventually cause disrup-
tions, which allow for new ideas to develop, whereas many established ones 
become obsolete. This is notably what Schumpeter referred to as creative de-
struction and was briefly touched upon in the introductory pilot study, describ-
ing how entrepreneurs create new wealth through innovation that destroys ex-
isting markets. Against this background, the present study leads to a few rec-
ommendations for start-up entrepreneurs and also managers of more estab-
lished organizational settings working in contexts marked by uncertainty and 
change.  

 
First, having studied and analyzed an entrepreneurial process, I argue that the 
outcome of the study could be developed into an entrepreneurial method. The 
reconceptualization of the opportunity construct into a conceptual framework 
could be applied in innovation workshops or teaching situations. The four 
components (external enabler, business model, new venture idea and oppor-
tunity confidence) are foundations for which ideas can be developed and 
tested. The components allow playing around with, which makes it possible 
to use whichever component as a starting point. One such exercise could be to 
identify external enablers related to a specific context and, from those, to de-
velop business models and new venture ideas. The opportunity confidence in 
relation to, e.g., a specific new venture idea could also be measured by focus-
ing at the level of the extent of belief in the idea and the feasibility of oneself 
and/or the team in being able to execute on that idea. Correspondingly, this 
framework could be used for evaluating and assessing already established 
ideas and ventures. Again, for incumbents, measuring the opportunity confi-
dence among the individuals in a team and/or organization could particularly 
be relevant for raising awareness and coming to terms with beliefs related to 
the favourability of their current operations.  
 
In the same spirit, I also see an opportunity to extend the sensemaking modes 
into a process model for practitioners. This insight relates to the logic by which 
new venture ideas are developed and firms are founded. It goes without saying 
that in uncertain contexts where, e.g., monetization and consumer behavior 
are difficult to determine beforehand, it is preferable to behave with the utmost 
flexibility and openness in terms of developing an idea and establishing viable 
market interactions. The present study demonstrated how a firm was devel-
oped from a general broad aspiration which, through sensemaking, 
sensegiving and sensebreaking, evolved into something that was not initially 
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predicted. Hence, I argue that by being aware of and actively working through 
the first two or even a combination of these three stages, entrepreneurs and 
managers can analyze their own activities and the outcomes thereof, which in 
turn can influence sustained or long-term entrepreneurial success. As the 
members of a venture proceed through the different sense related modes, new 
cues can be generated, the new venture idea and the business model can be 
modified and the opportunity confidence can potentially increase. Moreover, 
the sense related modes can be used in combination with the opportunity com-
ponents at workshops, teaching sessions or courses. 
 
Seeing entrepreneurship as a science of the artificial also has practical impli-
cations. Many entrepreneurship methods still assume linear relationships be-
tween events and their outcomes, such as the simplified relationship between 
opportunity, business idea, business model and action. However, the present 
study indicates that one can consider other relationships that are less linear 
and predictable. Thus, the reasoning provided in this thesis encourages us to 
rethink the way we frame opportunities and rather see them as outcomes of 
entrepreneurial processes.  
 
One could even ask, what comes first, the opportunity or the business model? 
This also brings the agency of entrepreneurial artifacts, principally the busi-
ness model, to the fore. The present study demonstrates that while sensemak-
ing, the actors actually engaged in the creation of artifacts by interacting with 
their external environment (prospective stakeholders and the market). The 
findings also indicate that new opportunity beliefs were created as a result of 
effectively working with the business model as a cognitive device to stimulate 
and create market interactions. This suggests that aspiring entrepreneurs and 
managers work with and see their business models as sensemaking devices 
that can identify and shape future opportunities. As a device, it is not only 
used for gaining the support of others, but it is also the outcome of negotiations 
between the internal and external environment. By negotiating around future 
market interactions and value creation mechanisms, the opinions and visions 
of different stakeholders are highlighted. It could thus be of help to conceptu-
alize the business model according to the sense related stages.  
 
In order to be able to create shared understandings in the first place, i.e. a 
common ground for value creation, the “espoused business model” provides 
a first sketch serving as a basis for the negotiations. Once developed, it evolves 
into a “beta business model” which the members of the focal firm test on their 
prospective partners. The final stage is “the business model in use”, represent-
ing the operative reality of the firm once it has launched. Hence, business 
models possess capacities beyond describing the revenue flows of firms. They 
also provide powerful tools for developing new opportunities or remodeling 
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existent ones. Business models, even if they are not yet operationalized, nar-
rate stories and serve as bearers of meaning for the actors inside and outside 
the firm. Managers and entrepreneurs, therefore, ought to reflect upon and be 
aware of these innate capacities of business models.  
 
Second, seeing the entrepreneurial journey as a process in which individuals 
construct meaning together (by interacting with audiences and taking notice 
of emerging elements of their external environment) draws attention to the 
fact that the identification and development of an opportunity is truly a social 
and distributed endeavour. This eventually has implications for the manage-
ment of entrepreneurial processes. Based on the findings of this study, leader-
ship was evidently performed and the importance of the founder should not be 
neglected. However, as opposed to pointing to what to do, the entrepreneurial 
leadership proved to take more of a guided form where the leaders were active 
as “sensegivers” by constructing and promoting understandings and explana-
tions of events and of the entrepreneurial process. Being a guiding leader or a 
“sensegiver” implies that you select which events, features and circumstances 
in the external environment to interpret and make meaning around.  
 
Not only the founding figure, but other symbolic leaders can act as sensegivers 
throughout a start-up process. Sense giving is guided sensemaking. It thus in-
fluences the meanings produced on both an individual and collective level, 
which has a great impact on constructing the socially shared identity of a firm. 
Moreover, it influences the people one attracts and recruits to the emerging 
organization. While sensemaking, one commits to certain ways of seeing and 
understanding the world which reduces uncertainty and speeds up whatever 
process one is engaged in. However, it is also associated with the risk of pro-
ducing a one dimensional worldview and creating blindness and resistance to 
change. For a founder or manager of a start-up venture, it is worthwhile to 
take the long-term impacts of sensemaking into account, since even events 
with relatively small beginnings have the potential to determine the future of 
the firm. 
 
Extending this reasoning, both the organizational and external identities have 
implications for how well a firm can handle and adapt to unforeseen contin-
gencies. The findings demonstrate that the commitment towards certain ways 
of framing and understanding the world can make organizational members 
ignorant to situations or signals that challenge their beliefs and/or identities. 
As already established in the literature on organizational change, incumbent 
organizations often tend to be disadvantaged due to cognitive frames and or-
ganizational identities that are firmly rooted (Tripsas, 2009). However, the 
present study indicates that this risk also applies for new ventures in their early 
days of formation. The background of the founder(s) and the initial recruits, 
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the early beliefs formed around the value structure of the firm and the interac-
tions with (prospective) stakeholders, all contributed to the construction of an 
organizational identity.  
 
Organizational identity construction is a natural and important outcome of a 
firm’s founding activities. However, it is of great importance for managers to 
be aware of and reflect upon the possible constraints that might be associated 
with a certain identity. This suggests entrepreneurs and managers should strive 
to recruit people from different backgrounds or industries or with ideas or 
opinions that might diverge from the ones that have been established. Moreo-
ver, different techniques and events can be used in order to challenge taken 
for granted meanings and identities. The use of e.g. hackathons163 could be a 
preferable strategy to infuse the focal firm with new creative ideas.  
 
In sum, the outcome of the present study has the potential to be developed into 
a set of techniques suited to stimulate innovative and creative activities in en-
trepreneurial contexts. In a similar fashion, e.g., Alexander Osterwalder turned 
his PhD thesis on the ontology of business models into the well used manage-
ment tool “Business Model Canvas”. A considerable amount of other research 
within the entrepreneurship field has also been adapted for use among practi-
tioners. By this way of framing or tweaking my research from the conceptual 
to the practical, I align myself to theories such as effectuation, bricolage and 
improvisation and their more practice-oriented off springs such as e.g. design 
thinking, lean start-up, boot strapping and ‘fail fast’. These principles and 
methods all have in common the fact that they strive to increase the flexibility 
and reduce the risks associated with starting a firm. Their core idea is that by 
applying an experimental and iterative logic, firms become more agile and can 
thus shorten their product development cycles and be more relevant in terms 
of finding customer value.  

7.3 Limitations and suggestions for further research 
One could easily say that one of the main challenges for a qualitative re-
searcher is to convince the audience of the choices made and the relevance of 
the general propositions in a study. The researcher can select among many 
available explanations for the empirical evidence at hand. I choose sensemak-
ing as my lens since it allowed me to zoom in on things that I believed previous 
                                                      
163 Hackathons are events where people of various skills (traditionally entrepreneurs and soft-
ware developers) are put into a confined space for a day or two and are challenged to solve 
problems and create ideas or products. While some hackathons are intended simply for educa-
tional or social purposes, others have clear goals for creating usable products. (Source: 
http://www.mckinsey.com/ and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page) 
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research had neglected. The mundane activities, the formations of understand-
ing, the distributed social activity and the role of identity (external, organiza-
tional and personal) were examples of what the sensemaking perspective al-
lowed me to unravel. Another interpretive framework or approach would ob-
viously have shed light on other aspects of the data and resulted in a different 
outcome of the study. 

 
Along the same lines, moving from the empirical data to my theoretical con-
clusions was equally marked by several choices. The analytical approach and 
coding strategy were the work of myself alone. After moving back and forth 
between the empirical data and the theories at hand, my own sensemaking 
capacity guided me to particularly use the work of Per Davidsson, Dimo 
Dimov, Saras Sarsavathy and Sankaran Venkataraman for the analysis and 
theoretical conceptualizations. I acknowledge and realize the weaknesses 
herein, by recognizing that several eyes and brains could potentially have paid 
attention to other elements in the data. For future studies, working with large 
qualitative data sets, I suggest collaborative research could improve the qual-
ity of work and also contribute to creative and unexpected avenues. Moreover, 
I suggest that entrepreneurship studies involving cognitive or behavioral as-
pects could benefit from interdisciplinary research teams bringing in expertise 
from, e.g., sociology or cognitive and/or behavioral psychology.  
 
The present research is based on a single case study. After having performed 
a pilot study of established and nascent firms I came to the conclusion that in 
order to get the real time insights that my inquiry required, focusing on one 
organization would provide me with the best possible data. One of this empir-
ical study’s strengths was obviously that the excellent access I gained pro-
vided me with a rich story. The shortcoming is that one could always question 
the generalizability of my results. How dependent are my results on the spe-
cific case of PlayTV? What would have been the outcome if another organi-
zation or several organizations had been the chosen?  
 
The answers to these questions we cannot know for sure, however, I do insist 
that this present case and its results provide a conceptual insight that could be 
of relevance in the study of early start-up processes in other ventures. With 
support lent from Siggelkow (2007), I point to the three important uses for 
case study research: “motivation, inspiration, and illustration” (p 21). I con-
tend that this work qualifies in terms of all three. The ambition with the present 
study has thus been to motivate future research questions, to inspire new ideas 
and to illustrate an empirical setting and theoretical problem. 
 
This inquiry thus motivates and inspires future research into entrepreneurial 
opportunities and firm formation processes. One of the outcomes of this study 
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emphasized opportunity development as a science of the artificial. An inter-
esting and highly relevant perspective for future studies would be to focus on 
the entrepreneurial artifacts emerging in this process, by particularly investi-
gating how they transform in the interactions between the internal and external 
environment. In such a study, drawing upon actor-network theory (ANT) and 
the work of Bruno Latour (see e.g. Latour, 1987) could be fruitful in order to 
gain a deeper understanding into entrepreneurial processes including, e.g., the 
emergence and influence of business models on focal firms and their stake-
holders. Moreover, as many new firms become increasingly digital, global and 
embedded in complex socio-technical ecosystems, the question of agency is 
relevant to explore. According to ANT, agency is not only privileged to 
humans but can also reside in non-human elements such as these artifacts. 
Consequently, I argue this approach could contribute valuable insights into 
the creation of new firms. 

 
For the purpose of this study, a qualitative approach was chosen from which 
a connection between the four opportunity components was established. These 
components could correspondingly be turned into variables and thus become 
suited for a quantitative study. Based on the findings, I particularly envisage 
the potential to examine the implications of the four opportunity components 
on venture emergence by testing various hypotheses which may suggest their 
inter-relationship. The constructs would hence be placed in the perceptions 
and attitudes held by the nascent entrepreneur in relation to the opportunity 
s/he is pursuing. A research question associated with this inquiry could be: 
Which of the following variables has the most impact on venture emergence? 
The aim of such a study would be to statistically explain the outcome varia-
tions of the causal factors, i.e. the opportunity components, which can explain 
variations in the outcome criteria, i.e. venture emergence.  
 
In order for the constructs to be efficiently used in this survey, they must be 
capable of being measured. This operationalization of the variables is not an 
evident task. However, the coding structure from my current study and extant 
theories could be used to formulate relevant indicators for the constructs. For 
example, an interesting proposal (which has been indicated in the present 
study) would be to hypothesize a stronger positive relationship between per-
ceptions of market interactions (business model) and venture emergence than 
between the perception of a solid/elaborated venture idea and venture emer-
gence. This can have implications for how we teach and foster entrepreneur-
ship, by putting more effort into the “doings” of entrepreneurship rather than 
its formal planning (through causal logic).  
 
With an increasing focus on innovation and entrepreneurship in both society 
and education it is my strong belief that it is of importance to discuss and 
perhaps re-evaluate what causes venture emergence. Much focus is still put 
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on the rational planning paradigm where people are fostered into business plan 
writing and business idea development. However, in a rapidly changing world, 
factors such as established market relationships and a high degree of oppor-
tunity confidence can prove to be more important than expected. 
 
The attentive reader might have wondered why learning was not brought to 
the fore in the analysis. Learning is recognizably an instrumental aspect of 
sensemaking. Within entrepreneurial process studies, learning also plays an 
important function (see e.g. McCann & Vroom, 2015; Ravasi & Turati, 2005). 
Early gestation activities in general (and planning activities in particular) stim-
ulate learning which eventually has implications for future entrepreneurial ef-
forts. Despite touching upon the notion of learning at several points in the 
study, I did not consider it important enough to be an opportunity characteris-
tic in line with the other four components. Moreover, I argue that it was re-
flected in the actors’ opportunity confidence, i.e., their confidence in the fea-
sibility and operability of their new venture idea. Similarly, the processual 
development was also integrated into the self-reflexivity mechanism of the 
involved agents. However, an opening for future studies could be to focus on 
the learning activities and their outcomes in relation to the different sense re-
lated modes (sensemaking, sensegiving and sensebreaking). Taking into ac-
count that entrepreneurship is a distributed activity, it would also be of great 
value to investigate the collective learning process which occurs among actors 
both inside and outside of the focal firm. 
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Appendix 1: Empirical data generated from pilot study 
 
Interviews: 
 

Company  Date  Person / title  Duration  
RunAlong.se  2010-01-29  Heidi Harman, founder   1.35 min.  
Spotify  2010-02-03  Martin Lorentzon, co-founder  1.40 min.  
Dataspelsbranschen  2010-02-04  Per Strömbäck, spokesperson  1.15 min.  

Mindark  2011-01-17  Christian Björkman, CMO  1.07 min.  

Paradox Interactive  2011-01-05  Fredrik Wester, CEO  1.14 min.  

Easy  2011-01-12  Kristoffer Benjaminsson, CTO  1.05 min.  

Easy  2011-01-21  Oskar Burman, COO  55 min.  

Electronic Arts  2011-01-12  Fredrik Ribbing, product manager  1.30 min.  

Jersey Productions  2011-01-24  Fredrik Hellström, founder/CEO   1.08 min.  

Indie developer 2011-02-03  Erik Svedäng   36 min.  

Mojang  2011-01-18  Daniel Kaplan, business developer  1.04 min. 

Stardoll  2011-04-18  Katie Bell, commercial director  40 min.  

Dice  2011-07-04  Peter Henricsson, HR director  1.30 min.  

Game advisor  2011-10-05  Stefan Lampinen, managing director  45 min.  

Triolith Entertainment  2011-10-05  Magus Söderberg, CEO/founder  35 min.  

Planeto  2011-11-18 Martin Walfitz, CEO/founder 1.10 min. 

Barnvärlden  2011-11-20 Linus Feldt, CEO/co-founder 55 min. 

TocaBoca 2011-11-20 Björn Jeffrey, CEO/co-founder 50 min. 

Spotify 2011-12-12 Martin Lorentzon, co-founder of Spotify 1.55 min. 

  
Lectures/presentations:  
 

Company  Date  Forum  Person / title  Duration 
Mindark  2011-01-

17  
SSE, Media strategy course  Christian Björkman, CMO  2 h.  

Speltjänst  2011-01-
05  

SSE, Media strategy course  Stefan Lampinen, CEO  2 h.  

Fabrication 
Games  

2010-09-
11  

Financing seminar1: Invest in 
Games 2010  

Tommy Palm, CEO  30 min.  

Planeto  2010-09-
11  

Financing seminar: Invest in 
Games 2010  

Martin Walfisz, CEO  30 min.  

Easy  2010-11-
05  

Nordic Game 2010  Ben Cousins, CEO  45 min.  

 
Industry conferences:  
 

Company  Date  Location  Duration  
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Nordic Game 2010  2010-11-20  Stockholm  1 day  
Nordic Game 2011  2011-05-12 & 13   Malmö  2 days  
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Sammanfattning 

Digitaliseringen är en samhällsförändring som påverkat de flesta industrier de 
senaste åren och vi vittnar ständigt om tillblivelsen av nya företag som både for-
mar och verkar på helt nya marknader. Många av dessa företag har idéer, skapar 
affärsnyttor och till och med behov som vi i vår vildaste fantasi inte ens kunnat 
förutse innan de kom. I hjärtat av dessa satsningar ligger beslut som bygger på 
individers kreativitet, handling, risktagande och genomförande av idéer i form av 
affärsmöjligheter. 
 
Forskningen kring affärsmöjligheter handlar om själva samspelet mellan just in-
divid och möjlighet. Varför vissa individer blir entreprenörer och hur de agerar 
för att göra verklighet av sina visioner har under lång tid upptagit forskarvärldens 
intresse. Forskare har även ägnat sig åt att förstå affärsmöjligheternas funktion i 
det ekonomiska systemet. I fokus har varit att förklara deras ursprung och ex-
istens, vilket huvudsakligen har uppnåtts genom retrospektiva studier där affärs-
möjligheterna oftast studerats efter deras tillblivelse, dvs efter att de blivit uppen-
bara för den stora massan eller accepterade av marknaden. Om vi däremot förflyt-
tar oss till realtid, i framåtblickande och osäkra miljöer, är det dock inte lika själv-
klart att förstå vad som avses med en affärsmöjlighet. För att öka förståelsen kring 
detta, utgår avhandlingen från de involverade aktörernas perspektiv genom att un-
dersöka vad en affärsmöjlighet består av och hur den utvecklas. 

 
I en longitudinell studie av ett nystartat företag inom digital TV/film får vi följa 
resan från en grundares idé om ett framtida affärsprojekt till kommersialisering. I 
studien framkom att affärsmöjligheten växte fram i en process i vilken flertalet 
individer arbetade för att förverkliga affärsprojektet kring vilket de hade mer eller 
mindre tydliga idéer, baserade på vad de uppfattat som positiva omvärldsfaktorer. 
I detta arbete visade sig fyra komponenter vara särskilt centrala: externa faktorer 
(triggers till idén), idé (föreställda framtida affärsprojekt), affärsmodell (begyn-
nande marknadsinteraktioner baserat på idén) och förtroende/tilltro (till idén). Om 
alla dessa finns på plats kan man således säga att en affärsmöjlighet är i skapande. 
Studien föreslår därmed att dessa fyra komponenter används istället för det mer 
otydliga begreppet affärsmöjligheter, för att öka vår förståelse för tidiga entrepre-
nöriella processer. 
 
Det ständiga sökandet efter mening, dvs att förstå omvärlden utifrån individernas 
egna referensramar, visade sig ha stor betydelse för framväxten av dessa fyra 
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komponenter, deras samspel och utveckling över tid. Således kom meningsskap-
andeperspektivet (sensemaking) att användas för att beskriva hur komponenterna 
växelverkade och förändrades. I faser präglade av förståelse, övertygelse och ifrå-
gasättande utvecklades affärsmöjligheten från grundarens embryoniska idé till att 
omfatta och bli accepterad av flertalet olika marknadsaktörer/intressenter. Denna 
beskrivning lyfter fram det pågående samspelet mellan objektiva externa faktorer 
och interna subjektiva tolkningar, samt hur individerna i social interaktion till-
sammans påverkar affärsmöjlighetens utveckling. 
 
Med en begreppsapparat som ligger närmare det språk som entreprenören själv 
använder och med ett ramverk som förklarar både den sekventiella och iterativa 
process det innebär att utveckla en affärsmöjlighet, bidrar denna studie till fram-
tida forskning kring tidiga entreprenöriella processer och beslutsfattande under 
osäkerhet. Resultatet kan även omsättas i praktik genom att ge entreprenörer och 
företagsledare en ökad förståelse för olika tillvägagångssätt att stimulera kreativi-
tet och affärsutveckling.  
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